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NEW

ANNOUNCEMENT

fin effect Nov. id)

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,

OF ELLSWORTH
can give further aasurance that is now, more than ever, in an
advan tag eons position to Tender an unexcelled service, combining
•■safety First" with efficiency in every department-Check, Saving
and Safe Deposit.

Write for the Booklet “A Brief Explanation.” It tolls bow in
ondorstand, readable way. Yours for tbo askiag.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Strand Theatre.
Moore’s Drug Store.
G A Parcher— Druggist.
Llnnehan’s Auto Livery.
For sale—Cow. pigs ana hens.
For sale—House.
To let—Tenement.
Probate notice—Emily M Savage.
—Anne Fraser Conrad.
Irving A Stack pole—Cream separators.
H C Austin A Co—Undertaker and furniture.

In announcing it* membership in
federal reserve system

the

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.43 a. m.. 4.28, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
ra., 6.22, p. m.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
an

easy-to-

AT BLLSWOBTH

In

Look for the “Member”

Sign

effect Dec. 28, 1014.

Fbom Wbst—6.48 a
Fbom East—11.10 a

m;
m:

Our

Line of

line

and best

largest

ever

shown in

m.

March 16, 1915.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Temperature

SCRIM and MARQUISETTE CURTAINS
the

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Hat
Hun
Mon
Tues

city.

Harry O. Austin & Co.

26—
28—
26—
18—
23—
22—

22—

12

m

40—
41—
30—
39—
35—
86—
31—

forenoon afternoon
fair
clear
clear
cloudy
fair
snow,fair
clear
clear
fair
clear
fair
clear
fair

.02

cloudy
on

H. Southard is spending
Miss
two weeks at Seal Harbor.

Pctteogill, fTgr.

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
the ttrst degree to-morrow evening.

To-Night

Daniel Doherty, of Melrose, Mass., is
guest ol C. K. Monaghan and wile.

the

St. Patrick’s Ball and Pictures
Saturday

Matinee and

Evening the World
Corporation presents

a

thrilling society-drama

Thursday Night

-

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. P.
Friday afternoon.

A. A. Killam at 2.30

Miss Maude Hoggins left Saturday for a
a week with friends in Portland.

Filin

The World, the Flesh and the Devil

visit of

j

a

week.

The young people of the Congregational
church will meet with Miss Helen Shute
this evening.

AHATEURS
emma'ion

Annie M. Connick left to-day on a
business trip to Boston. She will be gone
Miss

in six reels

COMING--Mother

ser-

Winnie

I mo gene

rpTTTTI QTTJ AMTi
JL XI Hi O 1 Axlll JJ

I

The Thursday club of the Congregational church will meet this week with
Mrs. A. W. Clark.
Helen and Frederick Austin, of Bucksport, are visiting their grandmother, Mrs.
Arthur W. Austin.
Miss Eva M. Leighton is spending two
weeks with her parents, J. Q. Leighton
and wife, in Bangor.

Just Received
N«

\v

barrel of nice,

15c qt.
heavy,

white

WATER GLASS
Now is the time
while

they

are

to save your eggs for

winter,

cheap.

Parcher’s

MainertH'

Drug

Store

Fulton J. Redman is in New York on
who accomMrs. Redman,
business.
panied him, will remain until April.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Joy and receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Lata Elizabeth, born Saturday.

The Object of this
Advertisement
is to inform
every reader of Tiie Amkkican, who has need of any kind of insurance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle

possible

C.

&

w.

rates.

F.

I_MASON,

ELLSWORTH.

conclusion of his lectures he will return
to EllBworth.
The Three-B class of the Baptist church
was pleasantly entertained in the vestry
parlor last Wednesday evening by Misses
Clara Ashworth and Lelia Merchant.
Qames were enjoyed and there were contests that kept the members busy.
Refreshments were Berved.

MAINE

roof

spark

the

from

A small hole

roof.

the fire

An alarm

was

Extra Heavy

Water Glass
Preserving
EGGS

"HO PAT, HO WA8MHK.
of ••"“dry work done at abort noclot
Woodt called tor and delivered.
Mutky * CO.
k»»u*y
Kiln worth, Me
Building, State at..

Music for all Occasions
Private Lessons in all the New Dances
Lessons on Violin and Cornet
Ellswobth
C. E. Monaghan,

burned

was

turned

through
in, but

extinguished without the

nec-

todiscuss “Unitarianism
in Transylvania”.
The subject will be
introduced by Roy C. Haines.
“The Shepherd of the Hills” played to a
fair house at Hancock ball Monday evenFred E.
ing, and was well received.
Cooke, the new manager and janitor of
the ball, is receiving the encouragement
of the people of Ellsworth in his efforts
to bring to Ellsworth a good class of com-

panies.
The degree team from Donaqua lodge,
K. of P., of Ellsworth, with a good-sized
delegation of members, went to Bar Harbor Monday evening, at the invitation of
Porcupine lodge of that place, to work
the rank. They are loud in praise of the
hospitality extended by the Bar Harbor

lodge.
The Ellsworth A. A. basket-ball team
added one more desirable scalp to its belt
last Friday evening, defeating the Old
Town A. A. at Hancock hall by the score
of 26-13. Though the Ellsworth boys
gained a commanding lead from the start,
the game was taat in spots, keeping the
interest of spectators.
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..“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
* save and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

|
I

We pay interest

ter how small the amount.”

Hancock

on

j

•

j

I

$1.

County Savings Bank,

<>

Ellsworth, Me. ;;

l Established 1873.
than fifty years.
Yesterday Mr.
iVooster built an obstruction across the
way, and then took Gardiner with him to
lelp him in case of trouble when Mr.
Fiske came along with his ox team.
When Mr. Fiske reached the obstruction,
nore

cut

le

a

former resident

with

one

to

measure

up their team

strong teams from MassaThe Hudson team defeated the

of the

Bangor A. A. at Bangor Friday night by a
score of 31 to 14 -the first game lost by tbe
Bangor team this season.
Bangor pronounced the Hudson team the strongest

squad

that

ever

lined

up

The Hudson
against a Bangor team.
team, though heavier and more experienced than the local team, has a general
reputation for clean playing, and it will
be a pleasure to Ellsworth basket-ball
fans to see one of the fastest basket-ball
teams in New England in action.

Ernest

W.

Wooster

and

William

it down

with

an

axe, and

*

Mr.

Gardiner tried to prevent
lim removing the plank. Then there was
t mix-up.
Evidence as to just what oc:urred conflicts. Mr. Fiske says Gardiner
tnocked him down with a club and then
umped on him and struck him while he
Mr. Gardiner says he grabbed
was down.
Fiske and threw' him, but did not strike
lim. There was no evidence to show any
ictual assault by Mr. Wooster, and he
Mr. Gardiner was found
was discharged.
guilty and sentenced to fine of flO and
W. E. Whiting apjosts. He appealed.
peared for the State and Henry M. Hall
Wooster and Mr.

(or

respondents.
ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Alvah Schoppe and Man ford McDevitt,
who have been in the woods at Spec pond,
ire

home.

Mrs. Percy S. Moore and son Frank, of
rrenton, have been visiting her parents,
F. E. Cottle and wife.
E. R. Giles and wife, of Amherst, came
way of Bangor Monday night. Mrs.
Biles will spend a week with her daughMr. Giles reter, Mrs. W. M. Davis.
turned home Monday, accompanied by
his son Walter, who has been here through

by

the winter

attending

school.

The boys of the grammar and intermediate schools will give an entertainment
in the vestry Thursday evening, March 18,
beginning at 7.30 o’clock. Home-made
candy will be sold. The boys are getting
up the entertainment to help pay for Miss
Phillips’ service as teacher of music. The
program will include two dialogues, with
the following in the casts: “Ob, you
Teacher!” Winslow Moore, Harold Moore,
John Fox, Dana Sals bury, Roscoe Higgins,
Elwood Rounds, George Stewart, Gerald
Rounds, Gerald Moore, Charles Wit ham,
Richard
David
Webber.
Shackford,
“Through Children’s Eyes,” Gerald Moore,
Harold Moore, Richmond Shackford, Addie

Carlisle,

Theresa

NORTH

Harriet

and

Cook,

Clarissa Strout.

ELLSWORTH.

Frank and Forrest Moore
Harbor a few days this week.

were

in

Bar

Mrs. Harry Johnson has gone to BanMr. Johnson will go later.

gor.

Both H. F. Maddocks and bis w’ife were
confined to the house last week, ill of grip.
Joseph Nason had a large tumor taken
from his back Saturday.
He is getting
along nicely.
Miss Margaret Seeds, of Ellsworth, was
a recent guest of her cousin, Miss Marjorie Richardson.
Mrs. Hannah Maddocks is spending two
Ellsworth with her daughter,
Mrs. Ethel Haynes.

arraigned

He had followed the
bf seventeen

until

sea

from the age

his retirement

a

few

years ago, except for his period of service
in the Civil war as a member of Co. K,

regiment.

16th Maine

Capt. Jordan
His first wife
Camden.

One

was

son

three times.
Jordan, of
born to them—

married

Melissa

was

was

Fred H., of Peabody, Mass.
His second
wife was Annette French, of Brewer; no
children were born to them.
His last
wffe, Ellen Johnson, of Brewer, survives
him, with a son and daughter—William
N., of Brewer, and Mrs. Frank Witham,
of Bangor. He is also survived by three
sisters—Mrs. Horace Marks and Mrs. J. D.
Remick, of Bayside, and Mrs. Ella S.
Phillips, of Somerville, Mass.
Entertainment at High School.
juvenile entertainment will be given
at the high school Friday evening, March
19, under the auspices of the senior class.
The program follows:
Music.Marion Donnell
Recitation.Ethel Lake
Song.Doris Scribner
Music.John Hagerthy Mahoney
Recitation.Horace Estey
Music.Alice Kearns
Recitation.Edith Adams
Song.Louise Alexander
Dialogue....*. Evelyn and Madelyn Dunn
Music...Sylvia Grindle
Recitation.Alice Adams
Music.John Hagerthy Mahoney
Recitation.James Bridges
Music.Rachel Haynes
A

Recitation.George

Mahoney

Francis

Music.Louise Donnell

Song.Eleanor Kiilam

Music.Katherine Austin
Recitation.....James Cushman
Music.Katherine Conley
COMING EVENTS.
ELLflWORTHx

Thursday evening, March 18,

at Ellsworth Fails -Entertainment by boys of
grammar and intermediate schools.

Friday evening, March 19, at Hancock
hall—Basket ball; Ellsworth A. A. vs.
Hudson (Mass) A. A.
Admission, 25
cents.

Friday evening,
school

March 19, at high
building—Juvenile entertainment

under

the

auspices

of

the

senior class.

Tickets, 10 cents.

Saturday evening,
hall—

March 20, at Society
Private dancing school.

Monday evening, April 5, at Hancock
hall —Minstrel show and dance by Senator
Hale hose company.

birthday party was given Mrs. Arrie
Higgins on March 6. A delightful time is
reported. Mrs. Higgins, being a shut-in,
is always grateful for these little gather-

3!)ticrti3nitctU3

A

ings in her honor.

Millard Carter and family
Austin Couary’s farm.

are

living

and a

3COWS
LAVAL
De

WKST KLhSWORTH.
on

Ira Carter is home, after working in the
woods during the winter.

of

before

Wooster’s land.
Mr. Wooster claimed
there was
no
right of way, and
had
forbidden
Mr. Fiske
to
haul
wood over it.
Mr. Fiske claimed that the
road was a right of way, and had been tor

Capt. Hollis J. Jordan Dead.
Capt. Hollfs J. Jordan died Monday at
bis home in North Brewer, aged seventy
years. Capt. Jordan was born at Bayside,
in Trenton, the son of the late Nahum
ind Julia A. Jordan, and made his home
Lhere for twenty-six years.

weeks at

Minnie Bryant is spending a few days
Washington Junction, were
with her sister, Mrs. William Nevells, in
Judge Mason in the
Ellsworth.
municipal court this morning, on comMrs. Austin Conary, who has been in
plaint of Allen A. Fiske, charged with
assault and battery.
The trouble arose poor health some time, has gone to the
Eastern Maine general hospital for treatover a question as to right of way over Mr.

Uardiner,

Cor. Opp. Post Office

;

|

week,

and classiest

MONAGHAN’S
BAND and ORCHESTRA

was

will meet at 11.45

chusetts.

15c

i

set fire to the

essity of turning on a stream. The slight
loss is covered by insurance.
The pastor of the Unitarian church will
deliver a sermon next Sunday morning
entitled, “Thoughts Suggested by the
Transfiguration.” The. adult bible class

opportunity

KUilWORTH

chimney

S., widow of Harrison Lufkin,
of Ellsworth, died
Wednesday, March 10, at Hubbardston,
in
the seventy-third year of her
Mass.,
Mrs. Lufkin was the last survivor of
age.
| the family of ten children of Alsander
Next Monday evening Rev. Alva Roy | Bartlett, and was born at Ellsworth Falls.
Scott, Ph. D., of Bangor, will deliver a She was a twin sister of the late Mrs.
public lecture in the Unitarian church en- Almira Kelliher, of Ellsw'ortb.
titled "Some Work and Play in the Field
Next Friday evening at Hancock hall
of Literature”.
the Ellsworth A. A. basket- ball team will
Charles 8. Wilson, grand chancellor of play the Hudson (Mass.) A. A. team, and
the Knights of Pythias of Maine, paid an Ellsworth basket-ball fans will have an

flbbmiBnnnus.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms

a

evening

The Calendar society of the Methodist
church will hold its regular busiuess and
social meeting at the borne of Mrs. Cora
Pornroy Wednesday evening, March 21.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.

for

1
I

of the Hancock house yesterday fore-

The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
Mrs. W. P. Clough, of Cambridge,
Mass., who has been with her brother, church accepted the invitation of Mrs. W.
Capt. J. A. Lord, seven! weeks, has re- L. Byard to a social gathering at her home
last Friday afternoon. They were royally
turned home.
Ellsworth friends learned with regret of entertained, the feature of the occasion
the picnic supper with roast duck as
the death on Sunday, )at Bangor, of Mrs. being
de resistance.
Music was furDavid N. Beach, wife of President Beach the piece
nished by the young people, with Miss
of the Bangor theological seminary.
Muriel Ryard at the piano.
“Shadows”, the biU for the Strand picThe Augusta and Bar Harbor Y. M. C.
is
one
of
the
theatre
ture
Friday evening,
A. basket-ball teams, each of which has
most unique picture plays ever produced.
won the right to claim the Y. M. C. A.
King Bagot appearing in eleven distinct
championship of its section of the State,
parts.
|
will meet in a game for the State Y. M. C.
The E. F. Robinson Co., jewelers and
A. championship on a neutral floor. EUsopticians, has moved to its new location wrorth has been selected as the
place for
on the north side of Main street to the
the game, which is scheduled for Friday
Morang building, almost opposite its old
of next
March 26.
location.

nients with the lowest

sity law school, to continue for some five
weeks.
His postoffice address for that
time is at Hotel Bellevue, Boston.
At tbe

noon.

Linnehan's auto livery has resumed
vice for the season.

t
!

of lectures at the Boston univer-

course

A

Mrs. Katharine Staples is in Boston
business.

The Plnybouic of
Eiliwortb

Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of
Columbns, will give a St. Patrick’s day
sociable at its hall this evening. The
hall has been attractively and appropriately decorated (or the occasion by the

Jonesport.
JoLn Colson, of Ellsworth Falls, was
arraigned in tbe municipal court SaturRegistered mail should be at postoffice half
day, charged with larceny of shingles and
an hour before mail closes.
lumber from tbe yard of Whitcomb,
Haynes A Co.’s mill. He pleaded guilty,
WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
and was sentenced to thirty days in jail.
For Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Ex-Chief Justice Emery has begun his

RECEIVED

Spring

dren.

Frank N. Sawyer, who bought out tbe
of goods of tbe Reliable Clothing
Co., In this city, several weeks ago, is
closing out the business here and packing
tbe goods for shipment to his store at

POSTOPFIOB

am; 5 .60 p
m; 3.55 p m.

:

|

evening.

News bas been received ot the death on
March 8 of Thomas O. Hathaway, at his
home at Missoula, Moot. He is survived
by a widow, who has made her home in
Ellsworth several years, and by six chil-

stock

4.28, p m.
6.22 p m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT

Going Wbst— 10.40
Going East—6.15 a

f

The subject of Rev. T. S. Roes’sermon at
the Methodist church next Sunday morning at 10.30 will be, ‘‘The Possibilities ot
Youth.” Illustrated lecture, songs and
^
recitation in the

Z&jmiirmtnts.

ladies.

POSTOWCE.

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

JUST

official visit to Donaqua lodge last Wednesday evening. After the meeting, a
banquet was served.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

No. 11.

ment.

There was a small attendance at grange
March 13. March 27 W. M. Higgins will
give a talk on “Orchard Fertilization,
Spraying and Pruning.”

will make more money than four cows
with “gravity setting"
We can easily demonstrate to you
that even with two cows a DeLaval
will pay for itself. Local ageut

Irving A. Stackpole, Ellsworth, Maine

Linnehans Auto Livery

Water St.,

Ellsworth

TELEPHONE 117-2

,

SUNDAY_SCHOOL

EDITED

IU Motto:

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

Rev. D. M. Stearns.

all communications

Our first introduction to Jonathan,
the son of Saul, is In chapter xlll. 2.
where we find him the captain of a
thousand men smiting a garrison of the

to

a

terrible

pouna.
my dock
ached until I thought

pains

all over me,
feelings and
periodic troubles. I

ll!

nervous

1By Henry Fa* I>yke.]
Oh it's home again, and home again. America
My

_

very weak and
run down and was
was

for me.’
heart is

turning home again

God's

to

losing hope of ever
being well and

country.
To the land of youth and freedom, beyond tbe
ocean bars
Where tbe air is full of sunshine and tbe flag
is full of stars.

good

It is

to see

the Old

and down.
Among the famous

strong.

1/
->ing

of

renown;

tax-

tiquated things.

Woman’s Precious Gift.
The one which she should most zealously guard, is her health, but it if
the one most often neglected, until
some ailment peculiar’to her sex has
fastened itself upon her. When so af-

1

SKIXlWlCk, 344.

;

an

enjoyed by forty

j

Edward Morgan has returned to Vermont, where he ia employed.
Miss Bernice Merservey, of
Bluebill, i,
visiting her annl, Mrs. H. M. Pease
Mrs. Ella Wakeman leaves (o-day (or
Hebron to enter the sanatorium for treatment.

Miss Beasis Allen haa returned from
Hargentville after a week with her aunt
Mrs. Charles Baheon.
Mra. Hasan Judge and Miaa Alice

My

taming home again to God's

country,

%

To the blessed land of Room Enough, beyond
the ocean bars.
Where the air is full of sunshine and the flag
is full of stars.

Dear M. H. Friends:
The interest in Henry Van Dyke and his

writings

continues

unabated,

a:.d 1

am

indebted to Mrs. S. E. for the above poem j
which has a “Sweet Home'1 ring to it. I
am sure

American Board party indid,
creased to five. We have secured steamer
chairs together on the bridge deck, and
seats opposite at tbe table.|
Our cabin is a good one on the promenade deck; has two berths and a sofa, a
wardrobe, wasbstand and two chairs. I
am established in the upper berth fmy
choice) though booked for tbe loser. One
can lie in this berth and watch tbe ocean
through.the porthole, or draw a curtain
and be quite private, withan electric light
at one's bead, reading steamer letters, etc.
We sailed at 1 o’clock,and were through
lunch by the time we were out of the
Golden Gate.
We passed close to the exposition grounds. During the afternoon,
while on deck, we saw a truly whale and
several porpoises. The gulls followed until about dark.
Thia Sunday is a perfect day at see
smooth and calm, with not too bright a
1 haven’t had the slightest tendency
sun.
to seasickness yet, though the other tour
have bad slight symptoms.
The passenger list, which wss given us last night,
includes a number of German names.
Thera are a good many Japanese men and
women, who appear very occidental, and
many missionaries of various boards, but
it ia too early yet to know much about
them.
we

you

w

ill all

j

appreciate it.

West Franklin, March 4.
Dear Frientie of the M. B. C.:
Just a*iue or two to let you all know 1
have been thinking of you.
I have enjoyed ail your letters, and the poems have
been so nice aud helpful.
I cannot tell
you much about Henry Van
but 1
do admire his writings, and the
poema are
of the beat. 1 often wish 1 could remember more of what I read, as it would be
nice when these subjects are given us for
diseusaion.
Hope all the sick ones are improving
faat. I wonder if the sisters are in the
rug business thia winter? I will say thit
that I am not, and fear 1 will not
be, for
spring is so near at hand.
Dell, 1 think yon are having the time of
vour life in travelling and
doing good.
How interesting it must be for you to visit
the different institutions and then giva us

Dyke,

the benefit of it.

May

so our

Mra.

informal service in the music
o’clock was small. A Methodist
to Korea conducted the service
and gave a good talk on the "Resources of
a Christian”.
nounced
room at 5

returning

Thanksgiving Day-To-morrow, I shall

E. C. M., I was much interested in your
letter. I have friends who have spent the
winters there, and have sent me cards, and
have told me many interesting thiugs in
regard to the places.
1 trust the day is not far distant when
women will be allowed to
vote, and if it is
in my day, I shall vote that no man or

wake up In Honolulu harbor. 1 wept into
my trunk this forenoon and Ashed out
some thin dresses and a atraw bat to wear
ashore. This afternoon there were sports
on deck
the usual three-legged race,
potato race, bottle race, etc. The funniest
one was called a “sparring match”.
Two
men sat astride a spar about fonr feet from
tbe deck with mat treses
underneath.
They faced each other about five feet
apart, and each was armed with a pillow.
The point was to make the other lose bis
balance and topple over. Only the band
holding the pillow could be used. There
were several
of contestants.
The
man who finally won did it
quite so much
by tbe faces he made up, aa by strikes
with 1 he* pillow.
It really was
very

woman who can neither read nor write
shall be allowed to vote.
With best
wishes to all.
Aunt Emma.

one,

but

lacked all atmosphere of the occasion.

My

pairs

funny.

To-night’s

^
_________

I

that you, Aunt Emma, believe in
We may be sure of one
thing—if women voted, they wouldn’t—
and 4 really they couldn’t—make a worse
see

intelligent voting.

mess

of it than

do sometimes.

men

j
j

menu

was

a

good

idea of a Thanksgiving dinner includes a
whole brown turkey carved on the table,
and a big table with some children around
it, not to mention the getting ready process.
Last year 1 was about as far on the
west side of Honolulu as I am to-night on
the east side. Dr. Scott has just said, “I
believe the biggest asset is to be able to
understand
and put vourself in
their places.”
Pretty true, isn’t it?
Nov. 30—Would you like to meet some
of my fellow passengers? I’ve already introduced cur American Hoard party. We
sort of
just naturally came together
“birds-of-a-featber”— but there are others
will
want
to
know
about.
you

fortunate in

are

having

which cannot be otherwise than

a

letter,

intensely

interesting, that I am allowed by “Zilla”
to give you through the column. I shall
enter it on
the
“installment plan”.
Several M. B’s. have

portunity
new

to

pleasure

to read
them.

already had the opit, so it will not be

Aunt

Madge

had

the

of

meeting the writer last fall.
charming person to meet. The
lady is Miss Elizabeth S. Perkins, who
has been a missionary in China for (1
think) nine years. She had been home
on a vacation, and this letter was
begun
on ber return trip to China.
She i8 the
daughter of Lucius Perkins, formerly of
Brooksville.

She is

a

On Board Pacific Mail
Steamship Siberia,
Sunday, Nov 22,1914. !
Dear Friende:
I’m going to write you some of our daily
doiDgs, and mail it when we get to a port.
We sailed from San Francisco yesterday,
friends seeing us off, and presenting us
with roses and violets. You know how 1
love violets.
We set our watches back
twenty minutes this morning, and as we
had already passed
through Central,
Mountain and Pacific time, I suppose we
are
three hours and twenty minutes
earlier than you axe in Maine.
The two recruits—Miss Laura Ward and
Moihsr Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
For Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
Usea by
Mothers for 26 years.
They never fait. At
all druggists, 26c.
Sample FREE. Address,
Allen S. Olmstead, LeRoy, N. Y.

—

We bad an interesting episode at table
the first days with a good-looking man
with iron-gray hair, tail and well-built,
who seemed~familiar with the Orient. In
speaking of Japan, Miss Hoyt inquired if
that wa»his home.
He said no, that it
was in Utah, and added that he was a
Mormon missionary.
Imagine our consternation! I did not think be was serious, but some thought he was, and it gave
us a sort of queer feeling till he owned up.
That night, when dinner was nearly over,
he
his wife, who had been occupied
with two small children, did not like the
Mormons, nor to have him poae as one of
their missionaries, and be confessed that
he bad been joking. He was a captain in
the army returning to Honolulu. They
left us there, and we have missed them
since.

shaking up.
Thera was a eoctal in the chapel Saturday evening to meet the Rev. Mr. West, of
Rutland, VL, who preached as a candidsts
for the Baptiat pulpit.
Friday evening was St. Patrick's night
in Lookout chapter, O. E. 8. The diningdecorated with shamrocks end
with green and white effect.
was spent.
March 15.
Uwk Kfmmk.

room was

shitlalahs,
A

pleasant evening

Alt I

The

Invigorating Whiff

hi the Pine
Forest I
How It clears the Ihroat and head at iu
mucous ailments
It is this spirit ,.f See.
ness aod Vigor from the henllh cirii.s Pmey
Forests brought hack by Dr. Bell’s Pin UrHoney Antiseptic and healing. Buy a bottle to-day. AH Druggists, he.

SBbtVUttTftfTUlr.

Echoes From Bangor
Bangor Happening* Always

In-

trrwt Our K«ut<ler*.
After reading of so many people in our
been cured by Do#n s Kid-

town who have

ney Pills, the question naturally arises:
“La this medicine equally successful m our

neighboring towns?” The generous stateof this Bangor resident leaves no

ment

Dys-pep-lets
1

j

told,us

___________

f

JS5&

NORTH SEDGWICK.
8. F. Fox and wife, of Bangor, are employed by G. M. Allen A Son.
Maynard Herrick, of Swan’s Island,

t

Conary is working on his weir.
Miss Lizzie Conary is home from Millinocket where she has spent the winter.
Alden

has been the guest of Mrs. Ed. Nevels.
Mrs. Stanley, who has been visiting
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Dority, has
Northeast Harbor.
March 8.

,iiin

_

people

We

down

FOR SOUR STOMACH
GASORINDIGESTION

—

membered.

fell

room for doubt on this point.
Readings,
Butler and Eva Bowden; song, Alice day.
Mrs. E. L. Robinson, 20 Dillingham St..
Cold water stimulates the mem
md Mary Butler; topic, “What are the j
be withbranes of the stomach, and hot water Bangor, Me., says: “I would not
best six apples to plant in Maine?” by
out a supply of Doan’s Kidney Pills in the
soothes
them.
m
Bradley Morgrsge.
Sipping either is better than swallow- house, and you cannot make my endorseGOOD WILL, 376, AMHERHT.
ing rapidly, and when the taste of hot ment of them too strong. I gave a statewater la nnpalatable a pinch of aalt or ment for publication in praise of this
MEM 'RIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Whereas, The Divine Master, In His a dash of lemon juice will Improve It remedy some years ago,andcan add at this
providence, has again entered our grange A pinch of soda with the lemon Juice
time that continued use of this remedy rid
md taken from our midst our beloved
is even better.
I
brother, Lucian Snmner; therefore be it
my system of kidney trouble.”
A
rational
of
habit
water
;
drinking
Resolved. That in the death of our
brother Good Will grange baa lost a | will not only Improve the health, but
Price 50c, at ail dealers. Don’t simply
worthy member, one ever ready to do will preserve It Water and milk are ask for a
kidney remedy—get Doan s Kidwhat be could tor the good of tbe order.
Resolved, That our badges be reversed j both very good to keep the kidneys ney Pills-tbe same that Mrs. Robinson
welt
md that our charter be
draped tor a acting
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,
period of thirty days; be it further
n. y.
Resolved, That a copy ot theae resoluFor Tender Feet
tions be sent to tbe bereaved family, one
lo tbe Bangor Commercial and EllsCar bo la ted vaseline, well rubbed Into
worth AMERICAN for publication, and
the skin. Is said to be excellent for
one be spread upon our recorda.
frostbites.
Burnette H. Willey,
Where the skin Is broken zinc oxide
Vara L. Haslem.
Bernice Clarke,
Is sometimes very healing.
Committee.
White cotton stockings should be
l7se Mi-o-na and Get Immediate and
drawn on the feet when any cream is
Effective Belief.
SCENIC, 629, WALTHAM.
used.
When you have heartburn, pains in
March 10 tbe program included music
a
warm
after
foot
bath
the
Massage
stomach, and taste undigested
by Walter Colby, Austin Giles, Leon helps to stimulate the circulation food, it’s a sure sign your last mea! is
Googins; recitations. Miss Belle Mason where there is a proneness to cold feet not digesting, but fermenting, causmd Evelyn Pettengill; reading, Erland !
ing poisonous gases, sourness and acid
and Is a preventive of frostbite.
stomach.
Haslam; duet, Mrs. Abbie Haslam and !
A little salt added to the foot batb
1
The Bugle, written and
Lettie Willey.
Prompt and lasting relief for any
will harden too delicate akin.
stomach distress is a simple inexpenread by Mrs. Lettie Willey, was very good.
sive
matter if you will only try the
The program for next meeting will inharmless Mi o-na prescription, easily
When Hair Darkens.
clude a spelling contest. Ten members
Light hair grows darker as one grows obtained from (i. A. Paroher or any
banded in their dollar to help buy grange
older. The woman who Is troubled by druggist.
implements and badges and told how it
Mi-o-na is especially prepared to
her hair darkening might add the Juice
was earned.
Forty-eight members and
neutralize excess acid and stop ferfrom half a lemon to next to the last
visitors were present.
Refreshments were
mentation which surely sours your
rinsing war -r w hen she washes her food, causing sick headache, dy»i>ei'»erved.
hair. If her hair Is not too dry It will sia, biliousness and bad dreams.
not barm It to put a teaspoonful of
A8HVILLE.
Mi-o-na not only corrects sour, acid,
and gassy stomach, but improves the
borax in the shampoo bath.
Miss Abbie Bragdon is teaching in
A hair restorer Is Composed of twice entire digestive system so that the
Washburn.
blood, nerves, muscles, and skill all
as much Jamaica rum as castor oil
Miss Helen Springer, of West Sullivan,
causing
and a few drops of either oil of roses receive increased nourishment,
clear complexion, bright eyes and that
visited Mrs. E. A. Hanna last week.
or lavender.
Hub It will into the scalp,
deliitliful sensation of "feeling tit”.
Rev. Mr. Moyle spoke to a tine audibeing careful not to have any more
Get some Mi-o-na tablets to-day- if
ence at thescboolhouse Thursday evening.
than possible touch the hair.
ttiey do not banish every sign of indiMiss Frances Atwater returned on Bat- j
gestion they will not cost you a penny.
Sties on ths Eyelid.
nrday from Columbia Falls to continue i
Sties are occasioned by the Irritation
teaching in East Sullivan, this term in
Miss Orcutt, of of the hair follicle out of which an eyethe grammar room.
lash springs. They should be opened
Bncksport, will teach the primary.
Med* only by C. I. HOOD CO.
There were forty-ninei present at the as soon as ‘he pus Is formed, for they
Aahville Sunday school Sunday. A special will not get well as long as the pus requickly sweeten sour stomfeature was a program by Miss Sadie Mar- mains.
ach. stop belching, relieve
For Inflammation of the follicles and
tin's class, which included recitations by
heartburn, nausea and seascaliness
add to an ounce of vaseline
sleeplessArthur Martin, Alice Leighton, Forrest
also
sickness;
fifteen
grains of precipitated sulphur.
Hanna and Edward Martin, a song by the
Delicious and
ness from Indigestion.
The In applying this ointment it Is well to
class, and solo by Miss Martin.
economical.
They are unlike soda
bad
school is invited to visit the East Sulli- warm it a little.
mints, are not a strong alkali—no
van school Sunday, March 21.
effect attends their continued use.
Phcbbe.
Unconscious Frowns.
March 16.
They do good work every time.
Get a 10c., 25c. or II box today.
Don't narrow your eyes when you
BLUEHILL FALLS.
slsh to be impressive.
If you draw
Py» p»p-lf
rour mouth Into a
button and allow
Austin Chat to is borne, after spending
( leep
lines to pucker between your
the winter in New York.
"""
• iyes you will
Crumbs.
March 8.
acquire a habitual cross

Monday, Nov. 23—Days are much alike
shipboard. A rain came up yesterday
I was napping. Many passengers
were ill, so that attendance at an unan-

Meb, I think you are working too hard,
sooner or later you will not be able to
write for the M. B. C. Yon know some of
ns are not as young as we used to be.
Aunt Maria, what are you doing thia winter? How are those plants? It is rather
late to aav anything about Christmas, but
1 must tell you that I was kindly remembered by many of my friends, and also on
my birthday, March 2. All gave me great
pleasure; it is certainly sweet to be re-

Allen

Alice

while

and

Abbie

Tbnraday evening, breaking the bones in
her right wrist and receiving a serious

_

on

the good work

Judge

(.'uncord, Maaa., Wednesday
accompanied by Miaa French.
Rev. Mr. Fletcher, of Watervilie, who
haa been aupplyingat the Baptiat church
four weeks, left for bis home to-diy.
David Lawrence, of Providence, K. I
who baa apent the winter with his auot
Mra. Henry Qrindle, haa returned home.
returned from

Removing Dust.
Dust is insidious. A wash cloth and
warm water at best remove but little
of It from the face. If you really wish
to sec how much dust the face can
take up In a walk take a damp wash
cloth when you arrive home and dip It
Then scrub
In your cold cream Jar.
The wash cloth wll!
face and neck.
be so black that one Is horror struck
to think that so much dust has been
carried on the face even for a short
while.
For some reason soap and water do
not seem to remove the dust as well ns
cold cream and warm water. The face
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
should then be sponged off with cold
The following program was enjoyed
water to tighten the pore*, which have
March 13: Music, Ethel Fogg; graphobeen opened by the warm water and
Oscar
readpbone selections,
Waning;
dusted with powder that has been
Maurice
ings, members; recitation,
Miller, chosen to mutch the color of the akin
led
Hazel
Cowapple-guessing contest,
by
as
nearly as possible. This powder
| should be w iped off till not a bit of It
ing.
sbowa, for nothing Is more disagreeCAST INK, 250.
March 6 forty-four were present. One able than smears W It on the face.
ipplication for membership m as reDrink Plenty of Watsr.
ceived.
Tbe program presented by tbe
If you would hare a clear complexlecturer, pro fem, was as follows: Topic,
“Shall we teach agriculture and domestic ion drink plenty of water between
*> meals and exercise out of doors every
icience in our public schools?”

Japan,

for me!
heart is

jj,.

Mrs. Lins Cnnningbam and Master
Virare visiting in Boston.

_

j

in

gil

the ride view Is distinctly not beaufiful. To correct either of these defects
practice the head bending exercise.
Bend the head from the base of the
neck first to one side ns far as possible
and then to the other, repeating the
movements several times.

!
was

ia visiting

Mrs. Mattie Joyce ia viaiting her
sister,
in Revere, Maaa.

|

interesting program
members. The question,
“Which 1s the most benefit to Sedgwick;
summer people or mills and factories?”
fee ted such women may rely upon Lydia ;
brought out many good points in favor of
E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound, a both.
j
I like the German fir woods, in greet! bat- |
remedy that has been wonderfully suctalions drilled;
HI.
XAXlAVlUt,
._
I like the gardens of Versailles, with flashing ; cessful in restoring health to suffering
At tbe last meeting one application was
women.
fountains filled;
and
one received.
The first and
But, oh. to take your hand, my dear, and ramIf you have the slightest doubt accepted
second degrees were worked.
March 20,
bie for a day
ham’s
E.
I’ink
that Lydia
Vegeta- there will be a
It is expected that
In the friendly western woodland where
supper.
ble Compound will help you,write
nature has her way!
G. N. Worden, term demonstrator (or
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedlclneCo. :
Hancock county, will be present.
!
Oh. Europe is a fine place, yet something
(confidential) Lrnn,Mass^ for adseems to lack.
vice. Your letter will 1*5 opened,
;
The past is too much with her, and the people
BAY VIEW, SALISBURY OOVB, 287.
read and answered by a woman,
locking back;
The
“A Foul Tip,” March
grange
play,
and held in strict confidence.
But life is in the present, and the future must
4 and 5 was a great success; gross receipts,
be free.
$100.42. The fourth degree will be given
W'e love our land for what she is. and what1
Miss Stella Cook—were w-itb me from five candidates March 17. The ten-enterstiff is to be.
Philadelphia, and Dr. Katherine Scott, tain-ten dub held an enjoyable meeting
to India, and Miaa Olive Hoyt, reOh, it’s home again.and home again, America going
at Josephine Leland's Tuesday evening.
came aboard soon after
turning to

j

Mrs. H. E. Bridges

cbiasport.

I

March 12,

visiting at North

Augusta.

_

Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three time* the amount. ’’—Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Bellevue. Ohio.

To admire the crumbly castles and the monuments and kings;
Bat soon or late you have enough of anOh, London is a man's town; there's power in
the air;
And Paris is a woman's town, with flowers in
her hair;
And it’s sweet to loaf in Venice, it’s great to
study Rome;
But when it comes to living, there is no place
dike home.

Alter

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I improved
I rapidly and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you bow happy l feel and I
cannot say too much for your Compound.

World, and travel up

countries and cities

j continue.

like other nations.

in

is

(„

A. E. Farnsworth spent last week
|B

reason.

The Beautiful Profile.
It la In profile that the features show
perfection or defect. A face that to
front view appears symmetrical may
In profile present angles snd hollows
tDd features that are too sharply delineated for beauty. So study your
ride view In the mirror.
Note whether the side line of the
If It Is draw the
bead Is too long.
hair a little farther down over the
MASSAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUBHILL.
templcfe and If the line of the face Is
March 10, one membei was received by too long bring the balr forward a bit.
*
demit. Members under the age of forty
Carrying the chin uptllted ever so
furnikbed a fine program.
The question, slightly diminishes the apparent length
“How did our grandfathers live to the of the facial outline and seems to elonIf the
age of three-score years and ten while''gate the curve of the throat.
using the common-drtnking cup and bead Is tipped a trifle to the side and
towel?” was discussed. Lunch was served back, presenting a broad side face, a
by the ladies.
good shoulder line Is effected, but If
either throat or face Is thin beware.
BAT81DB, 478, ELLSWORTH.
Hollows will deepen, and the line of
March 13, over 100 were present, includthe Jaw will become a sharp edge,
ing visitors from Bay view, Lamoine.Mco-* ij
If the neck and face arc too fat the
lin, Harvest Home, Hancock and other
fat Is apt to accumulate at this partica
After
business
short
granges.
session, ular
point Sometimes the neck Is flat
I be lecturer furnished a program.
! In front and bulging at the aides. Here

it would break, I had
AMERICA FOR

God.
Samuel had instructed Saul to wait
at Gilgal seven days until he should
come and offer sacrifices aDd show him
what to do (chapter x. S). Saul waited
seven days, but not quite the full time,
and. as he said, forced himself and offered the burnt offering, and just as
he had finished Samuel came and reproved him and told him that his kingdom would not continue, but that the
Lord had sought Him a man after His
Did
own
heart (chapter xiii. 8-14).
you ever wait all but the time that
would have brought the person or thing
you expected and then grow restless
and just missed it? If so you can probably sympathize somewhat with Saul.
But next time wait more patiently and
the full time, for. though He tarry. He
will surely come in the fullness of time.V
whether it be for some deliverance In j
your daily life or to the air for us all.
Jonathan Is one of the most beautiful of all the characters in the Bible
and his love for David one of the most
beautiful of love stories—a rare man
Indeed, seemingly raised up by God to
be a true friend and comfort to David
But we shall meet him again in our !
studies. In our lesson verses be is a
real hero and, with his armor bearer,
starts a wonderful deliverance for Is
ruel.
His reliance was on the Lord
and his courage most unusual, for
what could two men expect to do? He j
must have remembered Deut. xxxli. 30. i
and the assurance that one should \
chase a thousand and two put ten !
thousand to flight, for hear him en |
courage his armor bearer with the
words. “It may be that the Lord will*!
work for us. for there is no restraint j
to the Lord to save by many or by j
few" (verse 6). It may have been that
he thought of the great deliverance by
Gideon's three hundred (Jndg. vii. 4. 7). j
and possibly Asa long afterward was
encouraged by tbe remembrance of
I have !
Jonathan (II Chron. xiv. 11).
been personally strengthened and encouraged by each of these records and i
expect some day in (be kingdom to
have good fellowship witb Gideon and
Jonathan and Asa and lota of others
whose records have greatly helped me.
•„ Jonathan’s helper most have bad tbe
same spirit as bis master and greatly
helped him with bis good words, “Do
all that Is in thine heart; behold, I am
_wltb thee according to thy heart"
Verse 7). They sought guidance of
the Lord and received the token they
asked for if He would have them go
forward iverses 10. 12). so they bravely scaled the rocks, just these two, and
the Lord wrought a victory and fought
with them by a great earthquake
(verses 13-15). When Saul and his men
heard of the battle and the noise of
victory they, with those who had been
Ju hiding, took part in the defeat of the
Philistines, and "so the Lord saved Israel that day” (verses 10-23). The rest
"of chapter xlv tells of what looks like
a great mistake of Saul's, which caus-

_

was

Miss Marion Qrindle
Brook lin.

478, SOUTH BBOOESVILLB.
March 10, about eighty members and
visitors were present. Three names were
proposed for membership and two candidates were instructed in Nrst and second
degrees. This being the first meeting of
the contest, and gentlemen’s night, there
was a long and interesting program. The
next meeting will be ladies’ night, and
also work in first and second degrees.

Lydia E. Pinkham't
qVegetable Com-

m.

Mias Rachel Cole ia la Boaton for
weeks.

HARBOR81DE,

state before I took

The American,
KUsworth, Me.

Philistines and thus inciting them to
gather against Israel in numbers as
the sand which is on the seashore
(Tin, 3-7), causing many la Israel to
hide wherever they could—in caves,
rooks, high places and in pits and to
flee over Jordan, while those with
Saul followed him with trembling. It
was sad indeed and a reproach to God
to have His people in such distress,
but the fault was wholly with them.
Let us lay it to heart that when believers are cast down or overcome instead of victorious It Iijji reproach to

ed much trouble and but for the inter
of the people on behalf of Jonathan might have resulted in his death
Saul had evidently begun to go astray,
ns shown In
his not waiting the full
time appointed by Samuel and also In
his receiving no answer from God
when he asked counsel of Him.
When one has ceased to be controlled
by God there is no knowing what he
may do. for if God is not controlling
Even in the record of
it is the devil.
Simon Peter when he testified of our
Lord, 'Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God." Jesus said. "My Father who is in heaven revealed that to
In the same chapter It is rethee.”
corded that Jesus had to say to him.
“Get thee behind me Satan; thou art
an ofTense unto me. for thou savorest
not the things that be of God, but
those that be of men” (Matt. xvi. 16.17.
23). The tongue is an unruly member,
sometimes
blessing and sometimes
cursing, but this ought not so to be
(Jas. ill. 8-10). There is one good thing
written of Saul in chapter xlv. 35. He
built an altar unto the Lord— his first
one.
It is also written that he deliver
ed Israel out of the hands of them that
spoiled them, but It is also written
that there was sore war against the
Philistines all the days of Saul (verses
48, 52i. Contrast chapter vli, 13, “The
hand of the Lord was against the Philistines all the days of Samuel.” It was
better for Israel under the rule of
Samuel than under Saul, for Samuel
was the Lord's representative, while
Haul was given to them in answer to
their cry for a king that they might be

Eelleroe, Ohio. —“I

good

(•,

Mix Helen Mayo ia visiting in
Koekland.

cept by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but aone will be rejected without

Finally Restored To HeaMi
By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.

terAange

are

ton.

This column is dnoM to the G ranee, especially to ths xnn|H of Hancock county, j
The column is open to all grangers for tbc
discussion of topics of general interest, sad
tor reports of grange meetings* Make letters 1
short and eoncite. Allscommnntcations must
be signed, but names will not be printed ex,

LOSING HOPE
WOMANVERY ILL

Hopeful.”

communications, and Us succeas depends largely
Comon the support given It in this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
wrtlrr will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of the column, but none
will he rejected without good reason. Address

Taxt of tho Lesson, I S»m. xiv, 1-13.
Momory Verso, 7—Golden Text, Rom.
xiii, 12—Commentary Prepared by

forence

and

succlnc y
The purposes of this column
stated In the title and motto—It Is for tbe rout al
benefit, and alms to be helpful and bopefull
Being for the common good. It is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information sod suggestion, a medium for tbe laIn this capacity It solicits
of Ideas.

21,1915.

our

"Helpful

are

Lesson XII.—First Quarter, For
March

BY M4CNT MAD«B”.

BROOKUN.
Maynard Blaiadell and wife

>

Among the wrongere.

JRutual Bmrfit Column.

her
re-

March 16.

Crumbs.

turned to

A. G.

Don’t let the

baby suffer from eczema, sores
any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
instant
cares quicky.
relief,
gives
Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt.

or

j

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray's Sweet Fowders for Children
relieve Feverishness, Headache, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move and regulate
the Bowels and destroy worms. They break
Used by mothers for 26
up Colds in 24 hours.
years. All druggists, 26c. Sample Faas. Address, A. 8. Olmstead, LeRoy, N. Y.

■xpresslon.

Is

anything

more

WE LOAN A BANK

un-

| >leasant than an angry race with Its
features tied In veritable knots?

j
Hair Curlsiw.
Curlers of any description are none
:oo good for the hair, but the kinds
Fhere the hot iron does not come In
•ontact with the hair Itself are beet,
rhen the kid one, where no Iron at all
s used. Is better still.

for home

“money-catching",

patrons who desire same.
get yours to-day.

(Han.

Co.

to all
Better

Saiinfi BANK, Ellsworth

15g*K!£r
A toilet preparation of merit.
Help* to eradicate dandruff.

!

aod
Faded H*11

For Restortac Color

Beauty

to Gray

or

^^jvi^diodatDmgifUf-

_J

COUNTY

NEWS lUMMtiHMitittiimni

ii A Guardian

BUCKS PORT.
Bobbin* died Friday at het
Mrs Seth
after a short illness of pneuhome here,
besides her* husband,
Oiiia. She leaves,
Edward, Arthur, Frank and
sons

”ve

Outwitted II

—

Bucksport, and Herman, ol
gllswortb, and one daugbter-Mrs. EdJtrd llarrigan, of Boston.
LoreDi ot

ii.
I;

of

j

«

ii
Pathway
<

®e,r Smooths the

visiting her daugh>lr«,
W. Tripp, in Presque Isle.
ter. Mrs. JMrr. l-andry, of Old Town, conductor ol
was in town for the
the Bucksport chords,
Chapman concert.
The many frionds of Rev. J. W. Tripp
Isle, are rejoicing
,nd wife, of Presque
With them on the arrival of a little daugh10.
ter, March
B. B. Stover is

i

ii

Eloping

CHARLES LILY LEONARD
■

"You're

< >
* *

Lovers.
11

----...i.'

going to marry nobody!"
Ebenezer Flocken a* be
brought hia horny fist down on the
counter. "You g* back to your cook
not

screeched

The E. M. C. 8. basket ball team won
score
from In academy Friday evening;
; pot* and your carpet rags.
If you're
The Orono high school girls'
•x to 10.
a good gal mebbe I'll take
you to see
tbe K. M. C. 8. girla, 14
team won from
moving pitchers tonight," he tnded In
tolla
wheedling tone, for his stepdaughter
ui nowira uoit,
iripnai
me
Ttie many
was not to be estranged from him if
veteran stage-driver, an glad to know
he could help It Hetty wag too useon hia eye waa successIbai tbe operation
Mr. ful to his comfort
ful and tbe sight (ally restored.
Hetty Denton looked at him with
Dorr returned from Bangor Saturday.
Rivervicw Rebekah lodge will give a wide, gray, unwavering eyes.
“I shall marry David Gray,” she
followed by a
supper and entertainment,
said slowly as she turned away.
dance, March 28, for the benefit of the
Ebenezer watched her slender, erect
Buclcsport hospital. The prooeeds of tag
day for tbe bospital, March 1, were |189.
figure as It pnssed out of the door that
Ihe Chapman concert March 13 was
communicated
with
the
adjoining
largely attended. The people of Bucka- house.
have little opportanlty of bearing
When he was alone In the store he
port
sucb wonderful artists, and greatly ap- looked around with
lowering glance at
tba kindnesa of Mr. Chapman
preciate
the shelves laden with groceries, at
chorus
in
tbem
tbe
Buckaport
giving
and
the lioxes and barrels that cumbered
sucb a ran treat.
the Boor and at the collection of farmTbe fire department waa called out early
ing implements that cluttered the rear
Thursday morning by a small fire in tbe
spaces.
double tenement hooae oo Buck atreet
"Marry David Gray nothing!” he
owned by Mrs. M. C. Donnell and occu- snarled
angrily, thumping his fist once
Davis.
The
fire
wss
Mrs.
Lucy
pied by
more.
confined to a chamber in the ell, and wss
And Just as though the blow from
extinguished by a bucket brigade before tits fist bad
evoked an evil genie there
done.
waa
much damage
bobt>ed up from behind the molasses
"A Hose o’ Plymouth Town,” a Colonial
barrel a large head covered with a
costume plsy, was presented by members shock of flaxen
hair, beneath which
of tbe senior class of tbe seminary in grinned the foolish face of
Sissy Soper,
Emery hall March 3l Those in tbe cast .the vlllnge
simpleton.
finmner Brsgdos, Jennie Bowden,
were:
"Has she gone?" whispered SlsRy
William Nadeau, Carlton Smart, Reginald
i hoarsely.
Jocylen, Marionfltubtw, Alta Biabop and
"You. there?" glowered Ebenezer
Gladys Babcock. Tbe play waa under tbe !
fiercely. “What you doing there, prydirection of Mias Mabelle Randall, EngI ing and peering and eavesdropping—
lish teacher at tbe seminary, and was
eh?"
The
carried
out.
stage
setting
splendidly
"I like to be near the 'lasses barrel—
was appropriate to tbe time represented,
It's so sweet." murmured Sissy, untbe costumes beautiful and the parts exJolntlng his lank frame till he stood at
ceptionally well taken. Lewis Pendleton, Ills full
height. He rubbed a finger on
class ol ’ll, added much to the enjoyment
the sticky surface of the barrel and
ol the evening by bis beantiful solos.
licked it greedily, "I love 'lasses," he
J.
March IS.
murmured wistfully.
"You clear out!” muttered Ebenezer.
Atrantienncnu
! "If you come In here again I'll lick
i you—understand?”
"I got ears." muttered Sissy, enresslug the abnormally large organs that
I flapped under his yellow hair. “When
Miss Hetty gits married I’m going to
live along of her and Dave—they're
good to me."
Ebenezer choked over the words that
lie remembered Just
arose to his ups.
In time that he was a deacon In the
church and that Sissy Soper hnd a
most uncanny way of absorbing facts
and repeating them parrot wise at
i most Inopportune moments.
Is
In the meantime Hetty returned to
Palmyra, Pa.—“Three years ago my the lonely house and resumed her preplittle pirl had black measles which left arations for dinner. Her
stormy Interher with a chronic cough and so awfully
view
with her -stepfather hnd not
thin you could count all her ribs.and she
changed the situation In the least. She
coughed so much she had no appetite.
each other.
“Nothing we gave her seemed to and David Gray loved
help her at all untilone day Mrs. Neibert They would be married at the earliest
told me how much good Vinol had done
her little girl, so l decided to try it for
my little one, and it has done her so much
good she is hungry all the time, her
cough is gone, she is stouter and more
healthy in color and this is the first winter she has been a' le to
play out in the
snow, coasting aim snow-balling without
snv ill effects.”-Mrs. Alfred Slack,
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Should Read the Following
Letter—Mrs. Slack’s Story
Abbut Her Child’s Recovery
Entirely Reliable.

Palmyra, Pa.

We know Vinol will build tfp
your
little ones and make them healthy,
strong and robust, therefore we ask
of every frail and sickly child
parents
in this vicinity to try a bottle of Vinol,
our delicious cod liver and iron tonic
without oil.
If we can induce you to
try a bottle

of Vinol as a body-builder ana strengthcreator for your child, and you do not
find it is all we claim, we will return
your money on demand.

0. A. Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

Victims of Rheumatism.
A. Parcher*s No-Pay Oiler Attracts
Many Sufferers to Test Kheuma.
If Kheuma, the wonderful prescription
for rheumatism sold by G. A. Parcher and
*11 druggist, does not cure any purchaser,
the druggists will return your money
without any red tape.
Rheumatism is a dangerous disease; because of its shifting nature it often strikes
the heart and
proves fatal. Any one with
eveu a taint of rheumatism ought to drive
It out as soon as possible.
G.

Rheumatism

j

said Betty
good night.
•

as

her lover kissed kar

••••••

The evening of Hetty Denton's wedding day closed In calm and beautiful,
with a white faced moon rising out of
the east like a pale bride wreathed In
a cloud/ veil.
\
Ebenezer Flocken was pacing the
floor of his store with restless feet.
His knotted hands wrung together In
vain anger as he talked to a little,
dried up woman In a pink aunbonnet.
"I s’pose 1 got to believe It’s true,
Mrs. Bean," he said reluctantly, "but
I didn't supjiose that Hetty would
treat me that way. Going to 'lope to
Greenville with Dave Gray, Is she?
Well, I'm her gardeen. and I’ll stop it,
by crlckev!"
“You got to be jumpin’ around,
then," piped Melissa Beau eagerly. “I
heard Dave tell Hetty he'd be around
there at 8 o’clock, and it's slx-thutty
now."
“You send Hiram Weed here to keep
store for me while I go harness up,”
growled Ebenezer, cramming his old
felt hat on his grizzled heud. "When
Hetty aald she was going to spend the
day over to her cousin's I didn't suppose she was planning to 'lope from
there.”
Mrs. Bean tittered and hurried out
of the store to find Hiram Weed. In
the meantime Sissy Soper's round face
had mooned over the edge of the molasses barrel and he had shaken a flat
at the unconscious store keeper. Then
he, too, vanished.
Sissy Soper lived In a little house at
the edge of the village, his father was
dead and his mother took In washing.
Next to the tumbledown Soper house
was a grove of young locust trees, and
this grove was a favorite camping
place for wandering gypsies. At this
time a caravan was camping there.
They had arrived that afternoon, and
Sissy had been so occupied In watching
their movements that he had almost
forgotten Hetty's elopement. He had
known about it for several days; Dave
Gray bad pressed the simpleton Into
his service while making the arrangements.
But Sissy was faithful and'
could be trusted not to betray Hetty
and her lover.
What he had heard Melissa Bean
say to Ebenezer Flocken and Ebeuezer’s threats to stop the elopement had
Qred Sissy’s dulled Imagination to fever
heat. In his hasty departure from the
store he carried with him a large ham
and a box of crackers.
Shortly after that Sissy Soper might
have been observed In the gypsy camp,
exchanging the stolen ham and crackers for the loan of the big brown bear
which belonged to the caravan.
•

••••*•

Hetty.
it was

very

aura

in uie wwus

mere

where the moon flooded the crossElienezer
roads with white light.
stood there leaning against a white
birch sapling watching the road from
He was Intently listenLittle Itlver.
ing for the quick thud of hoofs, for. of
course, Dave would have his black
to the rubber
mare, Queeuie,
tired runabout. Unless Ebenezer shopped them lio/ore they passed out of
the road Into one of the branches the
black mare could take the elopers to
their destination, and the lovers could
laugh at him.
“By crlckey, I'll stop ’em if I have
to shoot ’em In their tracks!” growled
Ebenezer ferociously ns he changed
Ills position. His feet ached horribly,
and a particularly sensitive corn burnsave

hltcljed

ed like Are.
There came

a

sound.

Ebenezer

straightened up and forgot his corns.
It was a heavy thudding sound quite
unlike the quick rat-a-pat of Queenle’s
dainty hoofs. It was not approaching
him from Little Itlver way, but seemed to come from behind him.
The sound grew louder and was mingled with the crisp crackling of underbrush, as if some heavy body pushed
Its way through the woods.
Ebenezer’s scalp tightened Just as If
his scanty halt's had risen in horror, as
the sound appeared to be almost at
his elbow and he distinctly heard

is caused by sluggish,
worn-out or over-worked kidneys, which
become clogged and fail to eliminate the
heavy breathing.
impurities from the system.
He dashed Into the middle of the
Kheuma acts promptly and directly
moon lit crossroads and looked wildly
upon the kidneys; it cleanses them; it "MARRY DAVID GRAY ICOTHINOl” HB around.
4
THCMFINQ HIS FIST ONOB
absolutely renovates and leaves them in j BKAIUJtD,
Out of the shadow where he had
Mourn.
perfect condition, abl« to do the work j
been standing there came a dark bulk.
nature intended they should do. 60 centB
opportunity, and they would go to live It upproached him.
* bottle.
hill.
Arbutus
ou
house
new
In David’s
“Gosh A'mighty!” screamed Ebene—-1 David owned the large mill down at zer when he saw that It was a great
a
the river, nnd he was prosperous for
brown bear.
Life
You Can
They say that fear can lend wings
Eat what you want and not be troubled- young man. As for her stepfather, he
could easily afford to hire a house- to leaden feet.
with indigestion if you will take a
1
Ebenezer Flocken proved It.
keeper to take her place. There never
had been any affection between the reTo the solitary onlooker Ebenezer
fined and charming girl and the gruff,
appeared to soar through the air, so
before and after each meal. Sold only
coarse man who had married her wld- : swift was his flight Into the nearest
by via—25o a bos.
owed mother.
Hetty’s mother had tree. To his dismay it *was a young
E. G. Moore.
teen dead a year now, and only the birch, and even while It swayed under
dawning love of David Gray had made his considerable weight the big bear
lumbered to the foot of the tree and.
the girl’s life tolerable.
AVlNu contracted with the City of EllsThat night when David called they rising on his hind legs, clawed at the
worth to support and care for those *ho
planned their marriage. They would trunk as if testing the strength of the
n«ed assistance daring five years begin*• 1915»
are legal residents of
drive over to Greenville some evening tree.
Sn®
*wort*1* 1 *orbid all persons trusting them
David’s brother,
"Great Heck!” yelled Ebenezer fran“".“l account, as there is plenty of room and be married by
accommodations to eare for them at
tic with fear. “Come a step nearer and
who was rector of the church there.
l“® City Farm house.
"I gave Mr. Ebenezer fair warning," I’ll shoot you, so I will.”
Aithdi B. Mitch ill.

Enjoy

_

H

Pauper

Notice.

*

The

Producing Power

of your land depends upon its fertility. What-*
ever may be its present condition Lowell Fertilizers will improve the soil because they are
made of Organic Animal 5’jbatancea,nature ’a
_beat plant food.

whip.
“Gr-r-r-r-rl"
responded the black
bulk, rubbing Its offended muzzle.
Now came the expected sound of
Queenie's hoofs, but they were coming
quite leisurely, ns If David Gray and
his bride were not afraid of pursuit.
This
Ebenezer groaned In despair.
was 111 luck. Indeed, Just ns he had
placed himself In position to prevent
Hetty's marriage, to be treed by a
bear. Some one—wns It Sissy Soper?—
had told him that very day that a bear

a

Jmnd for Information that milt halo you.
wt in not ropBooontod In your town, lend for Agenti' torn*.

I

I

If
Lowell Fertilizer Co., 40 Mo. Market St, Bolton, Mail.

I

had been seen on Pine mountain; be
hadn’t taken much stock In Sissy's
Now Queenle stepped Into the
news.
moonlight and Ebenezer distinctly saw
David and Hetty sitting there—David's
arm was aiound Hetty's slim waist.
Queenle stopped short, snuffed the
air, turned her bend toward the tree
where the bear still clawed at the
trunk, and then with a shrill snort of

Ask Any Sickle Smoker Why
be sticks to Sickle
needs it.

plug

and slices off each

pipeful

as

he

Real tobacco flavor depends
upon the leaf being
in its natural state, possible only by
pressing
the leaves into plug form and
keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even
thoroughly dried out
so ^at when you whittle it off it crumbles into
dust, but it
will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of
its original tobacco flavor preserved,
unevaporated in

preserved

Plug Form.
Whittling

pipeful is

a

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

little

trouble, amply repaid
Try this experiment

quantity.

3 Ounces

fOc

am
"COME

Midway between I.lttle River and
Greenville the road branched off to the
right. Following this right hand road
one would arrive at Greenville withThis was known as the
out delay.
Short Cut road. The left hand road—
or the long cut—wound along the river
bank, taking in its path scattered
farmhouses and a tiny hamlet, but
eventually arriving at Greenville by an
unobtrusive back wny through the
*
woods.
It was at the cross roads that Ebenezer Floeken waited to Intercept the
elopers. They could not escai>e him,
no matter which road they chose to
take.
Ebenezer carried a rawhide whip
and in one hand he brandished au
ancient horse pistol, ne smiled under
his fierce mustache as he anticipated
the quick surrender of Dave Gray and

aUriiertiBttnniK

He aimed the hone pistol and palled
the trigger.
The ancient weapon, which had not
been fired for thirty odd years, disjoined to respond. The hammer creaked—that was all.
Ebenezer reached
down and lashed at the heap-with his

A

BTKP

TOU,

COUNTY NEWS.

NEARER AND
SO I

I’LL SHOOT

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.

WILL!"

terror dashed into the short cut road
and disappeared in the direction of
Greenville.
Fifteen minutes afterward, by the
time David had reached his brother's
house. Sissy Soper came from behind
a
large oak tree and appeared to
saunter carelessly down the road past
Ebenezer’s perch.
•’Help!” shrilled the old man.
Sissy turned with remarkable intuition and ran directly at Ebenezer’s
tree.
"Who be there?" he called.
“Look out for the bear," cautioned
Ebenezer. recognizing Sissy's voice.
“I've been attacked by a tierce critter.
Sissy. Look out for him. He’s most
nine feet high and"—
Sissy cackled mirthfully.
It ain't
“Cricky, Mister Flocken.
nothiwg but the gypsies' tame bear. I'll
take him back—here, Bruno!"
Sissy
slipped a hand under the great leather
collar of the animal, and Ebenezet
watched him lead the bear down the
road.

Mies Emily \f. Tapley has returned
from an extended visit in Charleston.
Mrs. Lewis G. Farnham was called to
Brooklin Sunday by the illness of her
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Tapley.
March 8.
Tomson.

Gouldsboro to spend
Mrs. Mina Bunker.

a

few

weeks with

Mrs. Alice Watson gave a pleasant
party Friday evening in honor of her

birthday.

husband’s

Shirley
lin

from FrankSaturday, after several days with his

cousin,

Clemons returned

Hollis Orcutt.

Havey, of Bethel, Vt., was called
Wednesday by the death of his
Old residents here will rerfiember the
mother, Mrs. Jane Havey.
family of the late Deacon John and Diaua
Dr. Roy Havey, of Connecticut, and
Snow Tapley, who lived in Brooksvtlle
Wallace Clark, of
Orono, were here
Deacon Tapley
seventy-live years ago.
Thursday to attend the funeral of their
owned and ran the woolen mill at the
grandmother, Mrs. Jane Havey.
head of Walker’s pond.
He was one of
The community was shocked
by the
the prime movers in building the Baptist
sudden death of Mrs. Jane Havey Monwhich
is
still
and
in
church,
standing
day evening. Mrs. Havey was an estimacondition.
Mrs.
good
Mary Paine ble woman, loved
by all who knew her.
their
oldest
Rowell,
daughter, recently Much
sympathy is felt for the bereaved
celebrated her eighty-seventh birthday at ;
relatives.
the home of her son, Frank A. Rowell, in
March 15.
H.
Mass.
Mrs.
Rowell is in good j
Methuen,
Austin

here

heglth, and retains all her faculties. Her ;
sister, Mrs. Emma Walker, recently celebrated her eightieth birthday. She also
is remarkably well and smart.
She
living with her only child, Mrs. George
Hunting, in Methuen, Mass.

March 13.

is
A.

Tomson.

COREA.
Mrs.

Margaret Paul has gone to Philadelphia to visit her son Joseph.

Irving Young,

wife and

children,

three

of Birch Harbor, are visiting here.
The old homestead of Mrs. Marietta
It
Tracy Kelly was burned recently.
was occupied by her son, Foster
Tracy.
He saved but two articles of furniture.
Both house and furniture were insured.
There was a supper at the Baptist church
Saturday night for the benefit of Mr.

“Sissy!" called Ebenezer. rememberC. Roy Tapley has purchased the Smith
ing that ridicule might follow this epi“Grass Mere Lodge.
sode. “Sissy, wait a minute. I want plape,
Schooner Harriet Rogers is loading
to talk to you about a job in the store.
wood at Wasson’s wharf, fur Rockport.
I need a boy to run errands, and”—
Mrs. Fitz Henry Smith, of Sedgwick, is
Sissy’s voice interrupted, with a note
Tracy.
of malice:
visiting her mother, Mrs. Lucy^S. Tapley.
March 8.
S.
for
“I can't.
I got a job working
E. E. Cummings has still a crew of ten j
The
Baptist Sunday school is preparing
Dave Gray down at the mill.”
men cutting on his Perkias hill wood-lot.
an Easter concert.
Long after Sissy and the bear had
Isaac Stover was badly injured last
disappeared, Ebenezer Flocken sat in week, while sawing wood with his motor- I A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Dunbar March 10.
the bending birch tree, staring into saw.
A Raymond
space.
Mrs. Margaret Paul has gone to PhilaThe
Scouts
came over from Castine
Boy
“I wonder!" he muttered dazedly. “I
to spend the Easter vacation with
and marched up to North Brooksville on delphia
wonder I”
her son Joseph.
made
a
tine
appearance.
But he never really discovered the Saturday. They
J. F. Coombs and wife went to Prospect
Mrs. Domingo Smith has sold her house
truth concerning the Incidents of that
Harbor Sunday to attend the funeral of
night, when David Gray married Hetty in Belfast. Mrs. Smith has resided with Mr.
Coombs’ brother-in-law,
Charles
Denton and took her to the new house her aunt, Mrs. Mary Wasson, this winter. Vausaw.
She was in Belfast last week, packing and
on Arbutus hill.
March 15.
S.
And Sissy Soper enjoys unlimited ac- storing her household goods.
to the molasses barrel and the
cracker box in Ebenezer’s store, and
smiles foolishly when people tell him
that he ought to be very grateful to
Deacon Flocken for his kindness!
cess

8hot Made Everything Green.
A soldier in a recent battle was shot
In the forehead, the bullet passing
through his brain afid out at the back
of his head, but without even stunning
him. He remarked. “Everything seems
When in the hosgreen all round me."
pital tent he still saw everything green,
but otherwise made no complaint. This
case, says the editor of Nature, appears
to favor the cerebral theory of color
vision of Or. Edridge-Green, the shock
to the brain having altered the discriminatory apparatus so that Impulses caused by green rays had a preponderating Influence.
For Cheaper Radium.
Chemists and engineers of the bureau of mines have devised a method
of smelting radium that may reduce
the cost of It to a third of the present
price. They will patent the process,
but will grnnt»the use of it without
charge. Radium is now worth more
than $100,000 a gram, and a gram is
one-flfth the weight of a nickel, but
probably no one in the world has even
that much.

March 15.

Tomson.

WINTER HARBOR.
H. E.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Havey
Bangor.
Earl

has returned

tion

home

from

Mrs. Ada Williams is recovering from
illness.

her

Agnes Hall has
from Gouldsboro.
Mrs.

home

returned

Mrs. John Hysom, who has been ill sevweeks, is out.
Will Hooper has gone to Boston, where

eral

he has

employment.
Schools began Monday,

teachers

as

with the

same

last term.

Clyde and Harvey Robertson spent the
week-end in Franklin.
Ralph Morse and family
Sylvia Ashe’s house.
Vera Smith, of Hancock,

have

as

Frazier has returned to his posiengineer

on

the coacher

launch,

Harvard University, Cambridge.
E. J. Hammond, of Bostoi, owning
large real estate interests here, was in
town

recently with

a

party contemplating

9 site for a hotel.
It is possible that
several cottages may be built here the

earning season.
George B. McKay
March

5, after

an

died at

illness of

his

one

week

home

aged

sixty-nine

Mr.
years.
McKay leaves a
widow and seven children, who have the
Iuterment
sympathy of the community.
was at Ledgelawn cemetery, Bar
Harbor,
Sunday, the steamer Schoodic rnakiug a
special trip for the accommodation of the
relatives and friends of the family.

March 15.

S.

moved

into

SEAL COVE.
was

a

week-

guest of Beatrice Gordon.
Sherman Libby, who has been employed
at Goodwin’s siding, has returned home.

end

Phebe Havey has gone to Tunk
Pond to visit her daughter, Mrs. Simon
Bunker.

play, “Up to Freddie,” was
successfully repeated March 2. Proceeds,
about $24, for the Baptist society.
The two-act

March 8.

N.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Carlton, of Wilton,
visiting Mrs. Carlton’s mother, Mrs.

are

Ida

Gordon.
Mrs. Jerusha Tripp has gone to Sullivan
Harbor to spend several weeks with Miss
Clara Preble.

Mrs.

Harriette

Pettee

has

gone

to

KITTKRY TO CAKIHOU.
Two children of Melvin Archer, aged
three and five years, were burned to death
in a fire which destroyed their home at

Mapleton,

near

Presque Isle,

at

midnight

last Wednesday. Mr. Archer and his wife
succeeded in saving five children, but the
other two were cut off by the rapid sweep
of the flames.
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This week’s edition of
American is 2.450 copies.

Average per week (or 1914,

increased their sales. Why? Because
we have reduced the tariff and given
up part oi our market to foreigners.
Two vessels loaded with 14,900 tons
of cheap-labor iron ore from the west
coast of 8outh America recently arIt came in
rived at Philadelphia.
duty free. The republican tariff on
To
this ore would have been *2,235.
make up for the above loss of revenue, 223,500 American citizens had
to lick one-cent democratic “war
tax" stamps.
H. Fremont Maddock, in a communication published elsewhere in
The American this week, makes a
strong argument in favor of the di-

rect route from Bangor to Ellsworth
for the State highway. His figures of
the real estate valuation and the popa,500 ulation of the eastern and western
sections of the county afford an inThe

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1915.

teresting comparison.

UgliUtive News of Interest to Hancock County Readers.

The State Highway.
North Ellsworth, March 16,1915.
There
an interesting bearing last
To tkt Editor of the Amoricon:
ESTABLISHED IS88
Thursday before the committee on merThe State is to build a State highway
cantile affairs and insurance, on Senator
between Bangor and Ellsworth.
Eiwylkk* I* On IMt list traai « trial Mm tea
OMttl sad Istt i* Eastar* Man*.
;;
tmtiry
Chatto's resolve for an investigation of \
The distance from Bangor to Ellsworth
Sheet Music and Music Books,
Motoevcles, Bicycle*, Sewing
the affairs of the Hancock Mutual ioaur- j
*nd
Edison
Victor
Talking
Machines,
Machines, Typewriters
by way of Holden, Dedbam, North Ellsa nee company.
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local view*.
worth and Ellsworth Falls is 27.2 miies.
" "
j4‘”
E.a
The bill tor the protection of the forests
s,
<
j
From Bangor to Ellsworth by way of
of Mt. Desert island from fire has been !
f
Bucksport, Penobscot and Bluehill is M.5
favorably reported by committee, in new miles. From Bangor to Ellsworth by way
NONE BETTER MADE 1
; ; GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
draft.
of Bucksport, Toddy pond and Surry is
EASY PAYMCNT TERMS IF* DESIRED
The Lamoine clam bill has also been re- 43.7 miles.
•11
ported favorably by the committee on
Early in 1914 the State highway comsea and shore fisheries.
mission announced that It bad designated
The bill to repeal the Egypt bay smelt the direct road
I fl
through Dedbam. The 1
•
law has been finally killed.
Senator
public thought the matter was settled.
Sea mm on did his best to save it, but the
Since last summer the location of this

superintendence of schools
to the city government of

for farm work

Worden, agent

in Hancock county, in his department
in The American this week, furnis now up ; ishes interesting statistics of farming
Ellsworth. and crops in Hancock county. It mayhope that be surprising news to many that the
total annual value of farm crops in
formed.

There is every reason to
this desirable union will be
The town of Franklin, at the solici-

tation of the Ellsworth city government of last year, had inserted in its
warrant an article authorizing the
of such a district with Ellsworth or some other town. At the
Franklin town meeting Monday this

forming

Hancock

county

estimated

is

at

*1,184,860.

Senate

by

vote

a

con-

House in indefinite postponement of the bllL
Thursday was Bar Harbor day before

curred with the

judiciary committee, with hearings
relating to that town—an
act to increase the salary of the municipal
court judge to $1,200 and give the recorder
the
on

three matters

salary instead of fees;

a

bill

a

provide for the licensing of public
automobiles, aDd a bill to enable the town
to establish a municipal lighting plant.
The Senate Thursday, by a vote of 21 to
S, refused to accept the minority report,
“ought not to pass,” on the bill to admit
automobiles totbe town of Mt. Desert, and
adopted the majority report, '‘ought to
pass". This bill is the one to throw the
to

bill

open to automobiles.
passed to be engrossed in

was

The democrats put pig-iron on the House yesterday.
The House Thursday
free list. A firm in Seattle has con- I

The
the

concurred with

adoption of the amendment to the sheriffs’ salary bill, under
which the salary of Hancock county’s
Hundreds of
get 20 cents a day.
article was unanimously adopted.
sheriff will remain at $1,600, instead of
his
20
cents.
each
Chinamen
get
The members of Franklin’s school
being cut to $1,400, as provided for in
committee—Dr. 8. 8. DeBeck, Tru- Hundreds of Americans lose their the original bill.
man
were

M. Biaisdell and 8. N. Bragdon—
in Ellsworth yesterday,
and

an informal conference with the
Ellsworth school board, the members
of which expressed themselves as in
favor of the union. No definite steps

held

can

taken,

be

however,

until

the

present city government of Ellsworth
votes in favor of forming the union.
There

seems

tracted for 350.000 tons of pig-iron
from China. The workmen in China

jobs.

If that amendment to except Washfrom the provisions of
the law for close time on bull moose ;
is adopted, how the hunters will flock
to that county, and how the moose ;
will flock to Hancock county!
COUKTV GOSSIP.

every reason to believe

antiques owned by Mrs.
There are many advantages to be Mary Coolidge, of Lamoine, is a eermpbine
gained from a union, chief among ! which was used in the church at Lamoine
them being the securing of expert j many years ago. It is said to have been
superintendence of schools at less the first musical instrument ever brought
The case is of mahogany.
cost to the towns, because of State into Ellsworth.
aid, than under the present system,
A movement is on foot for the establishand, in Ellsworth, the elimination of
In

from school affairs.
The time seems particularly opportune for the consummation of this

long-discussed plan.
party is
behind it. Last year’s board of aldermen,
republicans and democrats,
were
of
one
voice, and Mayor
No

Hagertby last year,
auguration meeting

one

a

collection of

ment of

of

national

a

preserving

park

for

the

purpose

beauty tbe
Weathy sum-

in their natural

hills of Mt. Desert island.
mer residents some time ago interested
in the project, and plans
practically completed by which

themselves

are

now

the

lands may be turned over to the government if the government will accept them.

and at the inlast

week,

It

ex-

was a

particularly

bold intruder

chamber

Any attempt at this stage

to

hamper

the action of the municipal government and school board by
injecting

politics

persona into the matter
should be severely rebuked.
or

his

wife

while the

slept

in

man

of tbe

expended
day.

was

Tbe committee

house and

peaceful ignorance

be-

The stranger spent an undisturbed
night in tbe guest bed, and made his departure unseen in the morning, after
changing his own soiled and ragged clothing for good clothing found in tbe room.
low.

ably

TOWN

Han-

CASTINE.

Moderator, W A Walker; clerk, Frank

ho

the highways of Maine
denied us by the present law,”
said
“although the citizens of

has been

Mount Desert can travel over our
roads in automobiles or in any other
Way. The supreme court of the State

WALTHAM.

Moderator, Vernon G Haslam; clerk, M
Haslam; selectmen, assessors: M K
Haslam, Alden K Haslam, Leona E W'ilbur; treasurer and collector, Wilson A

K

has declared the automobile to be a Googins.
Total appropriations, f 1,190.
legal method of travel, and there is

justification for their exclusion
from any town in Maine. The
poor
man should have the same
right in
Mount Desert as a millionaire, and
the man who drives a second-hand
Do

Ford because he cannot afford anything better, should have the right to
traverse
the public highways
in

TRENTON.

Clerk, Frankl Dunbar;

selectmen

and

assessors, J D Remick, W G Haynes, R G
Leland; treasurer and collector, T J Hop-

kins; street commissioners, L B Googins,
McFarland.

C L

TREMONT.

Moderator, Willis Watson; clerk, E B
Heed; selectmen and assessors, Wm H
Thurston, Clifton M. Rich, Eugene M
and collector, B B Reed;
As an index of business conditions Stanley;treasurer
street commissioner, J H Rumili.
in the United States, this year's reTotal appropriations, $9,345.50.
port of the American Telephone and
SWAN'S ISLAND.
every

municipality.”

Telegraph

Co. has unusual interest.
“Without progress there can be no
prosperity,” is the way President
Theodore N. Vail sums up the situa-

Morse; clerk, L B Joyce;
selectmen, assessors:' 8 J Stinson, Swan's
Island, S G Stock bridge, Atantic, Fred E
Wilbur, Minturu; treasurer, I W Stinson;
tion.
business
has
not
Telephone
collector, H W Joyce; street commissuffered as much aB other industries, sioner, to be appointed.
Total appropriations, $4,150.
bnt the growth of the Bell system has
been retarded. Mr. Vail goes back
to first causes, and in a letter accompanying his report gives a searching
economic
conditions,
analysis of

Moderator,

F F

SORRENTO.

on

reported favorably.

The bill making a six years’ close time
on deer in Deer Isle has been reported
“ought not to pass,” also tbe bill to license operators of motor vehicles in Eden.
notes.

Senator Chatto’a bill to provide for a
State prison received its finishing
stroke Thursday, w hen the House voted
to concur with the Senate in adopting
new

minority report “ought not to pass”.
This bill out of tbe way, the bill for extensive repairs of
the old prison
at
Thomaston is going merrily along.
the

The bill to
bution

change the method of distri-

of State school

By

money has

Senate and

been

House adopting
“ought not to

vote of

twenty-one to eight, the
bill to
change the form of ballot to tbe Massaa

Friday

chusetts

voted in favor of the

ballot.

S

liam Bevan.

bridges

The resolve in favor of an appropriation
for repair of Hardscrabble bill, Orland,

Senate

cock County Towns.

ana

ness.

raajoritory report,
pass.”

Perkins; selectmen and assessors,
put by Senator Cole, of York county,
In his speech in the Senate Thursday. George E Parsons, Robert Crosgrove, Wilbert Ordway; treasurer and collector,
“Our rights as citizens of the State
Stephen Cash; street commissioner, Wilto travel on
are

ways

the

MEETINGS.

Ofllcers Elected for the Year In

on

Saturday, in place of the resolve in favor
of a bridge across Taunton river, reported
a resolve in fsvor of aid for a survey.
A hearing of special interest to Hancock
county fishermen was held before the
committee on sea and shore fisheries last
Thursday. It was on the bill to permit
seining within 1,000 feet of weirs, instead
of restricting it to one-half mile, as at
present. The fight is between the fishermen and the weirmen, the former contending that the law prevents them from
seining their own bait and being compelled to pay the weirmen high prices for
it, and the latter contending that seining
ruin thtir businearer the weirs would

killed, both
It looks as if Mt. Desert was to
be thrown wide open to automobiles.
The grounds on which this fight for
the admission of automobiles was
fought and won in the legislature, in
spite of local opposition, was

excess

who

pressed himself in favor of it. So entered a North Orland home one night
far as we have been able to ascertain, recently, placing a ladder against the side
this year’s board of aldermen favors of the bouse and entenug an upper
it.

reimburse the town of
of State road money
reported favorably Satur-

The resolve to

ington county

it will do so.

politics

the Senate in the

Castine for

Long Street
A

Names.

French

contemporary baa been
amusing itself by making a list of long
The Parisian record is
street names.
tbe Rue de
Pretres-Saint-Germalnl'AuxerroU, which is something of a
mouthful, but is equaled by a thoroughfare in Brussels rejoicing in the
name of the Rue de la Montague aux
Herbes-Potagere9. In the environs of
the Belgian capital there is even more
of a tongue twister, the OngescbildeEllverenockermootjestraat, which may
be rendered as the street of the little
unpicked silver nut

They Don’t Li?<e Rain.
The tortoise shows a greater dislike
to and fear of rain than any other aniTwenty-four hours or more before rain falls the Galapagos tortoise
makes for shelter.
On a bright clear
morning, when not a cloud can be seen,
all the shellbacks on a tortoise farm
mal.

may sometimes l>e seen headed for the
nearest overhanging roc ks.
When that
happens the people know that rain
will come down during the day. and.
as a rule. It comes down in torrents.
The sign never falls.
Deafness Cannot

Be

Cured

by local application*, a* they cannot reach
the diseased portions of the ear.
There i*
only one way to core deafness, and that i* by

give good

service.”

As a result of the present tariff law,
foreign countries not involved in war
bare steadily and largely increased
Even
their sales in this country.
in October 1914, increased
ber sales in America 26 per cent, over
Australia
the sales of October 1913.
Increased her American business more
than 75 per cent.; Argentina in-

England,

creased

hers

Japan, Italy

nearly

and The

400

per cent.
Netherlands, all

Moderator, T M Blaisdell; clerk, 0 8
Donnell; selectmen, assessors, W E
Bragdon, CJ Murch, E A Wentworth;
treasurer, B A Blaisdell; collector, E W
Hastings; street commissioner, F A Swan.
Total appropriations, $6,855.
EASTBROOK.

Moderator, E F Bartlett; clerk, E H
Ash; selectmen and assessors, E F Bartlett, William B French, Charles W Ash;
treasurer, E L Wilbur; collector, A I
Merchant.
Total appropriations, $1,404.

Hold b> Druggist. 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for

constipation.

road

*

A Convalescent

a food tonic that will rapidly
build up wasted tissue

requires

*Q&>CoJ!JL
JIwmms
is

containing

a

most reliable

Olive Oil
Emulsion

HypophocphiUc

prescription which we

always recommend for that purpose.
E. G. Moors.

To all persons Intere* ed In
«•
estates hereinafter named:
At s probate court held at
Ellsworth. It, ...
for the county of Hsncock. on the
wcooi
day of March, a d. 1PIA
following matters haslnt been
seoted tor the action
thereupon
after Indicated. It is
hereby orderednotice thereof he (Iren to all
copy of this order to
published three wceke successtrelr
Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
at Ellsworth, lu MM county, its,
they
appear at a probate court to be held at
; worth in Mid coutty. on the slitb da.
a.
d.
at
I»1S.
ten
! April,
of th* clock
i forenoon, and be beard thereon If the, ■”
1 cause.
M.
Mnlly
Kants, labs of Mount Desert
j Mid
county, deceased.
First account
Oeor*. A. navaae. administrator, (lied
|m
,or
settlement.

moit

wcISi

who squtnden time.
Maury lost may be regained, fnendthipt broken may be renewed,
hornet and lands may be told or
buned or burned, but may be

by way of Bucksport, Toddy pond
and Surry. Whichever way the road is
built, it will be nearer for the people living in Surry to go to Ellsworth when they
Bangor. The distance from Surry
village to Bangor by way of Toddy pond
and Bucksport is 36.7 miles. From Surry
village to Bangor by way of Ellsworth is
34.2 miles.
As Bluehill people will have to go to
Hurry village to get on to the State high-

elthue'ni

LOST TIME.
recklesa spendthrift

The
it the

route

ooe

THE

whose

gained

or

has set, the

sun

year

Th*
pVr£>„. ^“
bi
m,k!
viV
£
£!

or

been numbered with the

...

hrr?t£

pubhshll

built again.
But what power can restore the
moment that has passed, the day

bought

go to

In'thl

that hat

15

ages gone ?

Daeld Sawyer. Isle of
Caatlne. In
county, deceased. First account of
McCluakey. admluls.rstor. din) for

;

"Corps* Coins."

....

oh,?!!
settl?

ment

•*

I
Thomas C. G. Furbish, of Ruckspcrl In ..is
treasured In the
! count*.
Third account of
^ Q4ryThey are the coins I guardian, filed for settlement.
way (if built by way of Toady pond),
that have lain over the eyeo of their ; Thomas Nickerson. Junior, and Ki,»h.,k
Hardy Nickerson. minor, of S~ttl-,
they would save 2 1-2 miles by going to dead.
By this means Infection has inilou. Fourth urcount of Fredsrlck J k,„
Ellsworth when they went to Bangor.
{ been spread, but superstition causes lett. (osrdlan. Bled for settlemeut
Rockwell 8 Spsocer. laie of
It is claimed that if the road is built by I
i„
A poor collier said county, deceased First andDsdbsm.
the custom to continue
final
way of Bluebill, more people and prop«>“B*
R »««»«'.
of
would
never
think
or peasant
doing filed for
administrate,
0,Z.h.?““
settiM&ent.
erty will be benefited than if built direct
Albert Atkinaou, late of Orland. In «au)
anything Important unless be bad on
Let me prove to you
through Dedham.
deceaaed. Petition filed by
his person coins tbat have been upon cciunty,
B. Groan, administrator, for license Jo*ha*
to Jn
by the following table that that claim ia the
certain real estate of said deceased.
eyes of bla dead relatives.—WestIf the road should
not based on facts.
George W. Jordan, late of Mount Desert i&
minster Gatctte.
•aid
county, deceased.
be built by Toddy pond and leave out
Petition filed hr
Susie P Jordan, widow, for an allowance oat
Sir Harbort Troo'a Epigram.
Bluehill and its adjacent towns, the above
! ot the personal estate of said deceas'd
Annie 8. Pherson. late of Fr*oklln. in «*td
Sir Herbert Tree, a master maker of
claim for the western section’s benefit
county*deceased. Petition filed by Carroll J
would be lessened 50 per cent.
epigrams, waa recently asked, says the | Dunn, administrator, that an order
be tMued
London Express, for a testimonial by f to distribute among the heirs-at-law o! »*id
EASTERN SECTION OF HANCOCE COUNTY.
deceased the amount remaining In the hand*
He replied. of aaid administrator, upon the filing of hi*
Population Valuation a gramophone company
second and final account.
a
terror to
275
Amherst,
f 79,300 “Your gramophone adds
Augusta 8. Harden, late of Ellsworth, in
deceased. Petition Hied by Ed114
Aurora,
52,799 life and makes death a long felt want" t said county,
H. Harden, administrator, that au order
ward
399
285,639 I understand (adds the writer! that the ( is issued to distribute among the hefrx-atCranberry Isles,
353
119,066 company, after mature consideration, law of said deceased, the amout remain!-..g in
Dedham,
the bands of said administrator,
upou tbs
East brook,
213
80,027 decided not to use this obiter dictum ; aettlement of Lts final account
advertisement
as
an
Horatio N Joy. late of LMsworth, in said
Eden,
4,441
6,591,709
deeds**
d
Petition filed by Charles W
county
3,549
Ellsworth,
2,011,471
: Corner, administrator with the will annexed'
that an order be issued to distribute
1,161
334,022
FrtDklin,
among
the heirs-st-lsw of said decra«e<l, the amount
REAL GREATNESS.
843
339.438
Hancock,
remaining in thr hands of said administrator
with
the
will
annexed, upon the **itlrni*'nt of
Goulds boro,
1,349
It is to you, who are grown men,
396,312
hi* second account.
482
174,468
Lamoine,
noble and honorable, that the whole
John H Kedman, lat# of Ellsworth, la ttsid
171
63,340
I county, deceased Petition filed by Krastas
Mariaville,
world calls lor new work and no; F. Heilman, executor of the last will aad
Mount Desert,
2,320.444
1,569
tNtMMBlOfn I dsciMOJ, that t C
ant
bleness.
it is great—and there
Oh.
of inherits
115
tax upon the estate of »x<d de49.193
Otis,
ceased be Ce trimmed by the judge of pr- ?.*t*
is no other greatness—to make hu147
178.241

"Corpse coins"
north of England

are

m&jGCW?

Wm?

■

Horrento,

451,410
376.319
79,514
292.785
138,735
81,780
500,425
43.S58
41,595

888

Harbor,

Southwest

1,132
734
1,116

Sullitan,

Surry,
Tremont,
Trenton,

354

Waltham,

182

Winter Harbor,
Plantation No. 21,
33,

590
39
54

20.260

Population

f

Bluehill,
Brook lin,

1,462
936

Brooksvitle,
Bucksport,

1,176
2,216

Valuation
f 712,875
240,575
278,822
881.081

566,102

933

Uastine,
Deer Isle,
Orland,

1,946
1,224

Penobscot,
Sedgwick,

128,627

291,574
266,161

985
909

232,968
580,700
174,120
75.386
32,171

2,038
Stonington,
749
Swan's Island,
'229
Verona,
197
Long Island plantation,

15,000
£4.751,162
These figures show over 5,000 more inhabitants and

more

much

in

property

than

three times

the eastern section

as
as

there il in the western section.
There

130 automobiles owned in the

are

Harbor. 1 estimate that is
about twice the number owned in all of
the western section of our county.

village

of Bar

It is claimed that it

will

cost

more

to

the road the shorter way through
I don’t know that it will cost
much more, as It is 16^ miles farther by
But supposing it
way of Toddy pond.
does cost more, isn't it going tc be worth
the extra cost?
If this road is built by way of Bucksport and Toddy pond, it will be a tax forbuild

Dedham.

ever

on

all automobiles

this extra

16>4

dollar

travelling

It will be

miles.

a

lime each

way—1V&

as

their homes

hours of life

in the

.■

Bred There.

Beauty may be only skin deep, but
there are types of ugliness that go to
the bone.—Nashville Buuner.

Klimt tb.
few

wamplep of
Ich
fnrnish yon. you
IADIB8—With
beautiful
of
»hoo*.
a

J
farn

we

w

boiltry
e***ly

c*n

#4 00
pair
Option
of omnium or ?J> per cent. corami*sion.
Order* delivered free Satisfaction guaranteed. Send postal for full parttruiar*. Bar
Statu Hcmibry Co Inc.. Lynn. Mans.
a

execo
K Jones

Ida

L-. 8. A. Coins, that are in good condition; half cents and cents, from ITvO to
IH-%7. Highest market price* paid.
J. W.
Chase, Ellsworth. Me.

AN—-Middle-aged

■

for work on farm
year around.
Apply to Mr*. 8. C.
I'hobnkv West Hancock; P. O. address. R- F.
D 4, KlUwor h.

M

man

good
by May 1.
L>ENT
V ished house preferred. Small family;
children. Address W-4*.
—

In

location,

no

furn

care

1

AM*aic*K

office

;
!

Jfot Sau.
Wm. Ok#

called,
the
THE
Ellsworth, Maine,
on

or John Meatier place,
east side 8c re Road,

so-

in

consisting of about fifteen
seres of land and good dwelling house and
outbuildings. For particulars inquire of
Fred L. Mahon. Ellsworth, Maine.or John H.
Dan forth. Foxcroft, Maine.
TURK Having bought
of Hotel Bluffs, Mt. Desert Ferry.
Ij^URNI
offering it
great

alt furusture
1 am

bargains, private sale.

at

be seen at J. H.
M scomber's, cor.
Franklin and Pine street*. Telephone either
H-S or 69 2 tor information. Frank U. Moore,
Ellsworth.

May

ment.

good grade Jersey cow, new mi oh,
950; « brood sows. 6 months old. 960 for
Hie lot; 2 grade and two full blooded White
Pheate»; 25 white Wyandotte hens. 91 eveh.
W\ A. Urann. Sullivan Harbor, Me., box No. 2.

ONE

2 J? story house on Elat Bt.,
Will accept part cash and
balance
Harry L. Crar
mortgage
tHkt. 27 William Bt., New York.

—My
Ellsworth.
HOUSE
for the

1

OSt.

j

BOOK No 837 issued by savings department of the Burriil National Bank.
Finder will plea.»e leave same at the bank.
Edward F. Shall, cashier.

PAHS

March 5. string of glass beads
BEADS—On
Finder will
rewarded by leaving
rHK Ahkhican
be

on

at

office.

Za iLrt.

as

from Penobscot coumy and other parts of
our State to visit Bar Harbor each
year.

people be obliged to travel
by going by way of
and Toddy pond?
Or, still

miles

worse, shall they be
extra miles around to

obliged to go 27.3
Bluebill?
H. Fremont Maddocks.

The local merchant who does not ad
vertise is throwing open the door to the

mailorder house, which does ad\'ertiset
and which is looking for just such
open-1

Moore’s

over

drug store. Yacated
OFFICES
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot
heat and toilet.
E.
Mookk. Ellsworth.
w«ter

Apply

to

G.

r|',ENE

M ENT—Up stairs tenement of three
JL rooms; water and ail conveniences. Inquire a> 40 Laurel St. Ellsworth.

!at« of Somerville, court*
of
fell.Massachusetts, deceased,
tion that Ix>uia P. Jon* a or ao-ue oih<*r
i11sble person be
appointed adniiulstri-.. of
the estate of said
deceased, presented by
Louis F. Jones, a son of said d«ceased
Sarah Parker, late of Hucksport. tu out
county. dec*a«ed. Petltiou that Austin
or some other
suitable person be spi> uted
administrator of the estate of said decease L
presented by Grace Foster, a creditor of uid
deceased
Hiram B. Harding, late of Sedgwick, id
said county, deceased. Petition that Frank
H Harding or some other suitable person be
appointed sdmin>at rat- r of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Jane M. Harding,
widow of said deceased
Annie 8. Pheraon, late of Ftnklin. in -:tid
county, deceased Second and final account
of Carroll J. Dunn, administrator, ftitd for
settlement.
Mary H. Roberts, late of Peuobacot, in said
First account of Fred L.
county deceased
Roberts, sduiinistrator, filed for settlement.
Horatio N Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Charles
W. Currier, administrator with the wili annexed, filed for settlement.
Reward Kelieran Harris, late of Paiatka,
Florida, deceased
First and fiual account of
Annie C. Harris, executrix, filed for settle-

Middlesex,

OLD

much for house lots to build

they could buy them
for in some other section?
It is because
they want to save time in going from
and coming to that home.
That is the
spirit of the age—to save time. Isn’t that
why you own an automobile and want
jood roads to ride over? Yomwant to get

mgs.

manlulcr,
blessed.—Car-

wiser,

more

on

trip wasted—gone forever.
Why is it that thousands and thousands
Df people every year pay two, three and

16% extra
Bucksport

little

a

Lucian h winner, late of Anther*- m »:d
county, decea »d. A certain in«lrumeut pur(be
ist wit! and testsi:,.
porting to
of
ssid deceas'd. togeiher with petition }
probale ibereo!. presented by M>r» Y.
-r.
the executrix therein named.
Frank T B tdgea, late of Broklin, In
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tb« last wtil and teaUMt-at of
t-aid deceased toge-her with
petition for probate 1 hereof, presented 6v R. C. Bud*. «, i&e
executor therein named.’
Andrew J. Gott. late of Eden, inosid cn;ty,
deceased. A certain instrument purp rung
to be the last will and testament of
ceased. together with petition for pr* s-e
thereof, presented by Lucy C. Oo:t, ihe
executrix therein aimd.
Maria M Weacoti, late of Penobscot, in Aid
count \. deceased
A cer»atu Instrument purporting to he the last will and testament of
sstd deceased, together with
:opetition
battfther* of, presented by t lllion &. W -o tt.

over

round

four times

hearts

happier and
lyle.

tax of

every automobile going one
It
way and two dollars the round trip.
will take three-fourths of an hour more
one

man

£15,060,939

WESTERN SECTION OF HANCOCK COUNTY.

Shall all these

cTtAirrtisnnnitg

legal Nature.

from Bangor to Bar Harbor has been undecided.
It is understood the commission has decided not to build the road around to
Bluehill, as the distance is more than
double the distance through by way of
Dedham. If the commissioners have decided not to go to Bluehill, that leaves but
two routes to consider—the direct and
shortest route through Dedham, and the

important

Moderator, Percy L Aiken; clerk, CD constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous lin8argent; selectmen and assessors, Edwin ing
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube there as quickly as you can.
Clark, C E Hale, F L Goodwin; treasurer, is inflamed you have a rambling sound or
That is just the reason w hy this road
imperfect
bearing, and when it is entirely
-Which have put two million people C D Sargent ; collector, C H Workman.
should be built the shortest way—to save
closed, deafness is the result, and nr less
Total appropriations, $2,174.19.
the inflammation can be taken ont and this time.
out of employment. Demagogic legtu^e restored to its normal condition, hearSEDGWICK.
This concerns the people of Washington
islation is largely responsible for the
ing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out
of ten are caused bv Catarrh, which is nothPresident Vail
Moderator, T A Smith; clerk, H N ing bat an inflamed condition of the mucous county, for every time they went to Banexisting conditions.
gor or beyond Bangor, in an automobile,
puts it aptly when he says: “A cor- Dority; selectmen, assessors, Eugene P surfaces.
W e will give One Handred Dollars for any
they would be taxed this extra 16% miles
John Cousins, Roy Allen; treas- case of Deafness
Clapp,
no more than an individual,
that
(caused by catarrh)
poration,
Fitz H Smith; collertor, H A Small. cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send each way; 33 miles the round trip.
urer,
band
and
foot
and
can be bound
yet
for circulars, free.
Thousands of people go in automobiles
FRANKLIN.
K. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Jbe active or

STORE]

very

of eleven to ten

entire town
*

Old Reliable MUSIC

was

of the coart

O. N.

Joint School District.
The question of forming a anion
with the town of Franklin for joint

SMKrtiamuHts.

CfftTfiptmoma.

STATK SOLON S.

I

John B Redman, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Pinal account of Braatas
*■ Redman, executor, filed lor actllement.
Thankful D. Pa'teraou, late of Bucksport.
in said county, accessed
First account of
Harry F. Ames, administrator, filed tor
settlement.
Thomas Morgan Rotch. late of
Boston,
coromonwetlib of Massachusetta. deceased.
Petition filed by Arthur G Rotch, of New
Bedford, mod Henry W
Palmer, of Newton,
both of the commonwealth of Massachusetts,
praying that the ap, ointment of said petitioners named s* trustees in ihe lu-t will and
testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
by said court.
Robert Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed bv Mark CDevereax. William W. Sellers and Aitbur W.
Perkins, ail of said Penobscot, aelrctmeu and
overseers of the poor for said town, praying
that s. Brainerd London, Harvey Le*«h, Oti*
la-acb and E.ijxh 8 Heath, all of e*id Penobscot, be appointed trustees of the estate given
in tiust in the last will and testament of
said decease 1. The trustees named in s»td
wi 1 being now deceased.
BERTRAND K. CLARK. Judge off said Court
A true c Jpy of the
original order
Attest:—F,. E. Chasm. Register

ii'jcrtitnaru*.

'Atyal i.otirra.
STATE OF

MAINE.
Hancock ns.—At a prohate court held at
Ellsworth, in and foi said county of Hancock,
jn the second day of March, in the
year of
)ur Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
Sfteen.
CERTAIN Instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
snd cordicil* thereto of
ANNE FRAZER CONRAD, late of PHILA-

A

DELPHIA.
in the county of Pbilad tphta. and commonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said county of Philadelpia. duly authenticated, having been pre
sealed to the judge of
probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said
county of Haocock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
ail persons interested
therein, by publishing
of this order three weeks
succe*%iv. ly
in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed ar. Ellsworth, in said county of Han
10 lbe •ialh d*v of
April, a. d.
at a Pr°hate court
KeT^mayc.,?Ppear
d
in aod tor said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the lore'*“*■ " “y ,h'y

i£?*k,,wpr.io£

Ih*A
in

S*

2SI

A

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
I.LtWORTH,

MAINE

Searches made and abstracts
and copiss furnished on short
notice, and at IUSMAIU PRICES.
OFFICE:

MORRISON. JOY & CO. BLOCK.
STATE

Tthpfetat, 125-2.

STREET.
f. 6. Mi. 715

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the publisher may demand.
Without circulation

there can be no results, and without
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate. | Jesuits the money which the advertiser
true copy of the <
1 invests u lost 'Leavenworth
rlginal order.
(Kansas)
Attest:—R. R. Chase. Register.
Timet.

kakm demonstrations.
Interest to Hancock County
>ew« <>»
Farmers.
°

N'

schedule of demonstrstiona
The agent's
week la as follows:
(or the coming
At orchard of
Thursday, March 18
Foaa. HtfBcock.
Cant- O. W.
m.
At orchard ol
Friday March 19, p.
Ellsworth Falls.
Oscar staples,
.Saturday, March 20-At farm ol Msrtin
Lakewood; address Msrlavllle

Old Idea

Garland,

Adopted to Modern
Requirements.

evening.

grange in

office, Ellsworth.
Monday,
Tuesday, March 23-At orchard of C. L.
road.
Morang. Stabawl
March 22—At

AN ECONOMIC PROBLEM.

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, ;March

Lamolns.
Saturday, March 27—At farm of W. E.
addrssa Arbutus grange
Caspar. Hurry;
in evening.
Toe county agent will be glad to meet
interested in“better fermffig"
any persons
and to arrange special
„ pile oil hit circuit,

34,*and 28-At

at this

demonstrations
pruning
1
seed of

season.

highest purity
Ask the county
best sseds may be found,
agent where the
and have him show you how to test your
,sed and how to treat It for immunity to
W hy not plant
,nd vitality this yearT

disease.

If you have anything to tell, such as
stock, (arm implements, etc., or If you are
for such commodities, rein the market
member that in all probability the sgent
can readily aaaiat you lo making an exchange.
r*RM AND CROP STATISTICS FOR

HAN-

COCK COUNTY.

statistics based

(General
report. I
Population
KaBiber ol

1910, 30,575.
farms, lo 1900, 2,784; in 1910,
in

1900, 37,241;

1910 cenaus

on

in

*382.

Color sod nativity ol farmers:
Sative white, 3,283.
Foreign-born white, 90.
Appronmate lend area, 974,000

acres.

Area in farma, 303,400 acres.
Per cent, of land area in farma,

!

31.2.
Per cent, ol farm land improved, 21.4.
Average number nf seres per farm, 80.7.
Arerage improved seres per farm, 19.2.
Value of all farm oropevty, 1900, ft 507,433;
1910, (7.396,374,
Increased value in ten years, 61.9 per cent.
Arerage valne of laud per acre, in 1900,

(S.50;

in

1910, (9.50.

Per cent, of farms operated by owners, 49.
Per cent, of farms operated by tenants, 3.5.
Per. cent, of farma operated by managers,
2*.
Domestic animals:
Total No.
7,091

Cattle,
Horses.

Sheep,
I

Advocate

of

Convict

Road

While tbe Idea of using prisoners to
build roads is probably as old as the
art of road building Itself, the systematic use of municipal, county and state
prisoners In that work Is a comparatively recent development says the
Good Roads Magazine. It Is growing
In favor, however, as tbe recognition
of Its advantages become more general
and as the lease system becomes mors
generally condemned. At present the
laws of practically every state In the
Union permit some use of convict labor
In road building, and It Is worthy of
that although only about a dozen
states have made extensive use of such
note

labor, It has been round economical
and efficient wherever given a fair
trial.
Aside from tbe fact that the employment of convict labor effects a considerable saving In the cost of road
work, no definite conclusions can be
reached as regards the relative cost
and efficiency of convict and free labor.
The cost data available show that tbe
cost per convict
per day for road
building varies from perhaps as low
as 25 cents to something over a dollar,
depending upon tbe locality, the character of work upon which the convicts
are engaged, the system under which
_

Value

Miss MoCalmont, Efficiency Expert In Regard to Hospitals.

9,913
839

Selected Crops.

Quantity.

Acres

Corn.
Oats,
Wheat,

83

Barley,
Burk

heat,

w

Bye,
Dry Peas,

3831 bushels

1293

39181

4

146

113

3252

•*

17

205

**

1

7

••

31

2T2

"

246
40578
7

Beans,

Hay,
Root-,

Potables,

.....■■■■

I

-..

■■

-■

_

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS.
Tha Only Poaitiva Diagnosis by Moans
of Tubsrculin Tost.
It Is impossible from ordinary obserfatlou to make a positive diagnosis of
tuberculosis in cattle, though there are
certain evidences of disease that should
lead one to suspect it and have an expert make a physical examination or
a tuberculin test, writes a correspondent of the Rural New Yorker.
If a
cow loses flesh without apparent cause
and if her eyes become dull and the
coat rough and staring and she is evidently out of condition it is well to
suspect tuberculosis unless there is
tome other known cause for these manifestations of ill health. A cough need
not be expected, ns a cough indicates
jnly some irritation of the respiratory
apparatus and may or may not be due
On the other hand,
to tuberculosis.
advanced tuberculosis of some of the
other internal organs will not manifest
Itself by a cough.
Bunches forming within the udder
or open sores from broken down glands
ire also to be regarded with great suspicion. A cow may be in very poor
condition and not have tuberculosis
and may be in the pink of condition
and be badly infected. The best way
to make a diagnosis is by the tuberculin test applied by a competent vetI do not know of any form
erinarian
of tuberculosis which manifests Itself
by hard dry scabs upon the skin.

MAKING

CHEESE

“A weddin'."
“Do you have to go?”
“I'd like to. sir; I'm the bridegroom."
—Cornell Widow.

AT HOME.

Msthod Is Simple of Operation and la
Easily Mastered.
Did you ever try making a little
cheese? The process is not at all difficult; but. like making anything else,
a
little practice is necessary to turn
out a high grade product, says the
Here is a
American Agriculturist.
simple method that can be followed
In producing your own home supply;
Take milk three or four hours old that
has been kept at about TO degrees aud

2828
30086 tons

CHIC

119 tons

1836

300329 bushels

7

7219

Value ol ail crops,

Flounced

Coquettish

Creation

Shown

Among Spring Models.
The frilled or flounced frock is conipicuous among the models which fashionable modistes are pushing tor spring,

71286 trees
85897 bushels
Apples,
■“
976
612
Pears,
958
Plums, prunes, 2000
650
145 quarts
Cherries,
Straw terries,
57 acre# 143967
Raspberries and
“
6
63-17
loganberries,
a

DANCE GOWN.

(1,184,S60

foolish question as that? Little Pitch
STS—Well, I heard ma say you were un
•

Old cat—Baltimore American.

Everything Counts.
“Is your car a good one?”

“Discriminating people

choose them,”
the glib automobile salesman,
klore of our cars are stolen than those
of any other make."
Kansas City
■•Id

—

Journal.
Two Wishes.
Author’s Nagging Wife—1 wish you
*ot u dollar apiece for every word you
Write!

Irritated Author—I wish 1 got half •
rent for every word you speak!—

Judge.

atrommrouata.

K ULDN’T WEAR SHOE
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and the Sorr.
Disappeared.

and Swelling
a

r

Berwick,

Me.—Mrs.

Hanna}’

resident of this town, writ!.;

«iate of Feb. 6, 1915. says,
was a good day for me when

advertising

u

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s
I
home.

left at my
found in ft
‘iter from a woman whose ca-c
hnilar to mine. I had a mb
■' °n a flight of stairs and Injured
ftikle. A sore two inches across
(d,
and
walking to favor the
°!
| -prained
my ankle.
Rheumatism set in, but the sore
ed and became so
bad, all
*1 ''n and inflamed and discharging,
and
couhl
shoe
not
on
put
my
:fat
\
eu * could not walk.
Some nights
, 'v<
uld have to got up and rub it
uiic-e or four times and when I would
on the floor in the morning I
P.u ft
d almost faint away, but read1

the
JJj*
V f^out
Hood’s
Uke

cure

in

a case

Sarsaparilla,

I

like mine

decided to

this medicine.
r;fore * had taken all of the secu bottle the
sore had
healed and
no
swelling had all gone down. My
tot soon became
entirely well. I in*n we**bt and was generally
h^r
feiped.
| cannot say enough in
praise
ana am glad
to recommend Hood’s.”
aparilla

J. P.

Ellsworth

Twenty Years* Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone ft—5.

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

CwmfMdMCt SsMciM.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

Disasters.
Disasters are wont to reveal the abilities of a general, good fortune to conceal them.—Horace.

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large lind of Mackinaws. Repairing Pone

Egotistical.

Albert N. Cushman

F U R
Don’t

C OATS

buy before looking

at the

Electrician and Contractor
Electric

Supplies and Fixtures.

Estey Building,

Ellsworth.

Telephone 37-11.

Itir.
A political meeting

was on

Iowa town and Thomas

in

certain

a

R. Marshall, vice-

States,
president of the
apeak. The ball was packed and the air
some
was stifling.
For
reason, it was impossible to open the windows, and one
United

had to be broken.

It

was

1

throw them into

a

to

was

feared

that the

noise would startle the audience and

haps
■

fut

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

IRA

“You sometimes disagree with these
scientific experts?"
“Not at all.” replied the serene egotist “Notwithstanding the fact that 1
have thought a matter out to a sound
conclusion they frequently insist on
disagreeing with me."—Washington

1

a

"Clarion", it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Rtnhop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

panic.

per-

I™™

Since 1873, thi8i44good old standby”
of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds-in it

5
i

now.

Hancock Co. Savings Bauk Ellsworth

The mayor

of the town stepped forward to give warning. The audience, however, had not
assembled to listen to the mayor, and

"""

“OLD STANDBY”

PANAMA

PACIFIC EXPOSITION

TOURS, $190

$390

to

Booklet Free

overwhelmed him with cries of “Marshall!

Marshall!” Silence was uot restored till
the infuriated official yelled at the top of
“I’m not going to make a
his voice:
speech! I have something to say!”

WALTER
262

H. WOODS CO.

Washington St., Boston.

What Is the Best Remedy For

KORN.

This is

BLAKE—At West Brooksville, March 13, to
Mr and Mrs Fred Blake, a son.
DYER—At Franklin, March 4, to Mr and Mrs
Bailey H Dyer, a daughter.
HUTCHINS—At Penobscot, Mar 14, to Mr and
Mrs Walter I Hutchins, a sou.
JOY—At Ellsworth, March 13, to Mr and Mrs
Charles VV Joy, a daughter.
| Leta Eliza-

Constipation?

question

a

each day.

The

V

asked us many times

answer

is

We guarantee them to be satisfactory
Sold only by us, 10 cents.

to you.

beth.)

E. G. Moore.

KINGMAN—At Mariaville, March 5, to
and Mrs Hervey Kingman, a sou.
REED—At West Tremont, Mar 13, to Mr
Mrs E Dalton Retd, a son.
ROBBINS—At Bucksport, Mar 9, to Mr
Mrs Arthur Robbins, a sou.
i
SALISBURY—At Mariaville, March 10, to
and Mis Willis Salisbury, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Ellsworth, March 16, to Mr
Mrs Arthur H Young, a sou.

Mr

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS

and
and
Mr
and

paid for United States postage
stamps before 1870. Must not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
Cash

Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.

George A.

MAKK1KD.

Pertinent Question.
Little Pitchers—Can you catch mice.
Mrs. Gabby? Visitor—For the lanil
•Bkus, child, what makes you aak such

th

range or

Queering a Prediction.
"When you are as old as 1 am. my
■on, you will know more and taik less
than you do now.”
“But. dad. everybody says 1 take
after mother.”—Chicago Record-Herald.

u

should be
look at as
shapely ami handsome
she stands or walks, she should
when handled reveal much looseof vertebra, flatness of rib
ness
and width between the ribs, indlThe
eating large dairy capacity.
While

an

Ayrshire

TRACY-MARTIN-At North Sullivan, March
13, by Rev R H Moyle, Miss Martha E Tracy,
of Uuionville, to Pearl L Martin, of East
Sullivan.

cow
to

10-

a

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICE5

We are always striving for things
forbidden and coveting those denied oa
-Ovid.
His Busy Day.
"Can 1 git off today, boast"
“What for?"

MISS MABEL M'CALMONT.

Whether it’s

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

what makes eleven?—London Sketch

Miss Mabel E. McCalmont Is a hospital consultant .She has a home In
Brooklyn, a registration address In California. and she works wherever her
commissions take her. She
rec^ved her
diploma as a trained nurse *om the
National
Homeopathic hospital In
Washington. Later she became superintendent of St. Luke's hospital In Baltimore. It was while she was in Baltimore that she met a director In Philippine health affairs, who persuaded her
to go to Manila.
In 1908 she took the civil service examination and became superintendent of the Civil hospital In Manila, as
well as, supervising nurse of the board
of health. This work led to the position of chief of the dlv'slon of hospital
construction and equipment. She returned to New York In 1911. She had
seen—what numbers of the public are
constantly hearing referred to—the
waste of money and materials and the
lnethcient management In hospitals.
Having been "on the Inside,” she knew
Just how difBeult a perfect organization Is to effect. Thus her plan: Why
not create the position of one. with
practical experience, whose time may
be devoted entirely to solving the problems of hospitals effectively?
Thus tt was she originated the profession of which she Is the sole feminine member, that of consulting expert
In regard to hospitals. She has frequently given advice of the highest
value in the case of hospitals seeking
to secure more economical ami efficient
service.

\

CLARION.

PLUMBING,

Mental Arithmetic.

Reggie—1 say. father, yon know all
Father
abont 'rlthmetic, don't you?
(uneasily)—What Is It you want to
know? Reggie—Well, how many times

Other vegetables, 1071

Blackberries,

|

-----I"■'*

which has not commenced to sour.
The first step is to heat to 86 degrees. add commercial rennet, threetenths of an ounce or 8.5 cubic centimeters, to 100 pounds of milk. Allow
to coagulate for thirty or forty minNow break the curd with a
utes.
spoon or three cornered stick until the
particles are the size of the end of
Now heat slowly
your little finger.
up to 100 degrees, stirring more or less
When the mass reaches
constantly.
100 degrees let stand at that temperauntil tlie curd becomes firm.
ture
Roughly speaking, it. will require from

29,128
33,316
50,472
2,088

89,150

Poultry,
Bees,

Warm
Work.

^48,508
401,012

3,382
2,548

Swine,

Relative Efficiency of Convict and Free
Labor ae Given by Various Authorities Varies Greatly—John B. Riloy a

whisky. Virginians who weren’t descended from Pocahontas. Indianlans
who hadn’t wrlten a novel, Mexicans
who didn't wear velvet trousers with
silver dollars sewed along the seams,
fanny Englishmen, spendthrift Yankees, cold blooded southerners and
narrow minded westerners and New
Yorkers who weren't too busy to stop
for an hour on the street to watch a
one armed grocer’s clerk do up cranberries In paper bags.—From 0. Henry’s “A Cosmopolitan In a Cafe.”

Woman s World

—

—

DfcnttsnMotc,

“Queer People I Have Met."
I’ve seen Kentuckians who bated

ROAD BUILDING
BY CONVICT WORK

t0 ask for Hood’S Sarand Insist on having
it.

CONVICTS

WORKINQ OS STATE ROAD
COLORADO.

IN

employed and other local conditions. The relative efficiency of the
convict and the free laborer as given
by different authorities also varies
greatly, some rating the convict as only
they

are

about half as efficient as the free
laborer, and others rating the convict
as the more efficient.
Those states in which convict labor
has been or Is at present employed extensively are Alabama. Colorado. Georgia. Louisiana. Montana, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Oregon. South Carolina. Virginia and Washington. In addition. Illinois. Iowa, Kentucky. New
Jersey, New York. Ohio. Texas. West
Virginia anil Wisconsin have used convicts to some extent recently and may
be expected to make greater use of
them In the future.
Johu B. Itlley. New York state superintendent of prisons. Is a warm advocate of the use of convicts for road
work, and In a recent Interview be
said:
•Tbe Inmates of our prisons who are
•coonled tbe privilege of working on
highways will, on tbe average, do as
much work as tbe paid laborer Quite
EE Important as the value of the services tbe prisoner renders the state In
building Mads Is tbe beneficial effect
Indiupon tbe Individual Inmate and.
rectly. tbe moral effect upon tbe whole
body of inmates In our state prisons.
“The demonstration that there are
Several hundred men In each of our
State prisons who may be employed
outside tbe prison walls at mauual
labor also has show n that it U entirely
feasible to raise all vegetables required
for use In tbe prisons, thereby making
it possible to save many thousand dollars annually by tbe expenditure of a
comparatively small sum In tbe purchase of prison farms.
“in the [Kist organized labor has opEosisl tbe employment of convicts in

Having seen
Highway
that they are performing work in the
construction of highways that would
not otherwise be improved and that
the money appropriated is used In the
employment of citizen labor and payment for teams and wagons required
construction.

to render convict labor effective, all
opposition to the plan ho been with-

drawn.''

At Franklin, Mar 6, Sarah J,
BUNKER
widow of Charles T Bunker, aged 69 years.
3 months, 15 days.
DEVEREUX—At West Penobscot, March 6.
Hudson Devereux, aged 79 years, 4 months,
1 days.
HASLAM—At Mariaville, March 9, William
Haslam. aged 84 years, 5 mouths, 4 days.
JORDAN—At North Brewer, March 15, Capt
Hollis J Jordan, native of Bayside (Trenton), aged 70 years.
LUFKIN—At Hubbardston, Mass, March 10,
Mrs Harriet S Lufkin, formerly of Ellsworth, aged Ti years, 8 months, 20 days.
PAGE—At Orland, March 14, Edgar R Page,
aged 36 years, 1 mouth, 27 days.
RICHARDS At Bar Harbor, March 10, Mrs
Caroline Richards, aged 85 years.
ROBBINS—At Bucksport, Mar 12, Hannah A,
wife of Seth Robbins, aged 79 years.
TINKER —At Southwest Harbor. March 10,
Mabel Lurvey, wife of John Tinker, aged 52
years

The local merchant

fight hack

with the

same

—

is a tough, hardy cow,
with a vigorous appetite and not
She
too particular what she eats.
is always hungry, eats greedily and
You can
chews her cud rapidly.
rarely see an Ayrshire cow when
not either taking in food or chewing what *ho has already gathered.
The cow pictured Is a pure bred

Ayrshire.
and one-half hours. A trial
will show the time for your
milk and the quantity you use.
Now drain off the whey, stir the curd
for twenty minutes, allowing it to cool
gradually. Salt at the rate of four
Put in
ounces to 100 pounds of milk.
a
mold, round or square, as desired,

two to two
two

—

ELI\VOUTH MAKli ETS.

and apply considerable pressure, uot
less than 10*1 pounds to each cheese.
The only utensils required are a thermometer, a tin vessel of some kind for
beating and some sort of measure for
measuring the rennet extract and salt.
If these are not to be had ut home
they may be purchased, Including the
rennet extract, from any dairy supply
house.

Following

are

retail

Creamery
Dairy butter,

38<j40
<$35
20 £22
18 a22

lb.

30

Fresh eggs, dot..
Fowl, tli.
Chickens, tb.

Hay, loose,

ton.

22§25

$13.00 <j$ 15.00

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, bu.
Beets, lb.
Carrots, lb.
Cabbage, lb.
Onions, tb.../.

Causa of Bitter Cream.

RET DANCE

DRESS.

Frills a re of various sizes, but those of
moderate width seem most popular.
A dance frock of black satin is illustrated here. The skirt is draped w!*h
A series of black net flounces edgad
The long waisted bodies
with velvet
of black velvet is softly wrinkled, with
low placed velvet flowers and shoulder
Btrups of large jet beads.

ter flavored milk during the summer
months, but very frequently during
;he fall and winter. We suggest that
«1! milk utensils be thoroughly cleaned
uid scalded with boiling hot water:

,hen hold the cream at a temperature
It Is
V not lower than 00 degrees F.
necessary to
possible that it will t
that
teep it at 70 degrees. Tin* germs
Vuse bitter flavors in dairy prislucts
not thrive at these temperatures.

Butter.
Substitute
Olive oil as a substitute for butter la
Responsible for the delicious flavor of
The
many French and Italian dishes.
Silage For Calves.
Feed young calves all the corn silage I American housewife who experiments
with oil as a butter substitute in cookJbey will consume. In the beginning,
select some of the finer portion, such i ing finds that it has many advantage*.
It does not burn as quickly as butter
as
the fine leaves and some of the
and therefore does not require so careshelled corn In the silage. They will
ful watching. It also lends a rich Isvery soon learn to eat this readily.
vor which cannot be secured In aly
Then the coarser parts of the silage
For

I

other way.

CotnmiBSum fHercl)ant0.

AVANT

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

prices:

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
butter, lb.

Invariably bitter milk or cream is
jaused by bacteria, and bacteria that
tauses bitterness in dairy products
thrive at low temperature, says Hoard's
Dairyman. We very seldom have bit-

| may be fed.—Hoard’s Dairyman.

its ammunition.

ammunition is bound to lose out.

Ayrshire

or

as

The mail-order house is waging war
the local merchants with advertising

who doesn't

D1KD.

j

on

50
02
02
04
05 <jl0

Turnips.
Parsnips tb.
Cranberries, qt.
Celery, bunch.

02

05
10
20

FRUIT.
Lemous, dot

30 a35

Established 1850

HALL & COLE
Fruit ami Produce

Commission Merchants
Apples ami Cranberries
Our

HAY WANTED
IS/l oney

In

Ton

A

of Commerce, Boston.
*

proUBBionai

FEW STAPLES.

Coffee, tb.
Tea, lb.
Molasses, gal..

7
10
7
80 £88
40 £65
4 >£65

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, tb.
Veal, !b.
Lamb, lb.
Salt pork, tb.
Lard, lb.

25 £40
18£30
18tt25
15

15

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
fancy brands, bbl.
Oorn, bag,( wnole, cracked or meal,
Bhorts, mixed feed and middlings,

Oats, bag(£$bu)...

..

$9.00 $0.50
9.50310.00
1 8C
1.75&1.8C
IK

Days

W. J. Phelps
Chamber

25 a 45
Oranges, dot.
tl.25al.50
Apples, bbl.

Sugar, granulated, tb.
powdered.
yellow.

Specialties

101-102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston

II!
A LI CE
SPECIALTY

Catos.

SCO T T

MALE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rortand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (ovei Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

X)R.

WILLIAM SEMPLE
OSTEOPATH

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Addreas, Eastern Trait Bldg., Bangor, Mains

Telephones

1888 and 788-1

\

nty news.

Vansaw died Friday night, after
a lingering illness.
The funeral was held
Sunday at the Methodist church, Rev. R.
C. Daizell officiating. A widow and one
Charles

FKANKUN.

ed

town-

ar-n

Hopkinn and

ace

/

daughter Mli-

Bmnlett md

jjj

t6

'*

where he has

ioalton,

to

went

wile

son

F. Butler and wife, of Oakland, have
guests of Will H. Card and wife, a
few daj's, leaving for their home Tuesday.
Walter Lawrie and family,
of the
spent the winter at the mill house
East brook lumber company, where he has
at home.

The funeral of Mrs. Sarah Bunker was
held at the home Tuesday afternoon, Rev.
G. Mayo officiating, assisted by Rev. W\
The floral offerings were
H. Dunham.
beautiful.
An overheated stovepipe and burning
chimney caused an alarm of fire Monday
forenoon. A large force of those attending town meeting made hasty response,
case
proved serious they
coped with the situation successfully. They have the sincere thanks
of those they stood ready to aid.
Franklin high girls played the deciding

had

and

the

would have

game of
team at

having

basket-ball with the Milbridge

Cherryfleld Friday evening, each
in previous games.
The
won

Franklins
to the

were

the winners in

gratification of

friends who

accompanied

by

them

Franklin girls

The

mobiles.

this, much
large company of

a

autohold

now

has the thanks of all

faithfulness

several

through

three-act

Roy Partridge

tbe

play.

The

larce

is

Latty

see

stable attracts many
the twin Holstein calves.

Jane

spending
Stanley.

a

W. Moore,

has

tbe

B. C. Graves spent
Mrs. Beatrice

C.

Earl Gordon, of West
a

Sullivan,

Marshall is

few

in

Seal

The library sewing club met Thursday
with Mrs. A. L. Strout.

Seavy, jr.,

who has been at

a

was

here

here

was

employment

in

Sunday.

Emerson Ladd is in Hermon

this

week

Mrs. Flora Phippen,

visiting bis sister,

Wise Precaution
■will prevent the little illness of
today
from becoming the big sickness of
tomorrow and after. For troubles of
the digestive organs you can rely on

Mrs. Archie

Reynolds

here

PILLS

51.
M’KIN LEY.

Robert Sterling, of Great Duck Island light, is visiting in Portland.
51rs.

j

Friends of Parker
interested to know

W. Fen nelly will be

that he

will

play

Carolyn Perry
place,

married

held at

the

How to Remove Easily.
There's a reason why nearly everybody
in
freckles
February and March, but
for these
need

stay

freckled.

Simply get an ounce of othine, double
strength, from your drugrist, and apply a
little of it night and morning, and in a
days

you should sea that even the
•worst freckles have begun to disappear,
few

while the light ones have vanished enNow is the time to rid yourself of
freckles, for if not removed now they may
stay all gammer, and spoil an otherwise
Your money
beautiful
complexion.
bank if othine fails.
tirely.

home

of

the

parents, George Perry and wife.
March 8.
Jen.

bride’s

W.

P. Lowe has launched his

sloop,

at work

F. D.

on

Eaton have

their

new

wife,

car-

houses.
of

|

the guest® of Fred D. Eaton and wife.
Miss Mattie G. Knight, who is teaching
at Derby, Vl., is spending her vacation at

are

home.
Edith Damon, who has been in the
Maine general hospital for treatment, iB
home.

March 11.

L.

Neil

W'ardwell, who
sufficiently

work at South

The roof of Capt. Barney Mullan’s house
fire one day last week from a spark
from a chimney fire. The fire was soon

home

ill, has

return

to his

came

to

1

Penobscot.

MAR1AVILLE.

Woodbury recently

William

cut his

leg

badly.
Raymond Williams, stage driver, recently lost a valuable horse here.
Joseph Jordan and son, of Hull’s (Jove,
visiting Mr. Jordan’s father, Nathan
Jordan.
are

March 8.

_F.

daughter

Lillie Jordan,
of the late
William Carr, of this town, and widow of
Mrs.

Jordan,

died in

Spokane, Wash.,

The body is on the way here
for interment beside her husband in Otis.
March 11.

William Haslam, an old and respected
citizen, died Thursday, after a long illness.
There were prayers at the home
Friday, Deacon Qarland, of Lakewood,
officiating. Interment wad in the family
lot.
F. %
March 16.
NORTH BROOKUN.
Otis Hooper has bought
Bluehill parties.

a

pair

of steers

of

Elmer Pervear is visiting at West Tremont and Pretty Marsh.
Floyd Scammon, who has been emSchool will reopen March 22; Miss
ployed in the western part of the State
with Mr. Scribner, the well-driller, was Orendie L. Mason, teacher.
Rev. Mr. Fletcher, of Waterville, who
home for a short visit last week.
M.
haa been supplying the Brooklin Baptist
March 16.
put out by neighbors.

g
g

g
o

g

g

g

g

go

o

g
0

easily be fed.
g
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Serious CATARRH

TIMELY HINTS FOft
POULTRY BEGINNERS

Also One of the Beet Remrdfa fa
Head Colds or Bronchitis.
Be wise in time and use Hyomei it
the first symptom of catsrrh, such ai
frequent colds, constant fr.g in the

can

'Yields

breeds

are:

Plymouth Hocks,

HYOflEI

throat, difficult breathing or disagree
able nasal discharges. Do not let the
disease become deep-seated for it
often causes the loss of hearing.
Hyomei is nature's true remedy fa
catarrh—you breathe it so that the
medication goes right to the sore sad
inflamed tissues lining the air pu.
sages of the head and throat. Its anti,
healing must begin at once.
septic no
bother to use Hyomei. gfa
It's
ply put a few drops of the liquid into
the inhaler, that comes with every
complete outfit, aud breathe it. Yon
will feet better after the first breath
It clears the head and
of IlyomeL
throat like magic.
IgThere is nothing easier, quicker or

[Prepared by the United Statee department of agriculture ]
Be sure that the male at the head of
the flock Is pure bred.
The Mediterranean or egg breeds are.
Leghorns, Minorcaa, Spanish, Blue Andalusians and Ancona*.
The American or general

to

purpose

Wyan-

satisfying than Hyomei it it
merely a relief for catarrh but a
sure and lasting benefit.
(!. A. Par.
cher sells Hyomei on the guarantee of
more

not

money back if It does not cure.

the

Abbie

Wooster

returned

from

OOTT’S ISLAND.

Tbe year’s school in the Emerson district, taught by Miss Carolyn Silsby, of
Amherst, will close Friday.
March 15.
L.

EGYPT.

caught

o

ber

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mrs.

her

Samuel

Deer Isle,

g

H.

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor,
week-end with Mrs. Woodworth and son Harold at the home of her
father, B. F. Jordan.
March 16.
>
May.

Miss

Methodist parsonage, Prospect Harbor, by
Roy C. Dalzell. In the evening a rewas

o

Lorenzo

spent

sister, Mrs. Virgil P. Wardwell.
Myrtle Leach, of Penobscot, is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Emma Wardwell.

iting

Kev.

Allston Marshall and

happily there is also a remedy
ugly blemishes, and no one

Moore, both
March 6 at the

and Vernon

were

from New

g

Deeert.

NORTH CASTINE.

recovered

of this

is home

g

o

Leland, of Ml. Deaert, is
grandfather, T. T. Leland.
Miss Blanche Hopkins is visiting her
cousin, Miss
Dorothy Leland, at Mt.
visiting

the

The Camp Fire girls and Blue Birds will
give an.erftertainment about March 20.

penters

and
February
Mijrch worst
Months For This Trouble-

brought the Dyer

vice, but It stilt needs repeating
from time to time.
o
The goose Is a grazing bird,
o while the duck thrives with a
limited amount of gi-een food.
Green feed Is essential as a
o
part of the poultry- winter raWhen cabbage and beets
o tion.
are not available sprouted oata
o

5

g

Alex Staples and daughter Marie
visiting Amos Staples and wife.
Mrs. Philip Moore and children
visiting at Treraont and Bernard.

are

11IU11II

PLYMOUTH MALI BIKD. HEAD OP
A OOYIHSMEST FLOCK.

dottes. Jams. Dominiques. Rhode Island Red* and Buckeyes.
The Asiatic or meat breed* are:
Brahmas. Cochins and Langshans.
The English breeds are: Dorking*.
Orpingtons and Redcaps.
For farm use the American breeds
are probably the t«*st.
Pure bred poultry means uniformity
of products.
Uniformity of products means Increased profits If products are properly
marketed.
Given the same care at d feed, pure
bred fowls will make a greater profit
than mongrels.

Nothing Better
than bread and butter
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.

—

Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell s made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special pro*
William Tell goes fart her. M ru

I

■,

are

GETTING

EGGS

FERTILE

loaves to the sack inadditi :ito

wooderfulbreadmakmgquaiK.es.

leading role in “Pygmalion and Galatea”,
Charles H. Harding and wife are visitwhich will soon be presented at the Toy !
ing relatives in Portland and Massachutheatre in Boston.
setts.
1915.
March
15._
March 13.
Mrs. Ciftps.

gor.

Cecil Ann is and

FRECKLES.

bu

o

§
g
g
g

Mis* Sylvia

in West Franklin and Lubec.

After a month’s vacation, Arthur P.
Guilford has returned to Vinalhaven to
resume his lobstermg.

Grafton Dyer, who underwent an operation for appendicitis in the hospital at
Bangor, eight weeks ago, is home.

o

o

TRENTON.

Foster, chief telephone

van, teachers in tbe graded schools, are
upending their vacations at their homes

Murch, have gone to their home in !

March 15.

g
g

Friday for one week.
Massachusetts Thursday.
!
subject of Mr. Sellers’ sermon at the
H. D. Ball, who has spent the winter in
L'nion church next Sunday night will be
the West, returned Saturday.
“As a Man Thinketb”. The public ia inj Mrs. Lester Pinkham, of Steuben, is
vited.
1 visiting her cousin, C. S. Colwell.
Philip Bunker, who is attending Gilman
C. Y. Wooster was thrown from bis cart
high school, spent the week-end with his
j
Saturday, striking on his neck and shoulparents, Leslie K. Bunker and wife, at
der and receiving severe injuries.
Sutton.
/
MarchS.
W.
j
!
and
Miss
Teresa
SulliMiss LettieSmith
1

Fred

Viola May.
Miss Ruth Torrey has returned to Little
Deer Isle to teach.

MmMm. *-1-r 1*T. Tfc

Wil-

on

Tbe

baby, who
mother, Mrs.

REACH.
-

weir

March 15

close next

and

her

g

g
g

Keep U» hopper full of dr?
Thia (fives
mash all the time.
the chickens an opportunity to
balance the (train rations fed.
The hen must have some anlmal food In order to produce sueceasfully. She (fathers this In
the summer time, hut In the wlm
ter It must be provided.
Cleanliness la ne*-essnry In the
poultry house. This Is an old
time and oft given piece of ad-

Capt. F. A. Hukell left for New York
to-day to Join his vessel.
The men of this neighborhood are
painting the church Inside and outside.
Interesting meetings hsve been held
here the past two weeks, by Rev. O. J.
Guptill and Mr. Walker, of the Seacout
missionary.

The sewing circle •(' the Federated sowill meet with Mrs. Nathan Fennelly Thursday afternoon.

been

with

g

GO88IP.

York.

ciety

have

ception

BEECHAM’S

a

shore.

Capt. Delmont Torrey

Mil-

tnuiu*.

South

NORTH DEER ISLE.

9

who is very ill.

March 8.
William H. Moore and wife have reP. M.
turned from a visit of several weeks to !
GOULDS
BORO.
their daughter, Mrs. Harvard Havey, in ;
West Sullivan.
Mias Valora Robbins is visiting in SteuThe friends of Miss Susie Over are much ben.
pleased to hear that .‘-he is doing so well
Mrs. Ellie Campbell is employed in Banafter her recent operation.
She is at 51

STfiirn:

in

woodlot of E. E.

Lafayette Carter has sold his house to
Mrs. Daniel Webster is ill.
Capt. Charles Robbins and moved to Port
James Martin has returned to Massabridge several weeks, is home.
Clyde.
chusetts.
Miss Blanche Gordon, of East Franklin,
Mrs. Margaret Trask and Mrs. Jennie
Mrs. Clara P. Dunbar, who has been ill,
was a guest of Mrs.
Ira N. Workman
Manchester are visiting Mrs. Bertha Judis improving.
Thursday.
of
kins,
Stonington.
The young people of the Methodist soCapt. David M. Dodge has gone to
Mrs. Phebe Gray and children are visit- j
Bucksport to work.
ciety enjoyed a pie social in K. of P. hall
ing her sister, Mrs. Harry Johnstoif, of i
Friday evening.
Miss Annie B. Conner is borne from a
Mt. Desert Ferry.
visit at W’est Penobscot.
Schooner E. T. Hamor, Capt. FredSeavy,
Misses Nellie and Grace Norwood athas started thus early, and is already in
Andrew Powers, who has finished scaltended the funeral of Eugene Trask Feb.
Portland taking in freight.
24
The deceased had lived in Rockland loping, is at Edward West’s.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist ten years and was a victim of tubercuGeorge W’ardwell, of South Penobscot,>
church met Wednesday with Mrs. A. H.
losis. The family has the sympathy of visited his brother Fred last week.
Wasgatt, at tbe lighthouse.
friends here.
Mrs. Wallace Conners, of Belfast, ia visWilliam

Dyer’s

Alvarado Gray

is ill.

The winter term of the graded schools
closed Friday. Gilman high school will

Harbor for

of Bar Harbor,
days last week.

is in

few weeks.

liam

part of last week in

Jerome H. Knowles and Merritt T. Ober
from a business visit in
Augusta.

Arthur Morton who has

]

a

O
O

g

Decatur Gray will build

have returned

Bar Harbor.

March 8.

visiting

is

POULTRY

O

Orono.

Mrs. Edith Penney was given a pleasant
surprise party last Wednesday, when
twenty-lire friends called to spend the
evening. Refreshments were served.
March 15.
Spec.

Boston,

supper.

Mrs. Jesse G-ay
Brooksville.

M.

Miss Louise Carter, of Somesville, is employed as operator in the local telephone
office.

a

Schoodic lodge K. of P. had a good atSaturday night when Grand
Chancellor Wilson, of Portland, made an
official visit, accompanied by
H. R.
Jacobs, of Lynn, of the K. of P. insurance
department. The Pythian Sisters served

Xenophon.

©ooooooooooooooooooooooooo

o

by

operator,

days.
George March,

Steuben, is
few weeks with Mrs. M. C.

attendance.

15

CAPE ROSIER

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

sum-

few

of

well known

Parritt and wife have returned to
Bar Harbor, after several weeks with Mrs.
Parritt's parents, Henry A. Ball and wife.

David

visitors

Mr.

March 15.

Portland,

to

gone

Sherman Higgins is expected home this
week.

tendance

town for

many

hurt recently by beload of wood.
E.

OAK POINT.

Harvard Colwell has gone to Bangor and
Charleston for a week.

Miss

a

Cody was
Ellsworth people.

sipelas.

Pearl Leland lost his horse last week.

Mrs. B. M. Noonan is with relatives in
Winter Harbor.

to

at

mer.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Joy’s

teaching

resume

Alton

A
presentation at East brook Tuesday.
request for repetition here is being considered.
March 15.
B.

A. K.

will

employment tor

where he has

billed for

good

March

The death of Timothy J. Cody, caretaker
of Mrs. AMnson Tucker’s estate, occurred
in Boston City hospital March 5, of ery-

_

Clyde

Blaisdell coached the company.
Mrs.
Evelyn Bunker and Miss Mary Mayo
rendered pleasing piano duets before and

a

was

The Bsr Harbor A Union River Power
Co. has leased the southern section of the
Mt. Desert Nurseries flower store on Main
street for its local offloe.

waa

ing thrown from
March 15.

larce, was
full bouse.

with

in the

Cummings.
E. E. Cummings has discharged his crew
Gerald Coombs and wife have moved
of choppers owing to the lack of snow.'
into the R H. Williams rent.
Elmer Goes arrived from Greenville
Mrs. Albert Gray Is in Chatine with her
E. W. Smith and 8. O. Hardison have Monday.
sister, Mrs. William Webster, who is quite
been on a fishing trip to Fox pond.
Miss Myra Higgins has returned from a
ill.
Mrs. Margery Goodwin visited her sisbusiness trip to New York.
Murray Veague and family, of New
ter, Mrs. McVicas, st Bar Harbor, laat
Mias Winifred Moran, who ia employed
Jersey, are visiting his parents, William
week.
at the Morang store, has returned from a
Veague and wife.
Miss Lettie Smith,
who teaches at vacation spent in New York.
March
Northeast Harbor, is borne for the Easter
13._G.
C. L. Morang, of Ellsworth, is in town.
vacation.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mr. Robertson, manager of the Morang
C. T. Goodwin and wife, who have store, is having his vacation.
Isabel Marshall, of Trenton, Is with her
spent the winter in Portsmouth, N. H.,
E. W. Douglas has leased toe bakery at aunt, Mrs. 1. N. Salisbury, Jr.
; are home.
the corner of Main and West streets, and
Mrs. Fred McCarthy, of Passadumkeag,
| Galen Orcatt has jnst completed a new opened it in connection with his Cottage visited her sister, Mrs. Bernice Salisbury,
: hennery and is making other improve- street bakery.
last week.
ments about his plaoe.
John H. StalJord, of Bar Harbor, was
Mrs. L. J. Bragdou, who hu been in
Howard Springer is getting out material elected president of the Maine State
Bangor, for surgical treatment, is home,
for a house which be will build on the lot Florists’ association organized at Orono much
improved in health.
farmers’ week.
recently purchased of James Piper.
Hollis Austin and wife are receiving
Senator S. S. Sea mm on and wife went to
C. B. A. Bryant and wife returned Tues- congratulations on the birth of a daughAugusta to-day. Mrs. Sea mm on will re- day from Portland, where they accompater, on Saturday, March 13.
nied the boys going as delegates to the
I main for toe balance of the session.
March 15
Y.
March 15.
Echo.
conference.
boys’

Trenton April 5.
William Galltson has gone to Brownville to work on the railroad.

of

held

her

8be

—

Mrs. Viall is at her cottage at the Point.
Howard Hodgkins, wbo.has been ill, is
able to be up.

presented Tuesday evening to a
The cast was well assigned, each doing
commendatory work. Especially good
were Lysle Smith, as a promising young
portrait painter, and Hollis Orcott as a
Mrs. J.
French
W.
fencing-master.

during

new

was

—

Austin Carter
a

the

on

Coombs is employed by the Nutting Mill Co.
D. M. Hardison had a slight shock Friday, but is better to-day.

office.

“Tommy's wile,

work

HANCOCK POINT.

for her

terms

is at

the famous ice-cream socials
hall Tuesday evening,

Another of

death, when she
the widow of
George B. Richards, and most of her life
She leaves
was spent at Salisbury Cove.
Mark and W'illiam Richards;
two sons
two daughters—Mrs. Wasgatt and Mrs.
Alonzo Higgins, and two half-brothers
Perry W. Richardson, of McKinjiey, and
Whitcomb L. Richardson, of Wnlleeley,
Mass.

V

the championship of the two counties.
The ladies' aid society of the Methodist
church held its annual business meeting
March 15. Mrs. Hattie Bragdon was elected
president, Mrs. Laura Phillips vicepresident, Mrs. Inez Lawrie secretary and
treasurer. Mrs. L. T. Bunker, the retiring

president,

Clark

before

hip.

broke her

Pearl

I.

who have

two weeks

grange hall.

been

are

C.
WEST FRANKLIN.

Claud

months.

employed,

Caroline Richards died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Vernon O. Wasgatt,
live
10. at the age of eighty
March
years. Death resulted from the shock, to
one of her advanced years,
from a fall
Mrs.

sympathy

have the

March 15.

tor

employment.

Mrs. Abbie Dunn is at home from
Blaine, where she has spent several

been

survive him. and

church

BAR HARBOR.

of all.

home at Eden Saturday.
(h,
ohn W. filaiadell left Wednesday

the put month, uddreeeed the
Sunday school in the chapel Sunday afternoon, and preached to a large and appreciHe la a
ative audience in the evening.
pleasing speaker.

NEWS.

COUNTY

State street, Portland, and a post-card
would carry a message of cheer.

Hens Must Be Well Cared For To Se_C-~)
cure Good Breeding Condftione.
As a role. If tile fowls are ever golqg
to lay g'«»l hatching egg* they will do
It in the spring, the so called natural
DEDHAM.
breeding season, writes a correspondMrs. J. A. McLaughlin is ill.
ent of the National Stockman. But the
Mrs. N. E. Burr ill, who has been very reason that the eggs hatch best then
WHITCOMB, WAV.NIC* * CO.
C. W. OKI N1>.%L.
ill, is better.
Is not because It Is the natural breedRoy Varnum, wife and daughter Elsie ing season, but because the fowls are
In the l>est breeding condition at this
visited his mother, Mrs. J. G. Wolvin, of
time. It Is at this season that animal
Orland, last week.
March 16.
B.
; food la most abundant and green food
most succulent The sun shines bright
MARLBORO.
and the hens are outdoors practically
A year and a half ago I was taken with
k severe attack of
Eben Kingman, who fell on the ice and the entire day, and they have not yet
Kidney trouble tbit
pained me to such su extent that morbecome exhausted by heavy laving.
hurt his hip, is still confined to his bed.
had to be given me.
Was attended
They lay eggs low lu hatcbafaUlty phine
Mrs. Warren Grover, show husband
by a doctor who pronounced it a* Stone in
[he Bladder and ptreacribed Litlua Water.
died Feb. 28, has gone to board with her during the winter for precisely the opposite reason. Then they are In poor I took Lithia Water and Tablet* f >r-otneI
nephew, Harry Hodgkins, at Lamoine.
lime and received no relief from them.
breeding condition because they do not
March 15.
Are.
Hopped taking medicine for aotne time;
get the sort of food they need and not
ater having some 8* amp-Root in the
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
bouse I decided to try it and felt much reIn the right condition. They do not
lieved.
While taking the second t» tile
Dr. F. H. Bridgham is in Boston on
get enough animal food or not the
commenced to pea* Gravel in urine until
business.
right kind; their ration Is lacking In [ bad paaaed in
all at least a half dozen
j :>r more
green food; they get too much whole
and have not suffered the alight*
Charles Perry has gone to Portland to
?at
since-and
in
have taken one bottle
all
corn:
have
too
grain, especially
they
work on a barge.
knd a half,
and feel very grateful for
little exercise, too little fresh air, too
March 8.
H.
Swamp- Hoot.
little sunlight. Why shouldn't they laYours very truly,
BIRCH HARBOR.
H. W. 8PINKS
in poor breeding condition?
!
Camp Hill, AllIt Is not a difficult matter to provide
Mrs. C. A. Crane is in Seal Harbor visit^
Personal I y appeared before me this 10th
suitable conditions in winter for the
ing her sister, Mrs. E. A. Pettee.
lay of August, 1900, H. W. Spinks, »bo
Mrs. A. H. Winslow has returned from breeding fl-s.-k so that they will la- in
lubscribed the above statement and made
that *tbe same is true in substance
Prospect Harbor, after spending a month good condition, provided we are lu jaih
earnest about the matter and clearly i and in fact.
with her daughter, Mrs. J. F. Perry.
A. B. Lkb,
Summer !
March 8.
: understand what Is needed.
C.
Ex. of Justice of Peace.
heat and June hugs are not natural
M ASSET.
conditions—they are merely coinciLetter to
The things that count are
Augustus Wilson left March 1 to be dences.
Dr.
& OoM
Klltjier
assistant keeper at Goose Rock light.
pure air, good, wholesome food, a reaHinghamton, N. Y.
well
balanced ration not too
Verney King, who has been at Saddle sonably
Prove What Swamp-Root Will »<>
Back light the past twelve years, has been forcing in character, plenty of green
For You
for
food
bulk, sunshine wbes there Is
appointed to Baker's Island light.
8end ten cents to Dr. Kilmer A to.,
any and, above all else, plenty of exMarch 8.
Lilac.
«»**
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample
ercise.
Given these factors we can
bottle.
It will convince anyone.
SALISBURY COVE.
approximate spring conditions any time sritl also receive a booklet of valuable iaana
Mrs. Neii McLaughlin, of East EddiDg- In the year, and when we do that we
lormatiou, telling about the kidneys
bladder.
When writing, be »“re
ton, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Sanford •hall be able to get good hatching eggs.
\\ ekklt
mention
the
Ellsworth
McFarland.
Mrs. McFarland's brother,
American. Regular ttfty-cent and oneClarence Orover, is also visiting her.
at all drug
dolls
r size
sale
for
bottles
Feeding
Turkeys.
March 13.
R.
stores.
R. L. Adams, a turtcey raiser in MasPicket Duty.
aachusetts. says twice a day in winter
Uow does yotir friend
Margaret
and once a day in summer is often !
Mrs. Brown stand on the suffrage enough to feed them. (Jive a warm
have told us the same atory—distre*
after eating, gases, heartburn. A
She's doing picket aoft mash on winter mornings of two l
question? Anna
duty. Margaret
Doing picket duty! parts middlings, one part cornmeal and !
Whet, for suffrage? Auna—Oh. no; vegetable matter, such as one iiart
onion, two parts mashed potatoes or
abe’a on the fence.—CongregationullsL
before and after each meal will relieve
tWo ports chopped sweet apples, with
you. Sold only by us—25c.
■ pinch of pepper once in awhile.
Feed
No Lae to Try to Wear Oat Toar Cold.lt
t. 1*. Moore
pleDty of old corn, wheat or bu< k wheat
Will Wear You Out Instead
at night. Throw them a
Thouaaoda keep on suffering Coughs and
a
cabbage,
Colds through neglect and delay. Why make
few carrots or a little
(‘bopped clover*
yoorself an eaav prey to aer.ona ailments aud
now and then until grass comes.
Ladies! Ask year l»raCffi»i f
Feed
epidemic! as the reault of a neglected Cold*k <b»-eaee-ter*a lMaa^»J
Coughs and Colds ssp your strength snd vl- regularly. Have plenty of pure
tv
IMIla la kr4 *nJ Uold
water,
tslitr unless checked in the early atagea. Dr. I
n botes, sestet wins Ri«a K '•■“• V
King's New Discovery is whst you need—the grit and a dust bath of loam or coal
?iV..?,i.’K-rT (
first dose helps.
Your bead clears up. you ashaa always
accessible.
American
F biShund hr.«m» ph “•! ej
brratte freely and you feel so mueh better.
I rwtKn>sBM.Sali>l.ti»)'wl *„£
Cultivator.
a
bottle
and
start
I
Buy
to-day
tdklng ct once.

Healing Iuflaence ii
Kiioey Trouble.

k Wonderful
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Ye*—Many People
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CHICHESTER S PILLS

—

f J£zj:xMZy<,

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYHHtRt

1

NEWS.

COUNTY
SOUTHWEST

the
Twltcbell-Champlln Oo., has opened
for work with Q. 8.
aa

HARBOR.

that schools will open March 29.
At the meeting of Colombia
chapter,
O. E. 8., March 19, six candidates will be

CRANBERRY ISLES.
E. J. Bulger ia with J. H. Preaaey, who
ia ill.
Rev. A. D. Knight waa the gueat
Hiram Stanley and wife over Sunday.

initiated.

tli7senior

F. B. Hamilton and wife have moved
into the Hazen house on the Brooklin side
of the river.

Use of Motors Has Resulted lo

Mis* Anna Dorlty entertained the girls’
club last week. A linen shower was given
Miss Florence Morgan.

Improved Highways.

Uapt. Jack Haskell, of Deer Isle, and
Miss Florence Morgan were married by
Rev. E. Sanderson Thursday morning at
the home of the bride’s parents, H. L.
Morgan and wife. The bridal couple- left
at once for Boston.
March 8.
H.

t0

_____Spray.

8.

annoancee

Miss Hattie Savage end her aieter, Mr*.
Boston Last week on
Id* Ravage, went to
business.
jnse Carpenter, employed in Brookbia vacation with
line, Mss**, in spending
Byron Carpenter and wife.
bis

LENGTHENING

A

_

Gharlea Stanley, ot Manaet, ia finiahlng
Gilbert Stanley’a bungalow, which loolu
very attractive.

TRAIL

Mra. Addie Duran went to Sonthweat
Harbor tbia week to be employed at the
home ot William Tower.

Provide Special Facilities
Transcontinental and International Travel by Automobile.

on

trip.
Miss Harriet Bridge* is operating in the
The almost universal use of automoparents,
Oscar Morrison and wife ere spending e central telephone offlce.
biles as vehicles of utility and pleasure
eon Earl In Worceslew weeks with tbeir
Ed. Skillinger and wife are keeping house In recent years has resulted In the gencan have
ter Mass., where Mr. Morriaon
at the Hiram Eaton place.
eral Improvement of highways and the
for
tbe
so
ineye
badly
skilful treatment
construction of motor roads, especially
J. P. Carter has moved from the Point
in
week*
saw
the
ego
Mayo
jured a few
to his home near the village.
on
the American continent where
mill. The sight of on* eye is destroyed
Rev. W. Fletcher, of Walerville, spoke scientific road building la a comparais
somewhat
*ffect«l.
■Dd the other
tively recent accomplishment
at the chapel Wednesday evening.
Tbs Christlen Endeavor society preIn addition to the development of
E. J. Day, who has been in Bellevue,
sented an interesting comedy drama,
great Industries employing hundreds of
two years, is expected home this
Wash.,
thousands of men, one of the Impor“Farm Folks,” Friday evening to a large
week. His son Frank is quite ill.
Tbe parts
tant features of the automobile busiand appreciative audience.
March 15.
H.
Two singers who were
were well taken.
ness is the Interest and activity it has
created in constructing and maintainto HU between acts were Hi and unable to
PENOBSCOT.
Two solos by Rev. Mr.
be present.
After the meeting ot Penobscot chapter, ing good roads. There is scarcely a
state In the Union that Is not building
Mordicei were heartUy applauded. Ice- O. E.
H., March 6, a pleasing program was
cream and candy helped to increase the :
highways and Improving roads already
and refreshments were served.
presented
constructed, while the counties, comproceeds, which were for church repairs.
A quiet wedding took place at tbe Bap*
munities and municipalities in the variOBITUARY.
list parsonage Saturday evening, March 6,
ous commonwealths are spending large
Mabel Lurvay, wife of John Tinker, when Miss Hortense Ward
of
this
well,
sums annually for improving streets
died Wednesday, March 10, after a long
of
Blue*
and
Orris
North
Grindle,
; place,
and roads In which the activities are
and painful illoeta, at the age of fifty-two
Rev.
Smith.
were
married
Chester
hill,
by
jeers. A happy, useful Hfw is thus cut ; Their many frienda extend congratulaabort in its prime on earth, but ready and tions.

willing to answer the call.
Mrs. Tinker was the fifth daughter of
John and Hannah Lurvey, and was highly
esteemed by all who knew her many
She made 'a happy
amiable qualities.
*—

bnme for her husband and son, and entertained with gracious hospitality her
many friends and relatives,
to visit “Aunt May”.
In early womanhood Mrs.
the

Congregational

Harbor,(and

church

at

to

the

ing

sew

life,
society and a
in sickness

helpful neighbor

Southwest

all

tions of churcti and social
aid

delighted

Tinker joined

faithful In

was

ho

w

the

rela-

valuable

a

kind
or

aiul

trouble.

througu her long illness she was
patient, greeting ber callers

All

cheerful and
with

pleasant hopeful

The funeral

words.

held

was

at

home

the

on

Mr. Mordecai officiating.
The bouse was filled with relatives and
Kowena Kebekah
sympathizing friends.
lodge, of which she had been a faithful

Thursday,

member

Kev.

and trusted

contributed

body aud
i

piece*,
cenu

officer,

interment

he

attended

iu

a

beautiful floral
a
Hillside

was

husband
MargtruTruu y, Mrs. Konuda Farmer and
Mr* fc.i u v u Hanley, and tw o brothers
isai.. Eur.c, of Lhacut Center,Mass.,
•ud F retina JEu*.vey, of Somerville, Mass.
M..CU...
HPKAY.
Mr-. link

leaves besides her

r

Everett,

three sisters—Mrs.

—

&LDUW1LK.

hvo'yn Ony

M
wbert
The

is home from Anson,
leaching.
factory recently purchased by

sue urn
cum

been

)&ODntUKOUQll

Lur

h

ff'C
La.

h

nay Have Worms.

j

watch ul
An vet i,

a

*ye oxf your child's
guard against worms

Familiar

ar

/
J
v( ."w
TlITJ

in

symptoms of

children

are:

worms

Derauged

stomach,furred tongue,belchmg, variable appetite, increased tbirat, acid or heavy
breath, nausea, enlarged ab-

rt‘ n*’11* coetivenese, pale face
k
leaden urn, b<ui»fc rings around eyes,
itching of nostril*, languor, irritability,
disturbed sleep,grinding of teeth, irregul*rit> of pulse.
Grown folks are subject to worms also.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir,
the Family Laxative and Worm
Expeller.
rirat sold
hy my father in 1851 -today it

Ti.utV.vii7

of

a

world-w ide

reputation.

Good

for

»dult» also. Get a bottle today-at your
dealer's: 35c, 50c and f 1.00. Advice free.
Special treatment for tapeworms, fiend
for book.

Aub«ro, Malic.

Aj/V.

*>FT, FLUFFY

CJ*
tJ/IAAAL.

HAIR IS

FIRST AID TO BEAUTY
If your hair is not Huffy, soft and
lustrous, is falling out, streaked,
faded, brittle, or full of dandruff, and

if the
scalp itches, do not think it
Bust always be that way, for pretty
hair is only a matter of care and the
use of Parisian
Sage, a delightful

toilet necessity.
I'his helpful tonic supplies just the
elements needed to invigorate the hair
roots and stimulate your hair to grow

Bug, thick, fluffy,

soft and lustrous,
removes all dandruff with one application and quickly stops itching
Bad and falling hair.
Parisian Sage
13 the ideal hair
touic and scalp treatfflent, sold by G. A. Parcher, it contains nothing injurious, is delicately
Perfumed, inexpensive and surely
(fives your hair the beautv and charm
of youth.
ft

rpn?

If

you

suffer from Kidney or
send us your

ElEXl Bladder trouble,

a

together with names and
©f two others similarly afflicted and
name

vc

of

March 8.
A
and

new

placed

will mail you

STONINGTON.

Mrs. Josepn Jackson
relatives in town.

James

son

Miss

will he a meeting of Penobscot
chapter, O. E. 8., Saturday evening,March

Friday

exemplified.

HAVE CHANGED SINCE THESE DATS.
at

desire to compete with
other localities for the motor traffic
that comes with good roads.
NORTH BLUEHILL.
Among the more Important motor
Mrs. P. J. Grindle has returned from highways now In course of construcSeal Harbor.
tion which, when completed, will proMrs. William Wescott has returned vide 8[>eclal facilities and great inducement for transcontinental and infrom West Upton, Mass., where she was
by motor, is the
called by the sudden death of her father, I ternational travel
1
Lincoln highway across the United
Andrew Staples.
for n portion of the
Roy Uarriman, who lost his buildings I States, following
National road, and
! on the B. F. Stover place a few weeks ago, j distance the old
furnishing a continuous trail suitable
has gone to keeping house in part of Will
for automobile traffic across the conSaunders’ bouse.
tinent. This Is the first of the great
March
motor road projects in America, not
SUTTON.
only as a special highway from the
Mrs.
Kalpb Sargent is visitibg in Atlantic to the Pacific, but also as a
monument to the memory of one who
Cherryfleld.
Alterations will soon
begin on tbe represents the nonsectional, continen;
tal and unified idea of American naWilliam A. Woodworth bungalow.
tional. social and commercial life.
Herman Hesaenbrucb and bride expect
Other projects are the Pacific Coast
to occupy the Heasenbruch cottage durhighway from San Diego. Cal., to BritJune.
ing
ish Columbia, the Yukon and Alaska,
Uravee Broe., ot Northeast Harbor, are
covering several thousand miles of
pleeleriog the Wheelwright house, on tbe country that is unexcelled for beauty
south side of the island.
and variety of scenery; and the CanaB.
March 8.
dian Motor highway, extending from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, the several
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
sections of which are now being conTbomaa Grindle la visiting |in Waternected. Another Important link in the
ville and Lewiston.
chain of automobile highways is one
Wade Grindle is home from Corinna, extending from Florida to Canada.
be
baa
been
where
teaching.
According to United States Consul
Miss Florence Staples left Monday for General R. E. Mansfield, stationed at
Boston to visit her sister, Mrs. Hoy Savage. Vancouver. B. C.. the interest In moMrs. Edith Uandage and children, of tor highway construction that has cenBluebill,are spending a lew weeks with tered In these several International
and transcontinental roads during the
her parents, Herbert Hutchings end wile.
1>.
past few years is now being focused
Marcb 15.
upon nnothcr project of greater magWEST BKOOKLIN.
nitude. one that contemplates the conYetts Cain has returned to Kockland.
necting of the several Important sections into one great system encircling
Mrs. O. A. Bridges is visiting in Kockthe North American continent, the
land.
Great Horseshoe highway, which will
Will Sellers, of Oceanville, is visiting at
be the longest motor trail In the world.
Sidney Sellers’.
“It will have an approximate length
Jesse Eaton, ot Oceanville, is visiting his of 8.000 miles through the United
mother, Mrs. Martha Eaton.
States and Canada.” Mr. Mansfield
B.
March
“The route will Include the
writes.
8.__
scenic beauties and attractions of the
SOUTH BKOOKSV1.LLE.
sunny south, quaint New England, the
!
Luther Bates has gone to llermon Centre great lake* and streams of Canada, the
to visit bis lather and brothers.
broad prairies and agricultural districts of the middle west, the Rocky
Sherman E. Haskell, who has employmountains and the Cascade ranges, the
ment on the steamer Uov. Bodwell, is at
1
borne for a short vacation.
valleys and forests of the fur west
and the panorama of the Pacific coast
March
|
from Alaska to California. The Pacific
EAST BLUEUILL.
section of the road will pass through
the coast cities of Vancouver, Seattle.
U. L. Candage is ill.
Portland. Sacramento. San Francisco.
Mrs. Violet Orindle, who has spent a ■
Los Angeles and the resorts of southlew weeks in Biuehill, is borne.
ern California, giving to the trip a vaMrs. Warren York and son Wallace are I
riety of scenery and climatic condlhome alter a week in Kockland.
I tions sufficient to satisfy the most exK.
March 15.
I acting motorist."

Inspired by

a

reliable S.S. Kidney and Bladder Pill,.

rHE «• 5. DRUB C0„ CAB CUSTOM, OHIO.

Take your cash work
bank not only afford, unquea■‘oued protection (or
savings, bnt
add, to all
deposit, at a liberal rate

ofintereat.

Hancock Co, Sayings Bank, Ellsworth

WALTHAM.
are

visiting in

Sigfred Hanson is working on his
bungalow on the farm purchased by

new

him.
H.

Constipation causes headache, nauaea, dizDrastic
ziness, languor, heart palpitation.
bowels and
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the
Doan's Kegulets act gently and
don't cure.
Ask your drugJ5 cents.
cure constipation.
gist.—Add.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE

the

nourish-

right
xy meat, and Nature town oii'■9 food in Scott’s Emulsion
has strengthened thousands of men
and women to continue their work
and usefulness for many years.

Scott’s Emulsion is a food, a medicine and a tonic to keep the
;
1
blood rich, avoid rheumatism
f
and thwart nervous conditions.
It is free from alcohol or harm(
ful drugs. The best physicians
14-50
prescribe it

NORTH ORLAND.

expects to enter a hospital soon.
Roy Trundy, who has been employed at
West Enfled since October, is home.
Miss Edes, of Passadumkeag, closed a
successful term of school here Friday.
Mra. George Silliker is with Mrs. Mary
Davis, who has been very ill, but is slightly better.
L. B. Johnson, of this place, and Miss
Doris Blake, of East Orland, were married February 27.
Lorenzo Blaisdell, who has been living
at Bucksport this winter, has moved his
family back to the Dead River farm.
Mrs. F. B. Clair is with friends in West

Newbury, Mass., while her infant daughter is being treated in a hospital in Boston.

Friends of Mri Caroline Gray regret to
that she has been ill at the home of

hear

daughter,

Mrs.

George Spencer,

in

Veazie.
C.

E. Johnson and Llewellyn Alley each
a horse lately.
Mr. Alley’s horse

dropped

dead

while in

the

team.

Mr.

Johnson’s fell through the stable floor, receiving injuries which necessitated killing
it.

March 14.

B.

SOUTH U0ULDSBOKO.
Miss

Gladys Hooper

is

Lin wood Parsons in Bar

the guest of

Mrs.

Harbor.

Hooper, of East Franklin, was
guest of bis uncle, E. L. Sargent.

Harvard
a

recent

daughter Beta,
visiting relatives

Mrs. W. M. Pettee and
of

Ashville, have been

here.

Fred

Mrs.

Hamilton

and

Louise have returned home after
the winter in
Mrs.

daughter
spending

Bangor.

Rosetta

Bunker

Saturday

went

to

North

spend a few weeks
with her brother, George Havey.
Much sympathy is felt for Kenneth

Sullivan

to

w

ife, who died

Health Promotes Happiness
Without health, genuine joy is impossible;
without good digestion and regular bowel
movement jou
cannot have health.
Why
neglect keeping bowels open and risk being
sick and ailing?
You don’t have to. Take
one small Dr. Kii\g‘g New
.ife Pill at night,
in the morning you will have a full, free
bowel movement and feel much better. Helps
your appetite aDd digestion.
Try one to-

night.

insurance StaUnunts.
STATEMENT
OF tbb

PHCENIX

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Do Not Gripe

We have a pleasant laxative that will
do just what you want it to do. f

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
Signature of

—^

—

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
March 2, a. d. 1915.
this 2d of March a. d. 1915. on execution dated February 6, 1915, issued on
a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court, for the county of Penobscot, at a
term thereof begun
and held on the first
Tuesday of January a. d. 1915, to wit, on the
8d day of February, in favor of Annie E.
Hardy, of Orrlngton, against Jennie E. McKinnon, of Bangor, for seventy-seven dollars
and seventeen cents (#77.17), debt or damage,
and fourteen dollars and twenty two cents
(#14.22), costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction at the jail office in the city of Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine to the highest
bidder, on the 10th day of April, a. d. 1915, at 9
o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and
interest which the said Jennie E. McKinnon
has in and to the same or had on the 5th day
of August a. d. 1914, at 4 hours and 35
minutes in the afternoon, when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
First lot. A certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in North Bucksport, bordering on
I the Penobscot river, bounded and described
as follows:
Beginning at a point on Fred Atwood’s line
where it meets the Maine Central Railroad
line on its western border; thence running
along on said Atwood's south boundary line
to low water mark on Penobscot river; thence
I running down river to a point at Hardy’s low
; water mark; thence running northeasterly
along the Hardy line to the southwest bound; ary line of the Maine Central railroad; thence
along said southwest boundary line of said
! railroad in a northeasterly direction to the
of beginning, containing two acres,
j point
more or less. Also* right of way from this
j said piece of land over the railroad to the
Main Bucksport and Bangor road. Reference
I to Hancock registry of deeds, book 507, page
! 465.
j Second lot. A certain lot or parcel of land.
! situated in North Bucksport. and described aa
| follows, viz: It being a part of the farm sold by
the Reymond heirs to Asa T Rowell, same sola
! to me and the same sold to me, described as
I follows, beginning at a point of ledge on the
side of a run at the southwest boundary of the
railroad land; thence running down said run
! to the river by a girdled birch tree to low
: water mark; thence up the river on said low
; water mark
to Mrs. Smith’s line; thence
northeast on Mrs. Smith’s line to the railroad
line one hundred and thirty-six paces more
or less; thence north from first bound south
along the railroad to the point of beginning,
containing two acres, more or less, and it is
hereby agreed that raid Anna E. Hardy
(Annie E Hardy) her heirs or assigns, executors or administrators, shall have a right to
cross said land at any time to the river, and
said McKinnon shall have a right of way to
the Main road. Referred *o Hancock registry
of deeds, book 507, page 467.
F. O. Silsbt.
Sheriff.

INSURANCE

CO.,

STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock sb.
To Rath M. Thomas, now commorant of the
city, county and state of New York, formerly of Eden. Hancock county, Maine.
'1TTHEREA8
Ruth M. Thomas, on the
seventh dav of September. 1912, mortf▼
gaged to Fred WatsoD. of Eden, Hancock
county, Maine, one upright Weiser Bros.
dark finish case, and now being at the
ome of George H. .Preble, Eden street, Bar
Harbor, Maine, to secure payment of fifty
dollars, which mortgage (security note) is recorded in the town records of the town of
Eden, book 25, page 137: and whereas the conditions of said mortgage (security note) have
been broken, now, therefore, notice is hereby
given of my intention to foreclose said
mortgage (security note) for breach of its
conditions.
Fhed Watson.
Bar Harbor, Me., March 9, 1915.

OF

HARTFORD, CONK.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

Agents’balances,

141,013 38
164,880 00
10,000 00
12,339,092 36
792,295 40
996,327 36
110,368 92
63,100 00

bank,

Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Eiano,

$14,606,067 42
42,464 66

Admitted assets,
$14,563,612 86
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$552,756 78
Unearned premiums,
5,487,449 10
All other liabilities,
250,000 00
Cash capital,
3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
5,273.406 98
Total liabilities and surplus,
CIIAS. C. HI KRILL A

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

j

2,291,198 86
16,796 11

Admitted assets,
2.274,403 75
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
64,102 72
Unearned premiums.
668,863 85
All other liabilities,
7.7UO 0C
Cash capital,
,
600,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,032,737 18
Total liabilities and surplus,
WM. E. WHITING.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LYDIA J. COBB, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs
All per
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present-,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHkbbbkt 8. Cobb.
mediately.
March 2, 1915.

THE

2,274,403 7J
Agent.

ELLSWORTH, ME.
MICHIGAN

FIRE A MARINE
DBTROIT, MICHIGAN.
A88ET8 DEO. 81, 191*

Real estate,

Agents’ balances,

bank,

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

subscriber hereby gives notice thaT
been duly appointed adminisestate of

CO

has
THEhe the

trator of

$

Mortgage loans,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

INS.

subscriber. WilliarrT Roscoe Thayer,
the ci*y of Cambridge, county of
a.
Middlesex, commonwealth of Massachusetts,
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed executor of the last will and testament of
MARY O. H. LONGSTRETH. late of the
city and county of PHILADELPHIA,
commonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased; no
bonds being required by the terms of said
will; and that he has appointed Edward B.
Mean, of 2tt Mount Desert street, in the towu
of Eden, county of
Hancock and State of
Main*', as his agent within‘the said State of
Maiue. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are request'd to make payment immediately. (Sgd) William Roscoe Thayek.
Febi uary 27, 1915.

rpHE
of

$14,563,612 86
SON, Agent*.

DETROIT FIRE A MARINE INS. CO.,
95 SHELBY STREET, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1914.
Real estate.
$180.713 26
Mortgage loans,
887,743 33
Collateral loans,
18.400 00
Storks and bonds,
952,388 ftfi
Cash in office and bank,
1C7.691 68
Agents'balances,
121,475 98
Interest and rents,
22,476 78
All other assets,
411 gg

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

i

to

|

Alexander Gray, who is in poor health,

lost

or

TAKEN

by

can

adapting

Thurlow.
Miss Nettie Buckminster, assistant postmistress, will remain in
the same capacity with the new postmaster, E. E. Crockett.
March 15.
Nihil.

her

CENTRAL,

legal Notice*.

Strength Past
Years
Fifty
be maintained

Louise

Harrow a Good Road Implomant.
For tbegiewly graded earth road that
contains no sod an ordinary straight
steel toothed harrow Is one of the very
best machines that can be used to settle the loose earth and level off the
bumps and dll up the boles. On roads
where sod nud lumps of tough earth
have been graded up a disk barrow
Should be used to thoroughly cut them
up, and it should be followed by a road
drag or a straight tooth harrow to level
and settle the loose material.
Culvert of Cement.
The culvert made of cement la more
often seen now thau in past years.
The good road with good drniuage and
good culverts is n Joy in every season.

Development.

We sell thousands of them and we
have never seen a better remedy for the
bowels. Sold only by us, 10 cents.

Improvements are being made in the
postoffice building by the owner, Mrs.

Hamilton in the loss of his

_

Farming Land

are

W.

A fire broke out in the home of Neil
McDonald on Tuesday, causing about |200
damage. The cause is unknown. The
loss is covered by insurance.

)

Corinth, where she has been teacbing.
D.
March 8.

Await

Davis.

Elmer E. Crockett, the newly-appointed

8._U.

Wallace Heath, who has been critically
ill, is improving.
Jordan is home from East
v Minnie

March 8.

postmaster, has resigned as town clerk,
and Elmer W. Calley has been appointed.

_

March 8.

mother, Mrs. S. B. Thurlow.

Kev. Mr. McDougal, of Oceanville, exchanged pulpits with Mr. Blake, of the
Methodist church, Sunday morning.

_

Aldia Williams and wife
Lamoine and Hancock.

Joseph Buckminster, who is employed
Vinalhaven, is spending his vacation

with his

8._D.

OKLAND.

Good

W.

E. 6. Moore.

flock of wild geese flew over town on
and spent the night in the pond
near Meadow Brook farm.
ROADS

Abraham

settler ol Otis.

drat

Annie

A

All

grandfather,

his

Emma

Mrs. Max Button and child are visiting
parents, John L. Goss and wife, in
Dorchester, Mass.

There

will be

of

Warren, the

'Sbbrniani.nuf.

home.

her

work

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

is the guest of

Harry Smith, at west end, is building a
hall for parties, movies and roller-skating.
J. C. Harmon, wife, Bon and daughter,
who have been in Boston a month, are

successful term. The teachers. Miss McManus and Miss Hall, have gone to their
homes for tbe vacation

The

sake

McKenzie is home from
Bingham, where sbe has been teaching.
Mra. George A. Brown and Mis^Mary
Brown left Saturday for a visit in Bangor.

are

officers are requested to be present.
Woodlocke.
March 15.

Located on the line o( the

Grover,

March 8.

Mrs. Louis* Marcus and Miss
Dow are in Boston on business.

Miss Florence Staples went to Boston
Monday to take a training course as nurse
in a private hospital.
Clark high school closed Friday, after a

20.

and CAMPS

Frank Wood has moved into the house
of Mrs. Carrie Coombs.

tbe week in Rockland.

f*EE—ONE WEEKS* TREATMENT
out

and

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

Tbe remains of Addie M., wife of George
Jellison, of Clifton, were brought here for
burial Sunday. She died at the borne 6t
her sister, Mrs. Annie Bemick, of Marlboro, where the funeral was held. The
deceased lived here until ber parents
moved to Marlboro, and was known and
loved by all.

AMHERST.
George Btanley and wife, of Otter
Mrs. Clara Nickprson, who has been visCreek, who have be, n the gueBta of
Cbarlea Stanley and wife, returned home iting in Bangor, is home.
Saturday.
Miss Beulah Kenniston is home from
Mra. Arthur Joy, who went to Bar Har- Greenville, where she has been teaching.
March 6.
C.
bor hoapital with her hneband a week ago,
returned home Friday.
Mr. Joy bad a
WEST SEDGWICK.
critical operation performed, but ia quite
Henry Gray and wife, of Norihdeld,
comfortable at thia writing. He will be
Vt., are home fora vacation.
in the hoapital aome time.
March 16.
Rooney.
Mrs. Minnie Gray, of Vermont, is visiting her parents, Roscoe D. Gray and wife.

purchased

has been

QUARRIES, FACTORY

<5ns.

achoola.

in the town ball.

Perkins

Herman

spending

piano

been

again

_Woodlocke.

Oarslilo

open March 22 for a twelveMra. Jennie Stanley haa
choaen auperintendent of

Schoola will
weeka’ term.

)

ier>.

ami buu

i

tives there. She had lived here bat a short
was liked by all who had come
to know her.
March
H.

timo, bat

Edward L. Grover last Wednesday at- give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location (or a new start in ills.
John Hamor, Leander Bunker and John tended the funeral of bis brother Abraham
Bunker went to Auguata to attend legia- Warren Grover, of Marlboro, whose reUndeveloped Water Powers,
mains were taken to his former home at
lative hearinga laat week.
Amherst for services and interment. DeUnlimited Raw Material,
Eber
■
Spurling, |wife and aon Erwin ceased was the eldest of a
large family of
were gueata ot Mra. A. J. Murch in Ellathe late Solotus and Octave (Warren)
and
worth a lew daya laat week.
f I
of North Mariaville. and a name-

For

business

suddenly at tbe Eastern Maine general
hospital In Bangor. Mrs. Hamilton waa
Mias Nellie Hinckley, of Milbrldge, and
sympathy is also expressed for ber rela-

15._

Gapt. Herbert Rice and wile, ol Steuben,
are the gueata ot Wilbert Rice and wife.

Completed

Mrs. Nellie Bobbins left last week
a

of

L. J. Spurling, who haa been confined to
hia bed twelve weeka. ia oomtortable.

A Number of Auto Highways Now Under Construction Which Will When

Mrs. F. W. Eaton is ill.

NEWS.

COUNTY

AUTOMOBILES
AND GOOD ROADS

superin-

Snpt. of School* T. 8. Qriodle

of C. E. societies met at
Tbe local union
church Fab. 27.
It
,hs Congregational
in its hlsone of tbe beet meetings
new society of McKinley won
tory The
banner for largest delegation,
winning tbe Junior
,bs Msnset Junior*
banner.
school girls,
The high end grammar
tbeir teacher*. Miaa Brown
by
chaperoned
Miss Hodgkins, went to Bar Harbor
of basket-bell with tbe
Frida.' for a gam*
Tbe cordial reception
tlri»' team* there.
of tbeir opponents want far
end good will
console tbe Southwest Harbor girls for

defeatMarch

Bridge*

tendent.

DANIEL B.

69.543 26
520,906 06
665,000 00
73,024 19
182,167 10
19,030 91
100 00

the

county of Hancock, deceased,

and

given bonds as the law directs.
AH persons
having demands against the estate

of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFbbd L. Mason.
mediately.
March 9,1916.

$1,529,771 51
5,389 94

nPHE

Admitted

assets,
$1,524 881 57
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 191*
Net unpaid losses,
$59,634 66
Unearned premiums,
686,962 41
All other liabilities,
82,799 80
Cash capital,
400,000 00
surplus over all liabilities,
845.995 20
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,524,381
WM. K. WHITING, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

HAMILTON, late of ELLSWORTH.

in

subscriber

hereby gives notice that

OftbX5w.!lbMd SUM"*

e,'CUtQr

FRED L. MURCH, late of
TRENTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased.and
sivei»
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons harinw
demands against the estate of said
deceased
are desired to preseut the same for
settlement
57 and all indebted thereto are requested to
I make payment immediately.

I

March

2,1015.

KU^ortrS,.

1
The pair of us had been in Athens
When Captain Jabez Bebee of Marthree or four days when a party of
launched his new brig be
named her [he June Bebee after his
English excursionists who were makwife, who had sailed with him for
ing a tonr arrived. Among them was
many a voyage and was almost as good
an antiquary
who was looked up to
The first voyage
a sailor as he was.
and respeob-d for his knowledge of
Of the new brig was to a certain South
ancient history and ruins.
American country, ruled by a dictator,
Professor Himstend. as he was named,
who carried things with a high hand
had l>een charged to rd>up all the old
for five or six years and got away with
Greek manuscri; t- to !*• had for mona lump of money just in time to avoid
ey. and It was Ids Inquiries for such
his
that
revolution
the
corrupt prac
documents that doubtless led to our unarrived
craft
The
tices had evoked.
doing. One day a man named Talanti.
after a fine run and was waiting to
who had somewhat tin1 manners and
haul into the wharf when an official
dress of a gontloinm, brought the procame aboard and demanded a bonus of
fess r two ancient manuscripts as a
$1.000 for permission to land the cargo. present, and to show his further good
This was in addition to customs dues
will he announced a valuable discovery
and port charges and was directly from
which had just been made on the IsIt was blackmail pure
Hon Castro.
land of Aeglna. about forty miles disand simple, and Aunt Jane, as tbe captant. He was the owner of the Island,
tain's wife was generally called, sail1
ami while his workmen were gettiug
to her hnsband:
out some stone they had come across
“Jabez Bebee, we won't pay it. and
some rare treasures In art. but had deyou tell him so straight from the
veloped only a small portion of them.
shoulder. No. not a blessed penny.”’
They had partly uncovered a stone box
The captain braced up and became
which he believed held a large nnmlier
defiant, and Don Castro's messenger
of manuscripts nnd valuable coins, but
was sent away with a flea in bis ear
he bad delayed the opening of it that
It was the general opinion that the dicsome of his friends might be present.
was
But the brig
tator would wilt.
Three or four of them were going to
held in the harbor for forty-eight
his island home tomorrow, and he
hours on one pretense or another and
would be glad to have on his yacht as
was forbidden to haul into the wharf
many of us foreigners go along as
Then
or
set sail for another port
could make it convenient.
JabeC Bebee went ashore prepared to
Aside from the English party, there
assert and maintain that the govern
were Americans. Germans and Frenchment represented by the eagle would
men to the number of twenty in Athstand do trifling with one of its repens. and when the list was made up
resentatives from Marblehead and in
we numbered over forty, of whom ten
command ot a new brig which had
were ladles.
When we went on board
knots
an
hour
with
off
seven
logged
there was considerable surprise at And j
Ue had his
her yards checked in.
She was
tng her the craft she was.
thunder duly prepared and his lightnothing more than a trader, and her
struck
a
but
he
snag
ning handy by.
accommodations were of a primitive
almost at once. Don Castro was a man
character.
who would not stop to bluff the com
My friend the professor could speak
blued powers of the world if there had
! Greek, but when he entered into conbeen $500 In sight for him. The wily
versation with Mr. Talanti's friends he
old rascal also thoroughly understood j
fonnd them sulky enough. This excitstatecraft and the number of years j
ed our surprise, as they were supposed j
that would slip by while the offended
When we came to |
to bo gentlemen.
government was making an official in
look them over we began to get a little
vestigation into one of his acts, official |
blehead

suspicious.
As we approached the island we saw
it was fairly covered with trees, yet it j
did not have a hospitable look. As we
j
made a close approach we could see a j
of
a
rude huts and
couple
primitive !
Jetty, but Mr. Talanti explained that !
bis castle was hidden by the forest and ]
that be was landing at that point to
save us a long walk.

t

private

or

ray me a tnousanu aouars ana yon
can land your cargo." was his answer
to Captain Bebee.
Captain Bebee came aboard with a
long face, and In reply to his wife's
query he explained what bad taken
place asbore. Tbe matter was talked
over for an hour, and it was finally
decided that the captain should go
asbore again and try to buy Don Castro off for a smaller sum.
If be pleaded poverty and indulged in no further
bluffs It was hoped that tbe dictator's
heart might be softened into accepting
about *000.
It was about 4 o’clock
when be was pulled asbore again, and
two hours later word was sent ns by
Pod Castro that Captain Bebee was In
Jail on the very serious charge of trying to bribe tbe very highest officials
of the country. When Aunt Jane bad
cot tbe situation straight In ber mind
■no promenaded up and down with ber
Ups puckered up. At tbe end of about
ten minutes she walked op to tbe mate
with ber face as bard as stone and
■aid:
*
“Look here. Samuel Davis Smltbera,
•re yon a man or a scarecrow?”
» “I’ll stand by you In any plan you’ve
got,” replied the mate.
“And bow about tbe reet of 'em?"
“''“They’ll follow me U> a man."
The crew was called aft and Annt
Aa a result
Jane detailed ber plan.
they lifted anchor and sailed out of
tbe harbor about an hour before sun
down. Tbe brig ran down tbe coast
fourteen miles and came to anchor in
a bay resorted to by the dye craft and
all that night every man of the crew
was kept bard at work.
While tbe
carpenter cnt gun ports In the bulwarks for four gxms on a side men
went ashore and brought off eight logs
to
These
were
represent camions.
stripped of their bark, painted black
and rudely mounted, and. though tbe
sailors were bunglers at the business,
they gave tbe .lane Bebee a man-ofViewed
war look to make yoo thrill.
from a distance of half a mile the
Quaker gt*us looked ready to spout
flame and smoke and round shot as
big as beer kegs, and Aunt Jane rubbed ber bauds and smiled and said.
“Now for the rest of It

|

As soon as the craft was made fast
the three eminent friends of Mr. Talanti suddenly produced pistols and
knives and took their station by the
gangway. The sailors divided into two
parties, and. handling their naked
knives in a menacing fashion, they
drove the people into line.
When Professor Himstead had rubbed his eyes, scratched bis head and
got it Into his brain that something
not down on the program was going on
Talanti mounted a box and smilingly
observed:
“Ladles and gentlemen, you are now
about to pass ashore to behold my
wonderful discoveries, but each one of
you la required to leave all money
and jewelry behind you.
I will see
that everything Is safely cared for!"
The men cried out in anger, bat what
cooM they do? I do not think there
was a firearm among them, while tho
Greeks seemed overanxious to use
There were proteststheir knives.
tlons and threats of the law, but
Talanti only smiled at them and orEach man
dered the work to go on.
in the crowd was regularly held up—
that Is. his pockets were thoroughly
searched and everything of value taken.
The womca were requested to
hand over, and each one had her
watch and rings in hand as she moved up.
In the course of half an hour
every one was ashore, and then Talanti took oft his hat, made a sweeping
bow and sailed away with his piratical
crew.
lie had no sooner gone than
half a dozen villainous looking men
came down from the hut.
They told us they were fishermen,
but their notions belied their stateTheir first move was to dement.
mand cash, and great was their Indignation and disappointment at being
told that Talanti's crowd had taken
the last coin. When sure of this they
left us. and an hour later two genuine
one or me crew naa a arum ana an
fishermen came ashore in their boat.
other a fife anil a third a concertina
There were a dozen vessels within five
and they were tolled utt as the hand
or six miles of us. and a dollar would
From the slop chest uud fo eastle thej
have been big pay for them to go out
got enough garments to rig up a dozen
dummies and make them fast to the and notify the nearest one of our sit-

j

I

I

uation; but, realizing our helplessness,
they demanded the sum of $100.

bulwarks here and there, and they set
sail on their return to the port.
Straight up the harlxir sailed the Jane
Behee an hour after suurise. but she
barely broadside to the town and
her anchor down before a boat palled
off from the mob with a Mag of truce
flying. In that boat sat Captain lichee,
who bad been set at liberty with many
was

apologies.
the
woodtumbled overboard, "you

“Jane." said Captain

brig cleared the
en

guns

were

a mighty smart
just understand It.

are

Kebee

as

harbor and the
woman,

but I can't

How in the name
of Goshen did you get the Idea? I talked
(ml threatened and blustered and bluff
ed. but”—
“Bnt a woman never bluffs.” she Interrupted. “No, Jabez Kebee. when a
woman starts out to do anything she
does It. even If she has to walk all
over the onion beds in the garden. And
dow I think yon had better wash yoor
hands and face and comb your half
and get ready for dinner

|

It was almost dark when a battered
old schooner came sailing up to take
us off, and the terms were $2 a piece,
to be paid in Athens.
We spent a
dreary night on deck and landed in
the city at noon next day.
Immediately notice was given to the various
consuls and to the flreek government,
but no one had any faith that anything
would be accomplished.
The government made loud promises anti seemed
to be making all possible efforts: but,
as a
matter of fact. Mr. Talanti waa
not even pursued.
He never could
have put up such a Job without a number of officials standing In with him,
and each and every on» of them doubtless shared in the plunder when it waa
divided.
It was said that the money
and Jewelry amounted to about $G,000,
and the only consolation any of the
victims had was the privilege of abusing a country where such things could
be carried out.

j

Probleml

The

1

Tbe problem

this: Billy Boxey

was

wished to marry Bailie Humlston without her fat'»r« consent, and the old

gentleman bad Instituted

so many prewell nigh Impossible to get tbrougb them. He bad not
locked up bis daughter, tor do girl
could be kept lndedultely under lock
and key by a parent, but be bad hired

cautions that It

was

so many
persons to guard so
avenues by which tbe wedding

many

might
be effected that tbe locking up did not

seem necessary.

In the tlrst place, be bribed a domestic to watch Miss Bailie.
He bad
a guard at all
tbe railroad stations.
Every livery stable In tbe place was
paid not to furnish a conveyance to
Miss Bailie Humlston and William
Uoxey. There was more bribery In
small ways too numerous to mention.
As Mr. Humlston did not consider It
practicable to lock up bis daughter, so
did ne refrain from forbidding her to
meet Mr. Holey.
He was aware that
“love laughs at locksmiths," and tor
bidding Bailie to meet any particular
person would be Ineffective. Tbe prob
lein. therefore, that faced the lovers
was not bow to get together, but how
to get married.
luey

every clergyman

in

town

and

failed with all.
Mr. Humlston
was well to do; he gave liberally fo
churches; he Informed every clergyman
that his daughter was not of age and
warned each and all that If any of
them married her be would du so at
his peril. The dominies knew that Mr.
Humlston was a man not to be trtfleo
with, and should they offend him he
could never again be approached for a

subscription
One day a young man with a peachy
complexion and a full black heard, car
rylng a satchel, entered the main railroad station of the place and called
for a ticket to Ridgewood, a station
without the town limits.
Before the
train left a tall lady, veiled, entered
the same station and also bought s
ticket for Ridgewood. The ticket agent
noticed that there was something about
the young
man's appearance that
caused him to wouder who and what
be was.
He knew every one in the
town and bad never soeu such a per
son there before.
.As the man walked
away from the window the agent noticed that he had a peculiar gait. The
young man picked up a newspaper at
a stand and. entering tbe train, took
a seat
beside tbe veiled lady. then,
opening bis paper, began to read.
Now. It bapi>ened that the conductor
of the train was one of Mr. Humlston'a
paid spies. When tbe train stopped at
a station still
within tbe city limits
be sent a telephone message to Mr.
Humlston. whom be caught In bts of
flee, that there was a strange looking
couple aboard the truln and suggested
that Mr. Humlston take an automobile and go to Ridgewood at once.
Mr. Humlston telephoned to bis boose
to know If bis daughter was there and.
learning tbat^be was not Jumped Into
an anto and reached Ridgewood Just
as the train bearing the young man
with the black beard and the veiled
lady was pulling out of the statloa
Mr. Humlston noticed the relied lady,
but since she wag a bead taller thaD
his daughter she did not Interest him
But when be saw her enter an auto
cab and a abort gentleman with a
black beard get In with her he won
dered if this couple could have any
thing to do with the warning be had
He concluded to shadow
received.
them. Jumping Into bis anto. be kept
half a block behind them.
Tbe auto ahead of him stopped at a
church
nave

ix.

saia

me

snaaower.

~i

bave been warned un account of this
couple, but they are not the ones
against whom I bave been warned.
Tbat woman Is not uiy daughter, and
that little fellow is not iloxey.
But
III bet they are going to attend a wedding. and tbe conductor must nave
beard them say something to indicate
that the principals are Sallie and

Billy."
Mr. Humiston waited till the conple
had entered the ctiureb. then went In
behind them and took a seat In tbe
last pew from the altar.
The tall wo
man and the short man were waiting
near
the chancel.
Presently a skie
door opened, and a clergyman in vest
ments entered, took nis posiuou on the
chancel, and the couple stood before
him.
Mr. Humiston heaved a sigh of relief. After all. this was the couple that
was to be married, and they did not
answer to the description of Sallie ami
Billy at all. He did not wait tor the
conclusion of the ceremony, but sped
borne in his car.
Sallie bad not returned.
While he
was
asking questions about her the
doorbell rang, and he was handed a
telegram. Opening It. be read:

Ridgewood.
Married

I>o forgive

ua.

papa
SALLIE

Mr. Humiston crushed the message
Hut before
in his hand and growled
manv minutes had elapsed auxlety got
the better of him to know how the
conple bad succeeded In fooling him
He gave the telegraph messenger a
dispatch containing his forgiveness and
♦old him to send It io the Ridgewood
telegraph office. It brought tbe newly
married couple home In time for dinner.
The little man with tbe black
heard threw his arms around Mr. Hum is ten's neck and gnve him a
dozen
kisses.
Tbe tall woman looked sa If
tbe bad been stealing.
"I see.” said Mr. Hnmlston.

COUNTY
ROAD

MAINTENANCE.

In nearly every state the ays;
of building roads Is fairly !,
good. Where a road is bonded J J
and built It is usually built In an !!
approved manner. It Is the ays- ] [
tent of maintenance that Is a
< >
•hame and a disgrace. We have
J
yet to learn that when a road Is <.
built It is not built to stand
J|
through time and eternity. Ex- < >
perta may build them, but unless J |
they are looked after by men < •
with some knowledge of how J J
they must be maintained tbelr < •
life la short.
![
Build the roads right and work '1
"
out a system of maintenance and
there will be a vast saving. This •'
will result In a reduction of lax- !!
'•
es and will make the burden of
road financing one that can be ! I
carried better and will be car]j
ried far more willingly.
The ..
thing that really scares most of | J
us Is not the increased taxation A
for a few years, but the prospect
of having to go through with the
same burden again In
a
few i
years later when the roads have ?
been allowed to go to pieces.—
Farm Progress.
*

NEWS

BLl'EHILL.
CM*. E. Green »n in

tern

on

Bangor

last

basinet*.

Blaeblll lodgs, I. O. O. F.,
«U) ,or,
initiator; dsgnss April ft.
!
Mr*. Frank. E. McGouldrick, of
p._
Fairfield, ia vialting bar parents K u,
and
wife.
Mayo
;

I

MUs

Luella

t*eutou.

an

tbs

American

Capt. John W. Kane apent tbe

girl sojourning in England. Joined In
tbe work of sending comforts to tbe
soldiers lighting In France and Belgium. Miss Denton on looking over

it bis
is

week end

home, returned to his vessel
which°

discharging

at

Sedgwick, Monday
Mrs. H. 8. Sweet has Joined her
husband
here, and is now visiting her
psrenti.
George A. Moras and wife, at “The
Derby”

books she owned selected sev
The board of assessors will be in
novels and look (hem to tbe
session
rooms where supplies were being pack
April 1,2 and 3 at tbe town ball, for in,
and
disFrance
of
to
scut
the
were
ed. They
purpose
receiving
valuation ol w
tributed with other things among the
property.
soldiers at tbe front.
Dr. Orman B. Humphrey, of
Bsngo,
Miss Denton had not noticed that her
will, under tbe auspices of tbe
books.
Tbe
name was In one of the
church, deliver hi* celebrated lecture
on
novel was given to the Foreign icgldn.
Paris, in tbe town hall, on
Tuesday
comiwsed of all nationalities. except March 23. Dr. Humphrey Is a
French, and fell Into the bunds of Priand accomplished lecturer.
Everybody
Wilkins, an American
vate Joseph
will enjoy hearing him, and
“teeing'
youth who happened to be in ParU Paris, as it will be abown with 150 or mors
at tbe breaking out of the war and
slides.
had enlisted in that corps.
March IS.
H
One day wbeu Private Wilkins was
WEST SULLIVAN.
some seven or eight feet underground,
getting tired of listening to shells
Oapt. J. K. Mitchell bas returned from
screeching over his head, be saw a book a visit in Hpaton.
lying on tbe bottom of the treneb and
Mis* Marion Mattocks has returned
took it up.
LUtlessly o|ieulng It. ou from a visit in Portland.
ROUGH ON ROADS.
written
a
be
read
in
pencil
flyleaf
Mr*. Fred Coffin and daughter Manoo
Heavy Cara and Trucks Chief Tax on "Luella Denton."
are visiting in East Sullivan.
If peace bad been declared Wilkins
Maintenance.
A daughter (Gertrude M.) was born to
To build and maintain good roads could Dot have been more astonished.
A year before In Miss [leotoua borne : Mr. and Mr*. Everett Crocker Sunday.
would be comparatively easy and InA. P. Have; baa moved hit family from
In America be had proposed to her. I
expensive were we assured that the She bad considered bis
proimsition for tb* bungalow at Tunk to bis borne
bulk of their use would be by light
here.
three days, then turned him down.
weight automobiles, says Roy D. ChaThe young soldier wua not Interested
A drama and farce will be presented
by
pin. chairman good roads committee. In the novel further than that It bad the bigb school at K. of P. hall
Friday
National Automobile Chamber of Com- come from MUs Denton.
Indeed, be evening.
merce.
It k» from very heavy cars and did not read a word of It lie was exMrs. Gilbert Hooper will occupy her
from trucks that roads receive their pecting at any minute to be killed,
borne, and Marcus Cleaves will move to a
hardest use.
Boulevards and parks. : and one In su> b condition is not apt
tenement in tbe Gordon building.
where travel Is restricted to light ve- I to give bis attention to reading. NevA. B. Havey and wife and Master Joseph
hides, require an astonishingly small ertheless be formed a resolution to
have returned to Caribou, after several
expense for upkeep. Moderate weight write to Miss Denton a letter from sd
weeks at tbe borne of B. B. Havey.
on fairly large section tires Khould be
unknown grateful soldier
Might he
1
William Moore and wife have returned
encouraged by all municipalities Inter- not still win her by correspondence?
ested In building and maintaining good j
Fortunately for hU plan MUs Den- to Prospect Harbor after a few weeks'stay
roads. To be sure, this can hardly l>e ton had left a card between the leaves
with their daughter, Mra. If. H. Havey.
attained by legislative action, but which she bad used as a bookmark,
March 16.
M.
much may be done by educational with a London address on lb
It was
BAY81DE.
I
campaigns tending toward the foster possible that this address was that of
Mr*. Ivory Frazier is recovering rapidly
Ing of this Idea In the public mind.
Mra. Deuton.
At any rate, when Wilfrom her illness.
The oiled roads of California are fa
kins found the means to write and
mous.
Whitcomb, Hsyne-s A Co.’s crew tbst
Vet many of them cost but a
send a letter he used the address on 1
w as cutting stavewood on their farm
nominal sum to build and maintain.. the card, lie took care to disguise his
Gere,
lias come out of the wooda, ow ing lo lack
Florida seems recently to have bit 1 handwriting and
sign an assumed of
StfOW.
upon a method of building a combine
name.
A. C. Haynes, of Bangor, visiled Baytion oil and sand road that promises to i One morning Miss Denton received
side Friday and Saturday,
it has been
revolutionize road building In that de ; an epistle from a soldier In tbe trenchmore than
twenty-five years since Mr.
j
lightful state. I look to see great Itn es thanking her for the great relief af- Haynes last visitt-d here, and be found
many changea in tbe place.
provement In thecoustructlon of cheap forded him by the novel she had sentMarch lft.
U.
and excellent roads In the near future \ Ue assured her that It was
Just tbe
Could we but be assured that ouiy
thing needed 10 divert his mind from
Past and a Piano.
lightweight motorcars would be used death, which continually stared him In
You have beard tbe old story of the
on them the problem really Is simple
the face.
Would she not write him a
great pianist who used to lay sli beans
Even a good dirt road, however. Is a letter?
Whenever the danger was
big Improvement over the highways most appalling he would read It. and —or was It peas?—on tbe piano and
himself to play a most difficult
that usually are found In the major be was sure It would
draw his thoughts ! compel
and Intricate comiosltlon through alt
part of the Cnited States, and a good from a constant
of
death.
presence
times without an error. Every time be
dirt road, excepting In the very worst
Now, Miss Denton was ■ romantic went
am ceasfutly through he took up a
season of the year, cau l>e had with
woman
and had refused Wilkins
young
pea and put It In bis pocket. Every
the expenditure of practically nothing on the
ground that she could not love time be made a mistake be took aM the
but a little labor
It Is [>erhnps too one so
matter of fact
She was well
peas out of bis pocket and began again,
much to expect that concrete or brick
pleased to have given comfort to ■ sol- even If almost at tbe end or tbe sixth
roads could be laid through all the ra
dier who was constantly exposed to : time.
Many of onr young mualc pupils
ral districts, but It la not too much to
death. She wrote a long letter to the
seem to think an error makes no differexpect that the cheap Improvement of
poor man. mainly composed of inch
ence.
They expect to make them, *o
roads that already exist Is something
Items as were to be found In tbe newsof conns they do make them. You canwhich should be taken up by every
papers. addressing It to bis corps lb
not build great achievements of art
municipality. Wbat is needed Is not France. It reached bis
company, and
upon these faulty foundations—Chrisso much money as It Is energy and
be bad Dotifled ibe mall distributer that
tian Herald.
WliUngness to Improve the roads. The tba name It bore bad
been assumed
fact that many farmers are buying auPyramid ef Clash.
him.
tomobiles Is a big assistance, because by
The wonderful accuracy of measureWilkins was delighted.
Be wrote
no sooner does a farmer become poson tba comfort ber
ment displayed In tbe construction of
sessed of a motorcar than he realizes again, dwelling
letter bad given blm.
Whenever s
tba pyramids la moat marked In the
as he never did before the advantage
shell burst over bis bead, be said, or
of the good road and the ease with
great
pyramid at Qlieb. Its four sides
a comrade was killed beside blm be
which It may be constructed and main
have a mean error of only six-tenths
felt that be would go Insane from tbe
talced
of an Inch and twelve seconds In ancontinuance of aoch horrors. At such
from a perfect square. Tbe length
times
be
read
ber
gle
and
It
letter,
always
TVactor Bettar Than Horses.
of the sides, originally 704 feet. Is do*
A tractor U far guiierlor to horse* brought back bis nerve. To preserve
It be had placed It In a tin cigarette
746 feet.
for road work. The tractor does bet
ter work and at less cost.
Depending box and kept It In his left pocket A
of
a shell
bad struck him
fragment
on the size of the tractor. It easily will
SMbtrUstncniu
replace fifteen to thirty sturdy horses over the heart and had been turned
Ber letter bad
In road construction work aud cover aside by the metal.
aaved bis life.
more ground at far less expense and
Wilkins bad do opportunity to rewith much better results. The opera
IS A PRICELESS
tor can handle and guide a tractor with ceive or write another letter, for In a
bayonet charge be was wounded and !
greater ease than au equivalent uum
Poverty WITH HEALTH is better
her of horses required to do the same as soon as possible sent across tbe than Luxury WITHOUT it. Yet the
He was finally removed to j cost of Good Health is trilling- ThousIt also Is ixisstble channel.
amount of work.
London and not long after arriving
to start the tractor more gently and
1 ands of families enjoy
perfect health,
work at a faster, steadier pace than there wrote Miss Denton. Informing
the
of
F” Atwoods
aid
“Lthrough
ber
of
bis
condition
and asking If she
with horses
Then. too. the tractor
would not further add to hia comfort Medicine.
exerts sure, continuous [tower at al
As a reliable relief from stoma b
times and even on sharp turns travels by coming to see him at tbe hospital j
a certain
troubles and Indigestion
along with the same consistent speed where he lay.
Luelln collected a large basket full correction for constipation—the best
and power. This Is not true, however,
of delicacies and betook herself to the banisher of biliousness, headache and
of a team of eight or ten horses en
More
hospital. Joe had given his assumed colds—"L. F.” is New England’s favgaged In ro»d building work.
name to a nurse, requesting that If
often than not they furnish inadequate
orite remedy,
any one asked for that person he was
unreliable [tower, and when the work
Mrs. Me Alpine, of Prentiss. Maine,
Then came Luella
Is especially hard require frequent the one wanted.
with her basket on her arm and ber says:
rests. Involving considerable loss ot
some

eral

Bapt,„’

itlenied'

J
?

J

J

PERFECT HEALTH

BLESSING.

—

time. Weather and soil conditions that
often necessitate a layoff when operating with horses do not hamper the
work of the tractor.
Surface Treatment of Road*.
The surface treatment of gravel or
macadam roads with bituminous materials falls under the head of main
The process may be briefly
tenance.
described as follows: The road surface
Is first thoroughly cleaned by hand
brooms or a street sweeper. The bituminous material ts applied when the
surface Is thoroughly dry at the rate
of from .3 tt> f> of a gallon to the equate
yard and Is usually broomed Into the
surface. It Is then covered with a tbln
layer of clean stone screenings or fine
travel free from earth or vegetable
The sereenings should
be
matter.
spread evenly over the surface and
only enough should be used to take up
The surface Is
the surplus bitumen.
This
then rolled and opened to traffic
method Is comparatively cheap, but
the treatment has to be repeated from
time to time as the bindinc rain* of
the material becomes Inert.

romantic heart heating wildly at the
prospect of meeting her unknown soldier. When she was taken up to Joe's
bed so pale and thin was he that she
failed to recognize him.
"Loella!” he said In a choked voice.
The sound of her name, spoken In a
familiar voice, caused her to look more
Intently In bis face, and she recognized
In tbe poor soldier the man Bbe had refused
un. Joe: she exclaimed, and. kneeltag beside his cot. she took his hand
In hers.
Joe told Li
that when he saw her
name In the book she bad sent be did
not feel Justified Id
writing her direct
after her refusal of him. but.
desiring
the comfort she might give a
stranger.
bad written her Incognito.
Naturally
khe took pity on him, for be had been
badly wounded and was the shadow of
his former self
So she nursed him
back to comparative health.
But the
Burgeons agreed that It would require
a Iona time to make him flt
for the
field again, and he was
discharged.
He and laid In were married In Loo
don and returned to America.

“We always keep ’L. F.’ Atwood’s
Medicine in the bouse. It is the ON LI
medicine used in our family. We think
very

highly

Get a

Big

of it.”

(Signed) Katie MeAlpine.
FBEL

35 cent Bottle or a

Trial Sample To-day.
"L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,

Me._
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DEPOSITS INVITED

«

ESTIQE tnjoyed »nd due to
t*
satisfactory service should To*
nt endorsement of this bank
ontemplating a Savings Bans
t.

;k Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth

If You Ara Nervous
we recommend

and art) losing weight,
that you take

fessOi SSSZ
for
we

w
centaMMf KlfJiop*<>»r*UM
short time. A prescription wh.cn
gladly eadon*.

a

E. Q. Moore.
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